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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MINISTER
OF MINES AND PETROLEUM

RESOURCES, 1971
CHAPTRRl

Introduction
A report on the mineral industry in the Province has been  published amu~IIy

since 1874. From 1874 to 1959 it was the Annual Report  of the Minister of Miies,
and since 1960 it has been the Annual Report of the Minister of Mines  and Petro-
leum Resources.

Starting with 1969, the Annual Report of the Miter of Mines and Petroleum
Resources contains a review of the mineral industry, and chapters dealing with
Statistics, Departmental Work, Petroleum and  Nahml  Gas, and Inspection of Mines.
Technical  reports on geology, mineral exploration, metal mines,  placer, industrial
minerals  and structural materials, and coal which formerly were included in the
Annual  Report are pub&bed  separately in a volume entitled Geo@y,  Explorution,
and Mining  in British Columbia. A new series of annual  publications of that name
began with the 1969 volume.

This Annual Report  contains a general review of the mineral industry as a
whole. The  chapter on Statistics records in considerable detail all phases of the
mineral production of the  Province. Current and past  practices in arriving at
quantities and in calculating the vahm  of products are described.

The organization of the Department and the work of its various branches are
outlined briefly in the  chapter on Departmental Work.

The chapter on Petroleum and Natural Gas contains a general review and
records in considerable detail the development and production statistics of that
expanding industry.

Information concerning mine safety, fatal accidents, dangerous occurrences,
etc.. and the  activities  of the  Insoection  Branch are contained in the chaoter  on
Illspection  of Mines.
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Review ,of  the Mineral Industry
By Stuart  S. Holland

ProductiohThe  value of the 1971 production of British Columbii’s  mineral
industry  amounted to $526,811,839. A new record was established for the 10th
successive year, for the 6rst  time the annual production exceeded half a billion
dollars, the previous year’s total was exceeded by $38,206,214 or 7.8 per cent, and
the cumulative value to date has now reached $8,175,714,746.

The values of the four classes of products are as follows:
1970 1971 WE%,

Metals ---___ $309,981,470 $299,908,645 - 3 . 2
Industrial  minerals 22,020,359 21,909,767 - 0 . 5
stictmal  materials 46&X9,660 59,940,333 t-30.1
Fuels 110,534,136 145,053,094 +31.2

The outstanKing features of the year were the enormous gains in  production of
copper and coal, a signi6cant  gain in quantity of cement, and important gains in
production of zinc  and tungsten. On the other hand there was a very large decline
in ~production  of molybdenum, as well as declines in  production of mercury and
several other  minoi  metals.

The decrease in  value of metal production of $10 million or 3.2 per cent was
due to decreased production of all metals except copper, zinc, tungsten, and iron  and
a signiticant  decrease in the price of copper. The main decline in. production was
of molybdenum from $52.56 million to $36.95 million. The impact of the
enormous increase in copper production (66.1 million pounds) was diihed by
the continuing fall in price of copper from an average of 58.698 cents per pound in
1970 to 46.696 cents per pound in  1971.

The slight decrease in value of industrial minerals of $111,000 resulted because
the decline in  value  of sulphur  produced was somewhat greater than the gain of
$1.8 million for asbestos.

The value of st~ctora.I  materials increased by $13.87 million or 30.1 per cent,
almost  entirely due to increased activity of the construction industry and consequent
increased use of cement, sand, and gravel.

The considerable increase ia the value of fuels produced, $34.52 million or
31.2 per cent, was very largely due to increased coal production (a gain in value of
$26.24 million) and to a lesser extent increased production of crude oil and natural
kw.

During the next several years it is anticipated that  the total value of production
will continue to increase despite current uncertainties about metal prices and cut-
backs in  sales contracts for molybdenum and possibly for those  of copper  concen-
trates. In 1972, production is expected from six new copper mines, in addition to
which there  will be a full year’s pmdwtioo  from the Island Copper mine operating
at 33,000 tons per day. Production of coal should also continue to increase sharply
and petroleum and natural gas production are expected to maintain a steady growth.
However, the production of molybdenum  is expected to continue to decline in 1972
as a result of a further cutback ia production at the Endako  mine, to the closure of
the Boss Mountain mine by Noranda  Mines,  Limited (Boss Mountain Division) late
in 1971, and to the closure early in  1972 of the Coxq  mine by Consolidated Cana-
dian Faraday Ltd. (Red Mountain Mines Division), and of the British  Columbii
Molybdenum mine.
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Provincial revenw-Direct revenue to the Provincial Government derived
from  the entire mineral industry in  1971 was as follows:

Free miners’ certificates, recording fees, lease
rentals, assessment payments, etc. __.. $1,655,858.61

Royalties on iron concentrates .--.-...-  ._.-_  -._ 253,048.59
Rentals and royalties on industrial minerals

a n d stmctaral materials . ..-.-..-  . . .._..._  ~- 403,687.OO
Fifteen-per-cent mining tax (received during

1971) ..-  ~--.--.-.---...-  --~.~~~~~.. 4,978,917.00
coal licencea .----.-.-~~-.-.-  . . . ..__  - 264,423.82
Petroleum and natural gas rentals, fees, etc.---. 9,428,322.51
Sale of Crown  reserves. ._~~~~~---  -.~~-~~~~.~~. 22,186,250.58
Royalties on oil, gas, and processed products. 14,667,966.44
Miiellaneous petroleum and natural gas fees 35,604.37

Total --.~_-  ..--.-  -...--  ._.---_ $53,874,078.92
Expenditure by the indus~Ekqmxliture in  1971 by companies involved in

the exploration, development, and production of metals, minerals, and coal were
$652,201,332.

Equivalent expenditures  by companies involved in the exploration and produc-
tion  of petroleum and natural gas were $149,064,000.

The  resulting total expenditures in 1971 by the mineral industry for explora-
tion, development, and production therefore were $801,265,732.

Metal mining--In 1971, 52 mines produced more than 42.57 million tons of
ore . Eleven produced more than  1 million tons each and all but four of these  were
open-pit mines. In total, 11 open-pit mines produced about 32.84 million toes  of
ore . Twelve mines produced between 100,000 and 1 million tons each.

In 1971, 31 concentrators were in  operation, two of which were new. At the
Island Copper mine near Port Hardy, a new mill with  a daily capacity of 33,000
tons was completed and at the Pride of Emory mine near Hope a new mill of 1,500
tons  per  day capacity was completed to replace one. destroyed by fire. Concen-
trators having a total daily capacity of 96,250 tons were under constmction  at the
following eight mines: Alwin,  Bell (Newman), Boll River, Gibraltar, Lomex,  Silver
Queen (Nadina),  Siiameen  (Ingcrbelle),  and Sunro.

During the year, mining operations  were terminated at the following mines:
Bralome  (Bralome  Can-Fer Resources Limited), Bluebell (Cominco  Ltd.) ,  Boss
Mountain  (Noranda  Mines, Limited),  Golconda  (Treat Resources Ltd.), Magnum
(Cburcbill  Copper Corporation Ltd.), Ruth  Vermont (Copperline  Mmes  Ltd.),
and True Fiisure  (Columbii  Metals Corporation, Limited). of  these, the Boss
Mountain, Magnum,  and Ruth  Vermont are being maintained in condition to re-
cmmence  operation.

The  Trail smelter treated 6,589 tons of crude  ore and 388,222 tons of concen-
trates from  British Columbia mines as well as a large tonnage of concentrates, crude
ore, and scrap from  sources outside the Province. A total of 2,469,595 tons of
concentrates was shipped to foreign  smelters. Of the total metal production of the
Province, concentrates representing 50.4 per cent of the total value were shipped  to
Japanese  smelters and 6.5 per cent of the total value were shipped to smelters in the
United States.
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DESTINATION OF  BRITISH  COLUMBIA CONCENTRATES IN  1971

-
.--
14.48,

14,487

Destinations of molybdenum as molybdenite  concentrate, molybdic  oxide, and
ferromolybdenum  arc  largely in Europe and Japan.

Prospecting  for and exploration and development of mineral deposits through-
out the Province continued at a slightly lower level of activity than in 1970.
Although the total funds expended were markedly less, the number of prop&es
on which exploratory work was done and the number  of certhicates  of work re-
corded were  about the same.

Recor&mg of claims was most active in the Kamloops, Liard, Ornineca,  and
Siiamccn Mining Divisions. The discovery of zinc-lead mineralization at Robb
Lake in the Liard  division and of copper in the vicinity of the  Afton  property in the
Kamloops division accounted for large recordings of claims. The number of mineral
claims recorded  in 1971 was 57,778, a 16.4-per-cent  decrease  from 1970. Footage
of surface and underground exploratory diamond drilling was 461,791 feet, a de-
crease of 211,330 feet  or 31.3 per  cent, and percussion drilling was 81,934 feet,
a decrease of 153,949 feet or 65 per  cent.

About 652 geological,  gcochemical,  and gcophysic81  reports were accepted in
1971 by the Department for assessment-%ork,crcdit. They represent not less than
$3,827,000  in work done on claims.

The following statistics of expenditures on exploration and development of
coal, mineral, and metallic  deposits, and  mines are summarized from data recorded
on Statistics Canada forms. They represent minimum amounts, but the response of
the industry is sticiently complete to provide figures that are substantially correct.
Comparable figures  for petroleum and natural gas operations arc  not available.

Exploration includes all work done up to the time  when a company declares its
intention of proceeding to production, after that date the work is classed as develop-
ment.

Major expcmlitures  in 1971 by cornpanics  involved in the exploration, develop-
ment, and mining of metals, minerals, and coal were  as follows:

Miig operations (metals, minerals,  coal) . . ..-.  $203,935,369
Miig operations (structural materials) . . . . .._~~ 18,878,901
Repairs expenditures .._  ~--...-._.~-  ~-~ 55,063,940
Capital expenditures .-  .._.  -...-~~_ $294,562,094
Exploration and development-.-. 79,761,028

374,323,122

Total -- _...  --.--~.-  .._ ~~~~--._. $652,201,332
Capital and repair expenditures arc listed separately because of di5culties  in allocat-
ing them consistently. Actually most of the repair  expenditures should be  applied
to mining operat.ions,  and most of the capital expenditures to exploration and
development.
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EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES, 1971

Structmd  materhz~  and industrial minerals-Exploration for industrial min-
erals extended from the newly discovered fluorite deposit near Liard Hot Springs in
the north to the Mount Brassilof magaesite deposit in the south In regard to opera-
tions, the following should be noted: The Cassiar Asbestos mine mill expansion was
completed to a capacity of 110,ooO  tons of fibre  annually, trial runs  continued at the
Crow&c diatomite-pozzolan  mill at Qwsnel,  barite recovery plants in the Colambii
Valley continued to operate, but sales declined, and rock chips  for granules and
aggregates were produced at a variety of plants in southern  British Columbia.

Coal mining-The total amount of coal mined (net production) in 1971 was
4,637,012 shoa  tons,  of this 3,912,154 tons was from open-pit mines and 724,858
tous  was from underground mines. The total net production was a 46.6-per-cent
increase over that of 1970 and is the largest amount of coal ever produced in any
year in British Columbia. AU came from  Kaiser Resources Ltd. mines at Michel
and Sparwood.

Kaiser Resources Ltd. were successful in renegotiating their sales contract with
Mitsubishi Metal Mig Co., Ltd. to an ammai delivery to 1985 of 4.4 million long
tons of clean coal.

Work continued in preparing the property of Fording Coal Liited to deliver
3 million long tons of metallurgical coking coal annually to Japanese consumers.

Exploration contbmed  in the East Kootenay coalfield and also in the north-
eastern cotield which  extends along the eastern foothills of the Rocky MOUU~~~US
from the Alberta boundary south of Nanaway  River northwestward for more than
200 miles.
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Developmeat work iswell  advanced at the Sukaoka property of Bran&a Re-
sources Ltd., where a reserve of more than 65 million tons of high-grade coking-coal
has been established by drilling of the Chamberlain seam.

Several other companies have been exploring coal liceaces  both north and south
of the Peace River.

In 1971,840 new coal liceaces  were issued and 192 old licences were forfeited.
At year end, 2,090 coal licences,  totalling  1,188,749  acres, were io good standing.

Petroleum and natural gu+-The  value of production of the petroleum industry
in 1971 amounted to $99,251,158, up 9.1 per cent from 1970. Crude-oil produc-
tion was 25,154,122 barrels, only slightly less than the 1970 total, but increased to
a value of $66,471,856, a gain of 10 per cent. The major producing fields, all
under water-flood programmes,  were Boundary Lake, Peejay, Miigaa Creek, Inga,
and Weasel.

Natural gas delivered to pipelines was 291,188;481 MSCF,  an increase of
6.8 per cent and increased to a value of $31,946,372, a 7.2~per-cent  gain. The
major gas-producing fields were Clarke Lake, Yoyo, Laprise Creek, Rigel, Nii
Creek, and Jedney.

For the third successive year the footage drilled increased over the previous
year aad in 1971 was 989,650 feet, an increase of 10,per cent over 1970.

All drilling was in the northeastern corner of the Province, except for one
wildcat  venture on the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands. Despite the
search for signilicant new petroleum or natural gas finds, the last major success was
the disuwery of the Inga field in 1966.

The gas transmission-line delivering gas from the Beaver River field to West-
coast Transmission Company Liited at Fort Nelson was put iota operation. West-
coast Transmission Company increased capacities of their gas transmission-lines
between Fort Nelson and Taylor, and also between Taylor and the Lower Mainland.

The dehydration plant at the Beaver River field was completed during the year.
Expenditar~  in 1971 by companies involved in the exploration and production

of petroleum and natural gas were:
Exploration, land acquisition, and drilling ..-~~~. $60,749,000
Development drilling ..---..-.-  ..---. ~--.-__ 8,923,OOO
Capital expenditures -------.. 41,384,OOO
Natural gas plant operations . . .._.......  --.---._ 4,310,oOO
Field, well, and pipe-line operations -.-.- 13,315,OOO
General (excluding income tax) ~-~.-__~-~~~~~. 20,383,OCKI

Total --.-..-.-...--...~...--.-.--...-.  $149,064,000
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INTRODUCTION

The statistics of the mineral industry are collected, compiled, and tabulated for
this Report by tbe Economics and Statistics Branch, Department of Industrial
Development, Trade, and Commerce, Victoria.

In the interests of uniformity and to avoid duplication of effort, beginning with
the statistics for 1925, Statistics Canada and the Provincial departments have co-
operated in collecting and processing mineral statistics.

Producers of metals, industrial minerals, structural materials, coal, and petro-
leum and natural gas are requested to submit returns in duplicate on forms prepared
for use by the Province and by Statistics Canada.

As far as possible, both organizations follow tbe same practice in processing
the data. The final compilation by Statistics Canada is usually published consider-
ably later than the Annual Report of the Minister of Mines and Petroleum Resources
for British Columbia. Differences between the values of production published by
the two organizations arise mainly because Statistics Canada uses average prices
considered applicable to the total Canadian production, whereas the British Colum-
bia mining statistician uses prices considered applicable to British Columbia pro-
duction.

Peat, classified  as a fuel by Statistics Canada, is not included in the British
Columbia statistics of mineral production being regarded as neither a foe1 nor a
mineral.

METHOD OF COMPUTING PRODUCTION

The tabulated ~statistin  are arranged so as to facilitate comparison of the
production records for the various mining divisions, and from year to year. From
time to time, revisions have been made to figures published in earlier reports as
additional data became available or errors become known.

Data are obtained from  the certified  returns  made by producers of metals,
industrial minerals and structural materials, and coal, and are augmented by data
obtained from custom smelters. For placer gold, returns from operators are aug-
mented by data obtained from the Royal Canadian Mint. For petroleum, natural
gas, and liquid by-products, production figures  supplied by the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Branch of the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources are
compiled from the monthly disposition reports and the Crown royalty statement
tiled with the Department by the pmducers.

Values are in Canadian funds. Weights  are avoirdupois pounds  and short
tons (2,000 pounds), and troy ounces. Barrels are 35 imperial gallons.

METALS

Tbe prices used in the valuation of current and past production of gold, silver,
copper, lead, and zinc  are shown in the table on page A 26.

The price of gold used is the average Canadian Mint buying-price for line gold.
In 1971 this was $35.34 per Ounce.

A 13
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The price used for placer gold originally was established arbitrarily  at $17 per
ounce, when the price of tine gold was $20.67 per ounce. Between 1931 and 1962
the price was proportionately increased with the comim~ously  changing price of line
gold. Since 1962, Canadian Mint reports giving the finegold  content have been
available for all but a very small part of the placer gold produced, and the average
price listed is derived by dividing ounces of placer gold into total amount received.

F’rior to 1949 the prices used for silver, copper, lead, and zinc  were the average
prices of the markets indicated in the table on page A 26, converted into Canadian
funds. The abbreviations in the table are Mont.-Montreal;  N.Y.=New  York;
Lend.-London;  E. St. L.=East St. Louis; and U.S.=United  States.

Latterly the prices of silver, copper, lead, and zinc  are average United States
prices converted into Canadian funds. Average monthly prices are supplied by
Statistics Canada from figures published in the Metal Markets section of Me&
Week. Specifically, for silver it is the New York price; for lead it is the New York
price; for zinc. it is the price at East St. Louis of Prime Western; for copper it is the
United States export retiery price. However, commencing in 1970 the copper
price is the average of prices received by the various British Cohm~bia  shippers.

For antimony de average price for the year and for cadmium, the New York
producers’ price to consumers are used. For nickel the price used is the Canadian
price set by the International Nickel Company of Canada Ltd. The value per ton
of the iron ore used in making pig iron at Kimberley is an arbitrary figure, being the
average of several ores of comparable grade at their points of export from British
Columbia.

Gross  and  Net Content

The gross content of a metal in ore, concentrate, or bullion is the amount  Of
that metal calculated from an assay of the mate$al,  and the gross metal contents
are the sum  of individual metal assay contents. The net contents are the gross
contents less smelter and refinery  losses.

In past years there have been different methods used in calculating net contents,
particularly in the case of one metal contained in the concentrate of another. The
present method was established in 1963 and is outlined in the following table. For
example, the net content of silver in copper concentrates is 98 per cent of the gross
content, of cadmium in zinc concentrates is 70 per cent of the gross Content,  etc.

Value of Production

For iridium, iron concentrate shipped to Japan, mercury, molybdenum, and tin
the value of production is the amount received by the shippers.

For gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, antimony, bismuth,  cadmium, some iron
concentrate, and nickel the value of production is calculated from the assay content
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of the ore, concentrate, or bullion less appropriate smelter losses, and an average
price per unit of weight.

prior to 1925 the  value of gold and copper produced was calculated by using
their true average prices and, in addition, for copper  the  smelter loss was taken
into accQunt.

The value of other metals was calculated from tbe gross metal content  of ores
or concentrates by using a metal  price which was an arbitrary percentage of the
average price,  as follows: Silver, 95 per cent;  lead, 90 per cent; and zinc, 85 per cent.

It is t&e percentages  of the  average price that are listed in the  table on page
A 26.

For 1925 and subsequent years the  value has been calculated by using the true
average price (seep. A 26) and the  net metal contents, in accordance with the pro-
cedures adopted  by Statistics Canada  and the  Department of Mines  and Petroleum
Resources.

In the statistical tables, for gold the values are calculated by multiplying tbe
gross contents  of gold by the  average  price for the  year; for the other  metals, by
multiplying the net contents of metals as determined by means of the above table
by the average price for the year.

INDUSTRUL  MINERALS AND  STRUCTURAL MATERIAIS

The values of production of industrial minerals and structural materials are
approximately the  amounts  received at the point of origin

F U E L

The value of production of coal is calculated using a price per  ton (see p. A 26)
which  is the  weighted  average of the f.o.b. prices at the mint  for tbe coal sold.

The values of production of natural gas, natural gas liquid by-products, and
pctrolcum  including condcnsate/pentancs  plus arc the amounts received for the
prcducts  at the well-head.

NOTES ON PRODUCTS LISTED IN THE TABLES
Antimony-Antimony metal was produced at the  Trail smelter from 1939 to

1944; since 1944 it has been  marketed alloyed with lead. The antimony is a by-
product  of silver-lead ores. In 1907 the  6rst  recorded antimonial ore mined in Brit-
ish Columbia was shipped  from the Slocao  area to England. Since then  other out-
of-Province shipments  have originated in the  Bridge River, Noah Lardcau,  Slocan,
Spillimacheen,  and Stuart Lake areas. In Table 7c  the antimony assigned to indi-
vidual mining divisions is the reported  content of ore exported to foreign smelters;
the antimony “not assigned” is that recovered at the  Trail smelter from various ores
received there.  See Tables 1, 3, and 7c.

Arsenious oxide - Arsenious  oxide was recovered at foreign  smelters from
arsenical gold ores from Hedley  between  1917 and 1931, and in 1942, and from
tbe Victoria prop&y on Rocher  D&xxd&  Mountain in 1928. No production has
been  recorded  since 1942. See Tables 1 and 7D.

Asb&m-British  Columbia has produced asbestos since 1952 when the Cas-
siar  mine was opened. All British Columbia production consists of cbrysotile  from
tbe Cassiar  mine near the Yukon border. This deposit is noted  for its high pcrcen-
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tage of valuable long fibre and for the low iron content  of the fibre. The original
claim were  located at Cassiar in 1950, and the first fibre was shipped two years
later. The fibre is milled from the ore at Cassiar, shipped by truck to Whitehorse,
and then moved by rail to tidewater at Skagway. From 1953 to 1961 the fibre was
valued at the shipping point in North Vantiuver,  but begimdng  in I962 it has been
valued at the mine, and values for the preceding years have been recalculated on
that basis. See Tables 1, 3, and 7~.

&rite--Barite production began in 1940 and has been comimmus  since then,
coming from several operations in the upper Columbia River valley. Some barite
is mined from lode deposits and the rest is recovered from the mill-tailings ponds of
the former Silver Giant and Mineral King silver-lead-zinc mines. See Tables 1, 3,
and 7D.

Benronite-Small  amounts of bentonite were produced between 1926 and
1944 from deposits in the coal measures near Princeton. There has been no produc-
tion since 1944. See Tables 1 and 7~.

Bismuth--Smce 1929 the Trail smelter has produced bismuth. It is a by-
product of lead refining  and thus the production cannot be assigned to specific
properties or mining divisions. See Tables 1, 3, and 7c.

BrickSee Clay and shale products.
Building-stone--Dimensional stone for building purposes is quarried when

required from a granite deposit on Nelson Island and an andesite deposit on Had-
diagton &land. Other stone close to local markets is quarried pe&dicaUy or as
needed for special building projects. See Table 7E.

Butane-Butane is recovered as a by-product at the gas-processing plant at
Taylor and at oil refineries. See Tab!es  1, 3, and 7.4.

Cadmiu~um has been recovered as a by-product at the Trail zinc
refinery  since 1928. It occurs in variable amounts in the sphalerite of most British
Columbia silver-lead-zinc ores. In Table 7c the cadmium assigned to individual
mining divisions is the reported content of custom shipments to the Trail and foreign
smelters; that “not assigned” is the remainder of the reported estimated recovery  at
the Trail smelter from British Columbia concentrates. See Tables 1, 3, and 7~.

Cement&meat is manufactured from carefully proportioned mixtures of
limestone, gypsum, and other mineral materials. It has been produced in British
Columbia since 1905. Present producers are Ocean Cement Liitcd, with a 4.8-
million-barrel-per-year plant at Bambetton,  and Canada Cement Lafars Ltd: with
a 3.5~million-barrel-per-year plant on Lulu Island aad a 1.2-million-barrel-per-year
plant at Ksmloops. See Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

Chomite-Two shipments of chromate  are on record, 670 tons from Cascade
in 1918 and 126 tons from Scottie  Creek in 1929. See Tables 1 and 7c.

Ckry  and shale products-These  include brick, blocks, tile, pipe., pottery, ligbt-
weight aggregate, and pozzola~ manufactured from British Columbia clays and
shales. Common red-burning clays and shales are widespread in the Province, but
better grade clays are rate. The fust recorded production was of bricks at Craig-
flower in 1853 and since then plants have operated in most towns and cities for
short periods. Local surface clay is used at Haney to make cornmoD red brick,
tile, and flower pots. Shale and fireclay  from Abbotsford Mountain  are used to
make i&brick,  facebrick,  sewer pipe, flue liDing,  and special fixclay  shapes in plants
at Kilgard, Abbotsford, and South Vancouver. A plant on Satuma Island makes
light-weight expanded shale aggregate and pozzolan clinker from a local shale
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deposit. A plant at Quesnel makea pomlan from burnt shale quarried south of
Quesnel. Common clays and shales are abundant in British Columbia, but Sreclay
and other high-grade clays are rare. Several hobby and art potteries and a sanitary-
ware plant are in operation, but these use mainly imported raw materials and their
production is not included in the tables. See Tables 1,3,  and 7%

Coal--coal  is almost as closely associated with British Columbia’s earliest
history as is placer gold. Coal was discovered at Suquash  on Vancouver Island in
1835 and at Namimo  in 1850. The yearly value of coal production passed that of
placer gold in 1883 and contributed a major part of the total mineral wealth  for the
next 30 years.

Fist production, by Mining Divisions: Cariboo, 1942; Fort Steele, 1898;
Kamloops, 1893; Liard, 1923; Nanaimo, 1836; Nicola, 1907; Omineca,  1918;
Osoyoos,  1926; Similkameen, 1909; and Skeena,  1912.

The Nanaimo and Comox  fields produced vimally all of the coal until pmduc-
tion started from the Crowsnest  field in 1898. The Crowsnest  field contains  cokiig-
coal and prospered in the early years of smelting and railroad-building. Mining
started in the Nicola-Princeton coalfield in 1907, at Telkwa  in 1918, and on the
Peace River in 1923. The Nanaimo field was exhausted in 1953 when the last large
mines closed, and only small operations on remnants were left. The colliery at Mer-
ritt closed in 1945 and at Coabnont in ,194O. The closing of the last large mine at
Tsable River in 1966, and of the last small one, near Wellington in 1968, marked
the end of production from the once impoaant  Vancouver Island deposits.

Undeveloped fields include basins in the foothills of the Rocky  Mountains north
and south of the.  Peace River, the Groundhog basin in north central British Colum-
bia, the Hat Creek basin west of Ashcroft, and basins on Graham Island.

The enormous  requirements for coking-coal in Japan created great activity in
coal prospecting in various areas of British Columbia since 1968. The signing of
large contracts with the Japanese resulted in preparations for production at several
deposits in the.  East Kootenays. First shipments to Japan via special port facilities
at North Vancouver and Roberts Bank began in 1970.

All the coal produced, including that used in makiig  coke, is shown as primary
mine production. Quantity from  1836 to 1909 is gross mine output and includes
material lost in pickiig  and washing. From 1910 the quantity is the amount sold
and used, which includes sales to retail and wholesale dealers, industrial users, and
ccmpany  employees; coal used under company boilers, including steam locomotives;
and coal used in making coke. See Tables 1, 3,7~,  8~, and 81%.

Cobdt-In 1928 a recovery of 1,730 pounds~ of cobalt was made from  a ship-
ment of arsenical gold ore from the Victoria mine on Rocher DebboulB Mountain.
See Tables 1 and 7~.

Coke-Coke is made from special types of coal. It has been produced in
British Columbia since 1895. Being a manufactured product, its value does not
contribute to the total mineral production as shown in Table 1. Up to 1966, coke
statistics had been included in the Annual Report as Table 9, but tbii table has been
discontinued. The coal used in making coke is still recorded in Table 8~. In 1971,
113,545 pounds of cobalt were  shipped from the Pride of Emory mine at Hope.

Copper-Copper concentrates are shipped to Japanese and American smelters
because no copper smelter has operated in British Columbia since 1935. Small
amounts of gold and silver are. commonly present and add value to the ore, but some
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ores contain important amounts  of gold (as at Rossland),  silver (Silver King mine),
lead and zinc (Tdsequah), 01  zinc  (Britmmia  mine). Most of the smelting in
British Columbia in early years was done on ore shipped diiect from the mines
without concentration,, but modem practice is to concentrate the ore first.

Ore was smelted ia British Columbia  tist in 1896 at Nelson (from Silver
King mine) and at Trail (from Rossland mines), and four and five years later at
Grand Forks (from Phoenix mine) and Greenwood (from Mother Lode mine).
Later, small smelters were built in the Boundary district and on Vancouver and
Texada Islands, aad in 1914 the Anyox smelter was blown in. Copper smelting
ceased in the Boundary district in 1919, at Trail in 1929, and at Anyox ia 1935.
British Columbia copper concentrates were then smelted mainly at Tacoma, and
since 1961 have gone chiefly to Japan.

Most of tbe production has come from southern  British Columbia-from
Britannia,  Copper Mountain, Greenwood, Highland Valley, Merritt, Nelson, Ross-
land, Texada Island, and Vancouver Island, altbougb a sizable amount came from
Anyox and some from Tulsequab. During resent years exploration for copper has
been intense, interest being especially directed toward finding very large, low-grade
deposits suitable for open-pit mining. This activity has resulted in the establish-
ment of operating mines at Merritt (Craigmont) in 1961, in Highland Valley
(Bethlehem) in 1962, cm Babme Lake (Granisle) in 1966, near Pea&land  (Brenda)
in 1970, Stewart (Granduc) and near Port Hardy (Island Copper) in 1971. ~Zarge
miacs near Babme Lake (Bell), McLcese  Lake (Gibraltar), Highland Valley (Lor-
nex),  and Princeton (Ingerbclle) are nearing production.  Others are in an ad-
vanced planning stage or under exploration.

After a lapse of many years, copper has been produced comparatively re
cently  cm Vancouver Island at Jordan River, Comtenay, Benson Lake, Quatsino,
and also at Butde Lake, together with  zinc  and silver. At Tasu Harbour cm
Moresby  Island and at Texada Island copper is produced as a by-product of iron-
mhmg.

Copper is now the most valuable single commodity of the industry. Production
in 1971 was 278.5 million pounds. See Tables 1,3,6,  and 71%.

Crude oiGProduction  of crude oil in British Columbia began in 1955.from
the Fort St. John field, but was not significant until late in 1961, when the 12-&h
oil pipe-line was built to connect the oil-gathering terminal at Taylor to the Tram
Mountain Oil Pipe Line Company pipsline near Kamloops. In 1971, oil was
produced from 28 separate fields, of which  the Boundary Lake, Peejay, Miigaa
Creek, Inga,  and Weasel fields were  the most productive.

In Tables 1, 3, aad 7.4,  quantities given prior to 1962 under “petroleum,
crude” are total sales, and from 1962 to 1965 include field and plant condensate
listed separately. Full details are given in tables in the Petroleum and Natural Gas
chapter of this Report.

Diatomi&-Relatively  large deposits of diatom&c  are found near the Fraser
River in the Quesnel area, aad small deposits are widespread throughout the Prov-
hm.  Small amounts  of diatomite have been shipped from Quesnel periodically
since 1928. One plant to process the material locally was built in Qucsnel  in 1969
and a new one to replace it was completed in 1970. See Tables 1, 3, and 7D.

Field condenwte-Field  condensate is the liquid hydrocarbons separated and
recovered from natural gas in the field before gas processing. See Tables 1,3, and 7A.

Fluorite (~¶uorspar)-Between  1918 aad 1929, fluorite was mined at the
Rock Candy mine north of Grand Forks for use in the Trail lead refinery. From
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1958 to 1968, small quantities were produced as a by-product at the Oliver silica
quarry. See Tables 1, 3, and 7D.

FZu.x-Silica and limestone are added to smelter furnaces as flax to combine
with impurities in the ore and form a slag which  separates from the valuable metal.
In the past silica was shipped from Grand Forks, Oliver, and tbe Sheep Creek area.
Today silica from Sheep Creek and limestone, chiefly from Texada Island, are
produced for flux. Quantities have been recorded since 1911. See Tables 1, 3,
and 7~.

Gold, lode-Gold has played an important part in mining in the Province. The
first  discovery of lode gold was on Moresby Island in 1852, when some gold was
recovered from a small quartz vein. The 6rst  stamp mill was built in the Cariboo
in 1876, and it seems certain that some arrastras--primitive  grinding-m&-were
buiit even earlier. These and other early attempts were short lived, and the success-
ful milling of gold ores bqgmabout  1890 in the southern part of the Province. The
value of production was second only to that of coal by 1900 and continued to
be very important. At the start of World War II, gold-mining attained a peak yearly
value of more than $22 million, but since the war it dwindled, owing to the fact
that the price for gold was fixed and the cost of mining rose and continues to rise.

In the early years, lode gold came mostly from the camps of Rossland, Nelson,
McKbmey,  Fairview,  Hedley, and also from the copper and other ores of the
Boundary district. A somewhat later major producer was the Premier mine at
Stewart. In the 1930’s the price of gold increased and the value of production
soared, new  discoveries were made and old mines were revived. The principal gold
camps, in order of output of gold, have been Bridge River, Rossland, Portland Canal,
Hedley, Wells, and Sheep Creek. In 1971 the Bralome  mine in Bridge River closed;
it was the last gold mine in the Province to operate. To date the gold mines have
paid a total of about $82 million in dividends.

As long as the price of gold remains fixed and costs continue to rise, there can
be no increase in the mining of lode gold except as a by-product. With the closing
of the Bralome  mine, all is produced as a by-product of copper, copper-zinc-silver,
and other base-metal mining. See Tables 1, 3, 6, and 7%

Gold, placer-The  early explorations and settlement of the Province followed
rapidly on the discovery of gold-bearing placer creeks throughout the country. The
first placer miners came in 1858 to tie the lower Fraser River bars upstream
from Yale.

The year of greatest placer-gold production was 1863, shortly after the discovery
of placer in the Cariboo. Another  peak year in 1875 marked the discovery of placer
on creeks in the Cassiar. A minor peak year was occasioned by the discovery of
placer gold on Granite Creek in the Tulamcen in 1886. A high level of production
ensued  after 1899, when the AtEn placers reached their peak output. Other im-
portant placer-gold camps were established at Goldstream,  Fort Steele, Rock Creek,
Omheca  River, and Quesnel River. The last important strike  was made on Cedar
Creek in 1921, and cOarse gold was found on Squaw Creek in 1927 and on Wbeaton
Creek in 1932.

Mining in the old placer camps revived during the 1930’s  under the stimulus
of an increase in the price of tie gold from $20.67 per ounce to $35 per ounce in
United States funds. Since  World War II, placer-mining has declioed under condi-
tions of steadily rising costs and a lixcd price for gold. Since 1858, more than 5.2
million ounces valued at almost $97 million has been recovered.

A substantial part of the production, including much of the gold recovered
from the Fraser River upstream from Yale (in the present New Westminster, Kam-
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loops, and Liiooet  Miig Divisions) and much of the early Caribou production,
was mined before the original organization of the Department of Mines in 1874.
Consequently, the amounts recorded are based on early estimates and cannot be
accurately assigned to individual mining divisions.

The first year of production for major placer-producing miniig  divisions was:
Atlii, 1898; Cariboo, 1859; Liard,  1873; Lillooet, 1858; Omineca,  1869.

In 1965, changes were made in the allocation of placer gold to the New West-
minster and Siiameen Miig Divisions and “not assigned,” to reconcile those
figures with  data inc-orporated  in Bulletin 28, Placer  Gold Production of British
Columbia. See Tables 1, 3, 6 and 7~.

Granules--Rock  chips used for bid grits, exposed aggregate, roofing, stucco
dash, terrazzo, etc., have been produced in constantly increasing quantities since
1930. Plants operate in Bumaby,  near Hope, at Rock Creek, Grand Forks, Siidar,
Vananda,  and Armstrong. See Tables 1, 3, and 7~.

Gypsum and gypsite-Production  of gypsum and gypsite  has been recorded
since 1911. Between 1925 and 1956 more than I,OOO,OOO  tons was shipped from
Falkland and some was quarried near Cranbmok and Windermere. Since 1956
all production has come from Windennere. See Tables 1, 3, and 7~.

Hydromagnesite-SmaU shipments of hydmmagnesite were made from  Atlin
between 1904 and 1916 and from Clinton in 1921. See Tables 1 and 7~.

In&m--Production  of iridium as a by-product of zinc-refining at the Trail
smelter began in 1942. Production figures have not been disclosed since 1958.

Iron-Iron ore was produced in small quantities as early as 1885, commonly
under special circumstances or as test shipments. Steady pmdwtion  started in 1951
with shipments of magnetite concentrates to Japan fmm Vancouver and Texada
IShldS.

Most of the known iron-ore deposits are.  magnetite, and occur in the coastal
area. On the average they are low in grade and need to be concentrated. Producing
mines have operated on Texada Island, at Benson Lake and Zeballos on Vancouver
Island, and at Tam and Jedway  on Moresby  Island. At Texada Island copper is a
by-product of iron-mining, and at the Coast Copper mine at Benson Lake iron was
a by-product of copper-mining. The latest operation, and to date the largest, is that
of W&rob  Miies Limited  at Tam, begun at the end of 1967; copper is produced
as a by-product.

Since January 1961, calcined iron sulphide from the tailings of the Sullivan
mine has been used for making pig iron at Kimberley. This  is the 6rst  manufacture
of pig iron in British Columbia. The iron occurs  as pyrrhotite and pyrite in the
lead-tic ore of the Sullivan mine. In the process of milliig,  the lead and tic
minerals are separated for shipment to the Trail smelter, and the iron sulphides  are
separated from the waste rock. Over the years a stockpile had been built containing
a reserve of about 20 million tons of iron ore.

The sulphur is removed in making pig iron and is converted to sulphuric acid,
which is used in making fertilizer. A plant built at Kimberley converts the pig iron
to steel, and a fabricating plant has been acquired b Vancouver. The entire pmduc-
tion,  credited to the Fort Steele Mining Division in Table 7c,  is of Cal&e. See
Tables 1,3,6,  and 7c.

Iron oxide--Iron  oxide, ochre,  and bog iron were mined as early as 1918 from
several occurrences, but mainly from  limonite deposits north of Squamish. Notie
has been produced since 1950. See Tables 1 and 70.
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Jade (m&rite)-Production  of jade (nepbrite)  has been recorded only since
1959 desoite there bcme several vears  of simiticant  oroduction orior to that date.
The  jade-is recovered t&n bed&k occu&&es  on kount~  Ogd& and near Dease
Lake and as alluvial boulders from the Fraser River; the Bridge River and ita tribu-
taries, Marshall, Hell, and Cadwallader  Creeks; O’Ne-ell,  Ogden, Kwanika, and
Wbeaton Creeks. See Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

Lcud-Lead was the most valuable single commodity for many years, but it
was surpassed in value of annual production by zinc in 1950, by copper in 1966,
and in total production by zinc in 1966. Lead and zinc. usually occur together in
nature although not necessarily in equal amounts in a single deposit. Ziic is the
more abundant metal, but lead ore usually is more valuable than zinc ore because
it contains more silver as a by-product. For a long time British Columbia produced
almost all of Canada’s lead, but now produces only about one-quarter of it. Most
of the concentrated ore is smelted and the metal refined at Trail, but some concen-
trate is shipped to American and Japanese smelters.

Almost all of British Columbia’s lead comes from the southeastern part of the
Province. The Sullivan mine at Kimberley is now producing about three-quarters
of the Province’s lead and has produced about 85 per cent of the grand total. This
is one of the largest minea in the world and supports the great metallurgical works at
Trail. Other mines are at the Pend d’Oreille River, North Kootenay Lake, Slocan,
and southwest  of Golden. In northwestern British Columbia less important parts of
the total output have come from Tulsequah,  the header mine, and several small
mines in the general region of Hazelton.

A small amount of high-grade lead ore is shipped directly to the smelter, but
most of the ore is concentrated by flotation and the zinc content is separated from
the lead. AIJ output from the Sulliva~~ and other mines owned by Cominco Ltd.
goes to the Trail smelter, but part of the output of other mines goes to American
smelters. Lead was 6rst  produced in 1887, and the total production amounts to
approximately 8 million tons.

Iti 1958, revisions were made in some yearly totals for lead to adjust them for
recovery of lead from slag treated at the Trail smelter. See Tables 1, 3, 6, and 7%

Limestone--Besides being used for flux and granules (where it is recorded
separately), limestone is used in agriculture, cement manufacture, the pulp and
paper industry, and for making lime. It has been produced since 1886. Quarries
now operate at Cobble Hill, near Prince George, at Kamloops, and on the north
end of Texada Island. See Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

MagnesiuwIn  1941 and 1942, Cotico Ltd. produced magnesium from
magnesite  mined from a large deposit at Marysville. See Tables 1 and 7~.

Magnesium s&hale-Magnesium sulphate was recovered in minor amounta
at various times between 1915 and 1942 from small alkali lakes near Basque,
Clinton, and Osoyoos. See Tables 1 and 7D.

Mnnganese-From  1918 to 1920 manganese ore was shipped from a bog
deposit near Kaslo and from Hill 60 near Cowichan  Lake, and in 1956 a test ship-
ment was made from  Olalla. See Tables 1 and 7c.

Merc~ry--Mercury was tist produced near Savona  in 1895. Since then small
amounts have been recovered from the same area and from the Bridge River district.
The  main production to date was between 1940 and 1944 from  the Pin&i  Lake and
Takla mines near Fort St. James. In 1968 the Pin&i  Lake mine reopened and
continues in operation. See Tables 1 and 7c.
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Mica-No sheet mica has been produced commercially in British Columbia.
Between 1932 and 1961 small amounts of mica schist for grinding were mined near
Albreda, Armstrong, Oliver, Prince. Rupcrt, and Sicamous. See Tables 1, 3, and 7~.

Molybde~~Moly~enum ore in small amounts  was produced from high-
grade deposits between 1914 and 1918. Recently, mining of large low-grade mo-
lybdenum and copper-molybdenum deposits has increased production to the point
that molybdmum now ranks third in importance in annual value of metals pro-
duced in British Columbia. The upswing began when the Bethlehem mine recovered
by-product molybdenum from 1964 to 1966. In 1965, the Endako and Boss Moun-
tain mines, followexj  by the Coxey  in 1966, and British Columbia Molybdenum mine
in 1967, all began operations as straight molybdenum producers. In 1970, the
Brenda mine, a combined copper-molybdenum producer, started operating, and
Island Copper in 1971. Large-scale combined metal deposits at Lornex and Gib-
raker mines are being prepared for production in 1972. See Tables 1,3,6, and 7c.

Natro-alunite-In  1912 and 1913, 400 tons of natro-ahmite was mined from
a small low-grade deposit  at Kyuquot Sound. There has been no subsequent pro-
duction. See Tables 1 and 7~.

Nafwd  gm~ommercial production of natural gas began in 1954 to supply
the community of Fort St. John. Since the completion in 1957 of the gas plant at
Taylor and the 30-inch  pipeline to serve British Columbia and the northwestern
United States, the daily average volume of production has increased to more than
950,000,OOO  cubic feet. In 1971 there were  43 producing gas fields, of which the
Yoyo, Laprise Creek, Clarke Lake, Jedney, Nig Creek, Beaver River, and Rigel
wcrc  the most productive.

The production shown in Tables 1, 3, and 7~ is the total amount sold of resi-
dential gas from processing plants plus dry and associated gas from the gas-gathering
system; that is, the quantity delivered to the main transmission-line. The quantity
is net after deducting gas used on leases, metering difference, and gas used or lost
in the cleaning plant. The quantity is reported as thousands of cubic feet at standard
conditions (14.4 pounds per square inch pressure, 60’F  temperature, up to and
including the year 1960, and thereafter 14.65 pounds per square inch pressure,
60°F temperature).

Full details of gross well output, other production, delivery, and sales are
given in tables in the Petroleum and Natural Gas chapter of this Report.

Nickel--One  mine, the Pride of Emory near Hope, shipped nickel ore in 1936
and 1937 and began continuous production in 1958. Smce 1960, bulk coppcr-
nickel concentrates have been shipped to Japan for smelting. See Tables 1, 3, and
7c .

P&&urn-Palladium was recovered in 1928,1929,  and 1930 as a by-product
of the Trail refinery and is presumed to have originated in copper concentrates
shipped to the smelter from the Copper Mountain  mine. See Tables 1 and 7~.

Per&---In  1953 a test shipment of 1,112 tons was made from a quarry on
Francois  Lake. There has been no further production. See Tables 1 and 70.

Petroleum, crude-See Crude oil.
Phosphate rock--Between  1927 and 1933, Cominco  Ltd. produced 3,842 tons

of phosphate rock for test  purposes, but the grade proved to be too low for corn-
mercial use. More test shipments were  made in 1964 but there has been no com-
mercial production. See Tables 1 and 70.

slant condenmte-Plant  condensate is the hydrocarbon liquid extracted from
natural gas at gas-processing plants. See Tables 1, 3, and 7A.
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PZatinu~Pladmun has been produced intermittently from placer streams in
small amounts since 1887, mostly from the Tulameen and Siiameen Rivers.
Placer platinum also has been recovered from Pine, Tbibert, McConnell, Rainbow,
Tranquille,  Rock, and Government Creeks; from Quesnel,  Fraser, Cottonwood,
Peace, and Coquihalla  Rivers; and from beach placers on Grabam Island. Some
platinum recovered between 1928 and 1930 as a by-product at the Trail refinery  is
presumed to have originated in copper concentrates shipped to the smelter from the
Copper Mountain mine. See Tables 1, 3, and 7c.

Propane-Propane is recovered from gas-processing plants at Taylor and
Boundary Lake, and at oil refineries. See Tables 1, 3, and 7A.

Rock--Production of rubble, riprap, and crushed rock has been recorded since
1909. See Tables  1,3,  and 7E.

Sand and gravelSand and gravel are used as aggregate in concrete work of all
kids. The output varies from year to year according to the state of activity of the
constrwtion industry. See Tables 1,3,  and 7%

Selenium-The only recorded production of selenium, 731 pounds, was in
1931 from the r&dog  of blister copper from the Anyox smelter. See Tables 1
aad 7c.

SilverSilver is recovered from silver ores or as a by-product of other ores.
Most of it is refined in Trail, some goes to the Mint in gold bullion, and some is
exported in concentrated ores of copper, lead, and zinc to American and Japanese
smelters. Silver bullion was produced by the Torbrit mine from 1949 to 1959.

Invariably some silver is associated with  galena, so that even low-grade lead
ores, if mined in quantity, produce a sign&ant  amount of silver. Some silver is
recovered from gold ores and some from copper ores, and altbougb the silver in
such ores is usually no more than a fraction of an ounce  per ton, even that amount
is important in a large-tonnage operation.

Silver-bearing ores were intensively sought in the early days. A metal of high
unit value was the only one worth finding in regions remote from market, and in the
1880’s  and 1890’s  there was little point in prospecting for ores that did not con-
tain values in silver or gold. Prospecting for silver ores started in southeastern
British Columbia in about 1883, and from 1894 to 1905 British Colombia produced
most of Canada’s silver, many of the early ores being mined primarily for their
sil.ver content.

Production of silver began in 1887 from silver-copper and silver-lead ores  in
the Kootenays and has contim&  in thii area to the.  present. Now, most of the silver
is a by-product of lead-zinc ores and nearly all is refined at Trail, although some is
exported with  concentrates to American and Japanese smelters, or may go to the
Mint in gold bullion. Today t&greatest  single source of silver is the Wlivan mine.
which has been in production since 1900. By 1971 the Sullivan mine has accounted
for 47 per cent  of the total silver production of the Province. A significant total
amount is contributed by the Lynx, Phoenix, Bethlehem, Graoisle, Brenda, and
Tasu mines. The only steady producer that is strictly a silver mine is the Highland
Bell mine at Beaverdell, in operation since 1922. A former important tie, the
Premier near Stewart, produced more than 41 million ounces of silver between
1918 and 1968. See Tables 1,3,6,  and 7~.

Sodium carbonate-Sodium carbonate was recovered between 1921 and 1949
from alkali lakes in the Clinton area and around Kamloops. There has been no
further production, See Tables 1 and 7~.
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Stone-Cut stone for building purposes is prepared from  rock produced at
quarries in various parts of the Province when required. Two of the most pro-
ductive quarries have operated on Haddington  and Nelson Islamls. See Tables 1,
3, and 7~.

Structural materials--In Table 7~ the value of $5,972,171  for unclassified
materials is the total for structural materials in the period 1886-1919 that cannot
be allotted to particular classes of st~ctaral  materials or assigned to mining divisions,
and includes $726,323 shown against 1896 in Table 2 that includes an&stied
stmctaral materials in that and previous years not assignable to particular years.
The figure $3,180,828  in Table 7e under “Other Clay Products” is the value in the
period 1886-1910 that cannot be allotted to particular clay products or assigned
to mining divisions. See Tables 1, 2,3,7.4,  and 7~.

Sulphur-The  production of sulphur has been recorded since 1916. From
1916 to 1927 the amounts include the sulphur content of pyrite shipped. From
1928 the amounts include the estimated sulplmr content of pyrite. shipped, plus the
sulphur contained in sulphuric  acid made from waste smelter gases. The sulphur
content of pyrrhotite roasted at the Kimberley fertilizer plant is included since 1953.
Since 1958, elemental sulphur recovered from the Canadian Occidental Petroleum
Ltd. plant at Taylor has been included. See Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

Talc-Between~l916  and 1936, talc was quarried at Leech River and at
Anderson Lake to make dust for asphalt roofing. There has been no production
since 1936. See Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

Tin-Tin, as cassiterite,  is a by-product of the Sullivan mine, where it has been
produced since 1941. The tin concentrate is shipped to an American smelter for
treatment. See Tables 1,3,  and 7c.

Tungsten--Tungsten,  very largely as scheelite  concentrates, was produced from
1937 to 1958, tist from the Columbia Tangstens  (Hardscrabble)  mine in the Cari-
boo in 1937 and during World War II from the Red Rose mine near Hazelton  and
the Emerald mine near Sabno. The Red Rose closed in 1954 and the Emerald in
1958. Small amounts of s&elite have been produced from the Bridge River,
Revelstoke, and other areas when demand was high. In 1970 production began
from the Invincible mine. near Salmo.

A very small amount of wolframite  came. from Boulder Creek near Atlm. See
Tables 1,3,  and 7~.

Vokmic  ash-The only recorded production of volcanic ash is 30 tons from
the Cariboo Miig Division in 1954. See Tables 1 aad 7~.

Zinc-Zinc was tist produced in 1905. For many years lead was the most
valuable single metal, but in 1950 the annual value of production of zinc surpassed
that of lead and in 1966 the total value of zinc production exceeded that of lead.
In 1971 the annual production of zinc  is exceeded by that of copper and crude oil.
&inc is invariably associated with lead, and most ores are mined for their combined
values in zinc, lead, and silver, and rarely for their zinc  content alone. Some zinc
ores contain a valuable amount of gold, and zinc  is associated with copper at the
Lynx mine. Modern practice is to concentrate and separate the zinc mineral
(sphalerite)  from the lead mineral (g&ma). Most &the tic concentrates go to
the zinc-recovery plant at Trail, are roasted, and are. converted electrolytically to
retied metal. Some concentrates are shipped to American or Japanese smelters.

More than 87 per cent of the zinc  has been mined in southeastern British Co-
lumbia, at the Sullivan mine, and at mines near Aimworth, Invermere,  Moyie Lake,



Records for the period 1905 to 1908 shOW  shipments tcMiag  18,845 tons of
zinc oreand zinc concentrates of unstated zinc content. In 1958, revisions were
made to some yearly totals for tic  ‘to adjust  them for recovery of zinc  from slag
treated at the Trail smelter. See Tables 1,3,6,  and 713.

,.
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Pm& UsED  ni V.~LIJINC~  P~0nucn0N OF  GOLD, SILVER, COPPER,
LBAD, ZINC, AND COAL
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TABLE ~-MINERAL PRODUCTION:  TOTAL TO  DATE,  PAST YEAR,
AND LATEST YEAR
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TABLE Z-TOTAL VALUE  OF  MINERAL  PRODUCTION, 1836-1971
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TABLE ~-TOTAL  VALUE OF MINERAL  PRODUCTION, :1 8 36-1911-Con%imed
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TABLE  ~--PRODUCTION OF GO L D ,  SILVER, C!OPPER,-LEAD,  ZINC, AND
MOLYBDENUM, GRAPH ~0~’  QUANTITIES,:  X393-1971
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TABLE ~-PRODUCTION  OP GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, ZINC, MOLYBDENUM

AND IRON CONCENTRATES, 1858-1971

.
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TABLE ~-PRODUCTION  OF GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, Zmc,  MOLYBDENUM,
AND IRON CONCENTRATES, 1858-1971-CotZ&inW~
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STATISTICS

DMSIONV~~IO  AND 1971, AND  TOTAL TO  DATB
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TABLE 7n--PRODUCTION  OF LODE GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND  ZINC  BY MINDJQ  I&VISIONS,  1970  AND 1971,  .A.ND ToTAL  ho  ~~~~





TABLE 7c-PRODUCTION OF MISCBLLANBOUS  METALS BY M INING DIVISIONS, 1970 AND 1971, AND TOTAL TO  DATE

Division
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MINING DIVISIONS, 1970 AND 1971, AND TOTAL TO DATE
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TABLE 7~-PRODUCTION  OF  STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS BY MINING Dmsrcm,
1970 AND 1971, AND  TOTAL TO  DATE



STATISTICS

TABLE 8A--PRODUCTIONOF~AL,1836-1971
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TABLE SB-COAL  PRODUCTION AND DIST~IBUTIOI?  Bk COLLIERIES  At& .si MINING DIVI&&~,  1971, ; / .~
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TAELE  9-PIUNCIPAL  ITEMS OF EXPENDITURE. REPORTED FOR OPERATIONS
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TABLE 1 I-E MPLOYMENT AT  MAJOR METAL  AND  COAL M INES, 1971
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ORGANIZATION
The organization of the  Department of Mimes and Petroleum Resources is dis-

played in the  diagram on page 58.

ADMINISTRATION BRANCH
The Administration Branch, consisting of three  divisions-Minmg  Titles,

Petroleum and Natural Gas Titles, and Accounts-is responsible for the administra-
tion of the Provincial laws regarding the acquisition of rights to minerals, coal, petro-
leum, sod  natural gas, and deals with other  departments of the Provincial service
for the  Department or for any  branch.

MINING TITLES
staff

R. H. McCrimmon...-...-  ~.--..~  _.......  ._.._  Chief Gold Commissioner
E. I. Bowles~--..-~~---._~...-  . . . . . .._  --..Deoutv Chief Gold Commissioner
J. G. B. Egdell._--.  - . ..-.  -  . . ..__.......-  -&old  &mmissiooer, Vancouver
Gold Commissioners, Mining Recorders, and  Sub-Miig Recorders, whose

duties are laid down in the MzYwruI  Act  and Plucewniting Act, administer these
Acts and other  Acts relating to mining. Mining  Recorders, in addition to their own
tiu~ctinm,  may also  exercise the powers conferred  upon Gold Commissioners with
regard to mineral claims within the mining division for which they have been ap-
pointed.

Recording of location and of work upon  a mineral claim as required by the
Mineral  Act  and upon a placer claim or a placer-mining lease as required by the
Placer-mining Act must be made at de  office of the Mining  Recorder for ~the  mining
division in which the claim or lease is located. Information concerning claims and
leases and  concerning the ownership and standing of claims and leases in any mhdng
division may be obtained from the Mining Recorder fo? the  mining division io which
the property is situated or from the  Department’s offices at Victoria, and Room 320,
890 West Pender Street, Vancouver 1. 05ciak  in the  o5ices  of the  Gold Com-
missioner at Victoria and the Gold Commissioner at Vancouver act as Sub-Miig
Recorders for all mining divisions. Sub-Mining Recorders, who act as forwarding
agents, are appointed at various places throughout the ‘Province. They are author-
ized to accept documents and fees, and forward them  to the  office of the Mining
Recorder for the correct mining division. OliIcials  and their offices in various parts
of the  Province are  listed on page A 59.

Central Records O&es  (Victoria and  Vancouver)
Transcripta  of all recordings in Miig Recorders’ offices throughout the Prov-

ince, and also the names  ‘of lessees of reverted surveyed  mineral claims, are sent to
the office of the Chief Gold Commissioner in Victoria twice each month. The
records and maps showing the approximate positions of mineral claims held by
record and of placer-mining leases  may be consulted by the public during o5ce hours
at Victoria and at the o5ce of the Gold Commissioner at Vancouver, Room 320,
890 West Pender  Street. The approximate position of mineral claims held by
record and  of placer-mining leases is plotted from details supplied by locators.

During 1971, 12 investigations were carried out pursuant to section 80 of the
Mineral Act. Nine  investigations with regard to ccrti6cates  of work being wrong-
fully or  improperly obtained resulted in 156 certificates of work being cancelled.
Four investigations with  regard to mineral claims having been located or  recorded
otherwise than in accordance with the Mineral  Act resulted in 182 mineral claims
being  cancelled.

A 57
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List of Gold Commissioners and Mining Recorders

Mioillg  Division Lncation  Of  of6ce

Maps Showing Mineral Claim and Placer Leases

Maps showing  the approximate location  of placer-miomg leases, mineral
leases, and mineral claims held by record may be seen at the Central Records Offices
at Victoria and at Room 320, 890 West Pender Street, Vancouver. Prints are ob-
tainable on request made to the Chief Gold Commissioner at Victoria, and accom-
pa&xi  by the proper sum. ‘Ibe  charges  are $1.25 per sheet. The maps conform
to the reference, maps issued by the Legal Surveys Branch, Department of Lands,
Forests, and Water Resources, in size and geographical detail.

The Department of Miies’and  Petroleum Resources is now engaged in replac-
ing the above-mentioned maps with maps based on the National Topographic Sys-
tem of mapping. The new sheets cover 15 minutes of longitude and 15 minutes of
latitude, and are available from this Department at 50 cents per sheet  at a scale
approximately 1Y4 inches to 1 mile, or $1 per sheet  at a scale of 2 inches to 1 mile
(includmg tax).

It is advisable to order claim maps from an index, which will be supplied on
request.

COOI
Information concerning the ownership and standing of coal licences and coal

leases may be obtained upon application to the Chief Gold Commissioner, Depart-
ment of Mimes and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Maps showing location of coal
licences  and coal leases are also available upon application and payment of the
required fee.

Licences- Coal Revenue, 1971

Fees _-_..~...-  ---~--~-  -...-~~.~~  . . .._.... $46,904.00
Rental -~.~.._~--  - ~~-~-...-  - _...-.. 217,519.82

Total .--...--...-...--.---.---.~-.-..  $264,423.82
During 1971, 840 coal licences were issued, totaIling 467,869 acres. As of

December 31, 1971 a total of 2,090 coal licences, amounting to 1,188,749  acres,
was held in good standing,



Gold Commissioners’ and Mining Record& Ofice  Statistics, 1971=
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PETROLEUMANDNATURALGAS TITLES

staff
R. E. Moss  --.._ - - - - Chief Commissioner
w .  w .  R o s s  _ _ _ _ _ _ Deputy Chief Commissioner

Petroleum and Natural Gas Titles, under the direction of the Chief Commis-
sioner,  is responsible for the administration of the Petroleum and Natural  Gas Act,
1965, which includes all matters related to and affecting  title to Crown petroleum
and natural gas rights and includes the collection of revenue from fees, rents, disposi-
tions, and royalties. Regulations governing geophysical operations and petroleum-
development roads are also administered by the Chief Commissioner.

Information concerning all forms of tide issued under the Peholeum  and
Natural Gas Act, 1965, may be obtained upon application to the office of the Chief
Commissioner, Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Maps
showing the locations of all forms of title issued under the Petroleum and Natural
Gas Acf, 1965 are available, and copies may be obtained upon application to the
office of the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Monthly
land reports and monthly reports listing additions and revisions to permit-location
maps and listing changes in title to permits, licences, and leases, and related matters
are available from the office of the Chief Commissioner upon application and pay-
ment of the required fee.

During the year, there wm four dispositions of Crown reserve petroleum
and natural gas rights  resulting io tender bonus bids amounting to $22,186,250.58,
an increase of $5,846,449.39 from the previous year. This sum  was higher than
any previous yearly total by $539,799.04. A total of 415 parcels was offered and
bids were accepted on 259 parcels covering 2,367,731  acres. The average price
per acre was $9.37, which is an increase  of $1.16 per acre over the previous year.
Average bonus price per acre was respectively-permits, $7.23; leases, $36.95; and
drilling reservations, $16.48.

During the year, 23 geophysical licences were renewed  or issued.
During the year, two petroleum-development road applications were received

and processed for approval.
A total of 13.5 notices of commencement of exploratory work was recorded

during the year. These notices are required prior to the commencement of any
geological or geophysical exploration for petroleum or natural gas.

During the year, two unit agreements and two royalty agreements  were ap-
proved.

As of December 31, 1971, 26,763,316 acres or approximately 41,818 square
miles, a decrease of 3,147,179 acres over the 1970 total, of Crown petroleum and
natural gas rights, issued under the Petroleum and Namral Gas Act, 1965, were held
in good standing by operators ranging from smell independent companies to major
international ones. The form of title held, total number issued, and acreage in each
case were as follows:

Form Of T‘tk Number Acm.s
Permits .----_ 430 18,726,137
Natural gas licences ~ -_-....
Drilling reservations 337,656
Leases (all types) ----.- 3,6;: 7,699,523

Total 26,763,316
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Title Transaction Statida,  1971

1, Pennan

Petroleum and Natural Gas Revenue, 1971
Rentals and fees-

Permits -.-_i ____............  __.. $1,615,619.07
Drilliog  reservations  -..-.~-...~-.. 79,119.60
Natural gas licences --.----.:L ..- -.-_ . . . .._
PetroleUm,~ natural  gas, and petro-

learn  and natural gas l&m... 7,733,583.84

Total rentals and fees .~ _....  :-em  - _..._  -.~_.. $9,428,322.51
Diipsal  of Crown  reserves-

Permits .--.-..:--. $14,688,570.48
Drilling reservat@s .’ 2,486,762.52
Leas& ~..:--.:  _._. ~~..~  __._ -...::-.-’ 5,010;917.58

Total Crown reserves disposal ~~~  . . . . . . ~~~  .._ 22,186,250.58
Royalties-

Gas .~..~...-...-~~_.-  -~~.- ~-... $4,209,793.04
Oil 10,415,656.54. . .._- ~...---_--- ~_~  _....._.
Processed products --..--..I-- 42,516.86 :~

Total royalties -...--~~.-  -..~-  ..-_. ~-.-;...~-. 14,667,966.44
MiscellaneQus fees .._-~~..~-  .._...  ~-..--~~_.-  - _._...  -_ 35,604.37

Total petroleum and n,atural gas qenues  ..-. $46,318,143.90

ANALYTICAL AND AssAY  BRANCH

STAFF
S. W. Metcalfe--.----..-...-.-  m--..m.Cbief Analyst and Assayer
N. G. Colvb--- _.._ --.-.--.-.--.-Laboratory Scientist
R. I. Hibberson- -daboratory Scientist
R. S . Young--.--  .-..... --- _.--._  -...-m.--.-Lab&atoiy Scientist
Mrs. E. A. Jubasz--  ..--- - _--.- -._ --... -Laboratoq S&x&
F . F . Karpick  ..-----.--.-...---.----.----4ssayer
L. E. Shepard  ----_-.-..------... -----Crusherman

AN A L Y T I C A L  AND  ASSAY  WORK

Daring  1971 then chemical laboratory  in Victoria issued reports on 573 samples
from  prospectowand  Departmental engineers. Between May 1 and September 30
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only, five samples wiu  be assayed without charge for a prospector who makes appli-
cation for free assays and satisfies the Chief Analyst that prospecting is his  principal
occupation during the summer months. A form for use in applying for free assays
may be obtained from the otlice  of any Mining Recorder. A laboratory examination
of a prospector’s sample generally consists of the following: (1) A spectzograpbic
analysis to determine if any base metals are present in interesting percentages; (2)
assays for precious metals and for base metals shown by the spectrographic  analysis
to be present in interesting percentages. (The degree  of radioactivity is measured
on all samples submitted by prospectors and Departmental engineers; these  radio-
metric assays are not listed in the table below.)

The laboratory reports were distributed in the following manner among pros-
pectors who were  not grantees,  prospectors who were  grantees under the Prospectors’
Grub-stake Act, and Departmental engineers:

Petroleum and Natural Gas Samples

Reports were issued on 10 samples, 7 of which were formation waters and the
remainder crude oils.

Miscellaneous Samples

Reports were issued on 117 samples of a miscellaneous nahue:
For the Purchasing Commission, reports were’ issued on 20 samples of

coal submitted for proximate analysis and caloriftc  value.
For the Department of Lands, Forests, and Water Services, Pollution

Control Branch, four ore samples were  assayed for tie elements
each. For Forest Research, a sample of quartz was analysed for
potassium and phosphorus p&oxide

For the Department of Highways, Geotechnical and Materials Branch,
two soil samples  were analysed for their solphate content, one clay
sample was analysed for its chloride content, and a sample of sand
was spectrographed.

For a citizen of the Province, one water sample was tested for oil and a
limestone sample was analyscd  for calcium oxide content.

For the City of Victoria, Smoke Inspection, the weights of residue and
soluble salts colkcted in 85 bottles of water placed in various loca-
tions in the city were determined, and a sample of siliceous  material
was examined.

Forty-three rock samples were analysed for their major oxide content, and
trace elements were  determined on some of the samples.

Twenty-two bead samples obtained by arc fusion were aaalysed for both fer-
rous and ferric oxides.
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Six complete limestone analyses were performed.
. Sixty-two samples of sediments were analysed for certain trace elements.

Ten samples were analysed for both acid soluble and total nickel.
The balance of the samples was analysed for a variety of elements and oxides.

X-RAY P OWDER  D IFFRACTION A NALYSES

One hundred and seventy-two analyses of this type were performed for identi-
fication purposes.

EXAMINATSONS  FOR ASSAYERS

Examinations for assayers were held in May and December. In the May
examination, 12 candidates were examined,, of whom eight passed, three failed, and
one was granted a supplemental. In the December examination, 12 candidates were
examined, of whom two passed, nine failed, and one was granted a supplemental.

INSPECTION BRANCH

ORGANIZATION AND  S TAFF

Inspectors and R&dent Engineers
J. W. Peck, Chief Inspector _-______-_____.___: ______________________________________ Victoria
J. E. Merrett, Deputy Chief Inspector of Mines _____ - ____ - _____________ Victoria
L. Wardman, Senior Inspector, Electrical-Mechanical .___________ -_--Victoria
A. R. C. James, Senior Inspector, Coal; Aid to Securities.-- ________ Victoria
Harry Bapty, Senior Inspector, Mining Roads ___________ -___--  ________ Victoria
V. E. Dawson, Inspector, Mechanical __________._____________________ - _______ Victoria
J . Cartwright, Inspector, Electrical...-: _______._-_________________  -_- ______ -Victoria
W. B. Montgomery, Inspector,  Reclamation---~  _____________ ----Victoria
S. Elias, Senior Inspector, Environmental Control ____--________  Vancouver
D. I. R. Henderson, Inspector, Environmental Control -____________ Vancouver
J. W. Robinson, Inspector and Resident Engineer ______-_______  Vancouver
W. C. Robinson, Inspector and Resident Engineer ____-____  - ________. Nanaimo
R. W. Lewis, Inspector and Resident Engineer _____________-____ - ____.  Fernie
David Smith, Inspector and Resident Engineer ______________ - ______ --Kamloops
E. Sadar,  Inspector and Resident Engineer---- _-____-_________  Kamloops
B. M. Dudas,  Inspector and Resident Engineer-_------Prince Rupert
P. E. Olson, Inspector and Resident Engineer-- ________________________ Nelson
W. G. Clarke, Inspector and Resident Engineer _____ - _________ -Prince George
A. D. Tidsbury,  Inspector and Resident Engineer --_____-______  Prince George
W. H. Childress, Technician, Noise Surveys __________--______________ Vancouver

Inspectors are stationed at the places listed above and inspect coal mines, metal
mines, and quarries in the districts shown on ‘Figure 1. They also may examine
prospects, mining properties, roads and trails, and carry out special investigations
under the Mineral Act. The Environmental Control Inspectors conduct dust, ventila-
tion, and noise surveys at all mines and quarries, and, where necessary, make recom-
mendations to improve environmental conditions. H. Bapty supervises the roads
and trails programme and prospectors’ grub&&es,  W. B. Montgomery administers
the reclamation sections of the Coal Mines Regulation Act and Mines Regulation
Act. A. R. C. James is Senior Inspector, Coal, and has additional duties. as mining
adviser to the Securities Commission.
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Co-ordinators,  Mine-rescue Stations

E. C. Ingham,  Co-c&n&or,  Rescue Training .._............  Prince George
G. J. Lee, Co-ordinator, Rescue Trainiig~..~..~-~~~~_~ .._....___._..  Nelson
A. Littler, Co-ordinator, Rescue Training-...-...-  -.-...-----Femie
T. H. Robertson, Co-ordiiator, Rescue Training _....._........_.  Nanaimo
J. A. Thomson, Co-ordiiator, Rescue Trainings _...  ._.___  Kamloops

staff Changes

On July 13, J. Cartwright,  P.Eng.,  joined the stat7 in Victoria as Inspector,
Electrical. On August 2, D. I. R. Henderson joined the Vancouver office staff as
Inspector, Environmental Control, and E. C. Ingbam joined the Prince George
office as Co%ndioator,  Rescue Training. On December 15, W. C. Robinson, In-
spector and Resident Engineer, was transferred from Vancouver to Nanaimo.

BOARS OP  EXAMINERS

Board of Exminem  (Coal Mines Regulation Act)

J. W. Peck, Chairman~_~~~~~~~---.---  -~- ____... Victoria
A. R. C. James, member--~--..-  --__~ vlctoria~
R. W. Lewis, member-----...---...-.-- ---Feroie
The Board-ducts  written and pra&cal  ezao&a&ns  for the various cert&

cates of competency under the provisions of sections 25 and 26 of the Coal Mines
Regulation Acf, and advises the Minister on the granting of interchange cert&xtes
under this Act. Under the new Act the Board is no longer responsible for issuing
coal miners’  certiiicates;  these  are now issued after examination by the District
Inspector.

Board of Examiners (Mines Regtdation  Act)

J. E. Merrett, Chairman Victoria
A. R. C. James, member.- _-.-.........--  -__ Victoria
W. C. Robinson, m e m b e r - - - -  -.--..- Nanaim

The Board conducts written examinations in various mioiig  centres  for appli-
cants for underground and surface shiftboss certi6cates.  The Board is also em-
powered to gram provisional certScates without examination and under such condi-
tions as the Board considers necessary.

MINING ROAXM AND TRAiLs

Provision is made in the Department of Mines and  Petrolem  Resources Act
whereby the Minister may, with the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor  in Coomil,
authorize the expenditure of public funds  for the construction or repair of roads and
trails into mining areas. Assistance on a l&f-cost basis may also be provided on
roads and trails to individual properties.

Requests for mad and trail assistance must be made to the Debartment before
the commencement of work. The type of access upon which assistance may be
given depends upon the value of the property, the stage of developmeat, and the
amount of work to be done. A trail is sometimes sticient for i&al exploration,
and a tractor-road may be adequate for preliminary work. Subsequent development
might warrant assistance on the construction of a truck-road. A carefolly drawn
sketch or plan of the location of the road is required to be submitted and, w&exe
warranted by the amount of assistance requested, a report on the property by a
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professional geological or mining engineer may be required. An engineer from the
Department may be required to report on the property before a gram is made and to
inspect the road after the work has been done.

The total mileages and expenditures under “Grants in Aid of Miig Roads
and Trails” daring the 1971/72  fiscal year were as follows:

Road+- Miles cost
Construction .-.-  --. 53.8 $176,714.14

Maintenance _---~--.--  279.0 77f577.59

I Trails--Construction ..- 5.0 l,OOO.OO

Bridges-
conmuction ____.  --- -_-._- . .._ 25,748.02
Maintenance - _.._._..  --.- -.~--.-___ 14,675.86

Total -.~~~.~  ___..___.._  --..-.---..- $295,815.61

III  addition to the above, work continued on the Cassiarstewart  road being
built under the “Roads to Resources” agreement between the Governments  of Can-
ada and British  Columbia. The ccmstmctio~  is done by contract, andis supervised
by the Department of Highways on behalf of the Department of Mines and Petro-
leum Resources.

Road~wnstruction was done~  under Projects 2233, 2234, and 763. Project
2233 covers 16.33 miles between the north crossing of the Bell-Irving River and
Beaverpond Creek. The contract was awarded  to Peter Kiewit Sons Co. of Canada
Ltd. in May 1971 and 5.5 miles of new road was completed at year-end. Project
2234 covers 11.48 miles of road between Bob Quinn Lake aad Beaverpond Creek;

This contract was awarded to Keen Industries Ltd. in March 1971 and 7.5 miles of
new road was completed at year-end. The remaining gap of 14.81 milea is ex:
petted to be completed in 1972 to allow vehicular tr&c to flow from Stewart, British
Columbia, to the Alaska highway. Project 763 was awarded to Bamett-McQueen
Ltd. to construct the Stie River bridge, which will be. opened for traffic  late in
1972. Work on the north Bell-Irving River and Devil Creek bridges progressed
favourably.

Total expenditure on the road to date is $27,179,481.89. The Federal Govem-
meat’s  commitment of $7.500.000 was extended  bv the end of Se&ember  1967.
and since that time the whole &st of const&tion  ha’s been borne by’the Provincial
Government.

The Qmineca road, now completed for 175 miles northwest from Fort St.
James,  was extended an additional 20 miles past Aiien Lake toward Johanson Lake.
Farther construction will be undertaken.

During the past winter, heavy freight was moved over the road between Fort
St. James and Takla Landing to assist in the British Columbia railway construction.
The road has withstood  the increased weight, but some of the bridges show signs of
having been overloaded.

To encourage the development of petroleum and natural gas resoorces  in the
northeastern part of the Province, it was decided, in conjunction with the Depart-
ment of Highways, to build  vehicle access approaches to the new British Columbia
railway bridge over Fort Nelson River. One approach extends from the Alaska
Ifighwiy  at Mile 293.7 to the Clarke Lake OilfieId.  The cost of this new work
totalled $171,643.18. The former acceSs bridge was destroyed by flooding on June
16, 1971.
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GRUB-STAKING PROSPECTORS

Under the authority of the Prospectors’ Grub-stake Act the Deprtme,,t  has
provided grub-stakes each year since 1943 to a limited number of applicants able
to qualify. Grab-stakes up to $500 for food, shelter, and clothing, plus a reasonable
travelling  allowance, are available to a limited number of qualified prospectors who
undertake to prospect in British Columbia in areas, considered favourable by the
Department in accordance with  a long-range plan for the development of the Prov-
ince. Experienced prospectors may be granted a maximum of $300 for travelling
expenses if prospecting is to be done in remote areas where air transportation is
necessary.

Application forms and terms and conditions under which  grub-stakes are
granted may be obtained from H. Bapty, Senior Inspector, Department of Mines
and Petroleum Resources, Victoria.

Samples received from grub-staked prospectors are assayed free of charge and
mineralogical identifications may be made on request.

Grub-stake Statistics

Forty-three applications were  received, and 23 grub-staks  were authorized.
Grantees unable to complete the terms and conditions of the grant received only
partial payment. Five prospectors were given grants for the first  time. Three
grantees proved to be unsatisfactory.

EL R. Hughes interviewed applicants in Vancouver and contacted 16 grantees
in the field, giving advice and direction to those requiring additional guidance. Per-
sonnel in o&es  of Government Agents and local Mine Inspectors throughout the
Pro&e  assisted ia admiitering the programme.  The following notes comprise
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summaries by Mr. Hughes of the prospecting  activities and results. They are based
on observations made by hi in the field and from information contained in diaries
of the grantees.

Alberti  Mining Division--West  of Stratbcona  Park, in the Dormer  Lake area,
bornite, chalcopyrite, and magnetite were  found. Some good copper  assays were
obtained, with small fractions of 1 per cent of zinc, nickel, and cobalt, and traces of
molybdcmm~.  Work here was continued until late in the season. Mineral claims
were  located and drilling was contemplated.

Cbalcopyrite, silver, and galena mineralization was reported on Canoe Creek,
aa4 some chalcopyrite was encountered in an area southeast of Kennedy Lake.

Cmiboo  Mining DivisiowBetween  Willow River and Bowron River, and south
of Purden Lake it was reposed  that pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and arscnopy-
rite had been found. Traces of nickel were reported in the Tmnuch  Lake area.

C&ion  Mining DivisiohA few exposures of andesitic and basaltic volcanic
rocks are exposed on a bill west of the road between  Hanceville  and Fletcher Lake,
but the area is mostly veneered with  glacial overburden. East of the road similar
rocks were  seen along a bluff that extends into the Cbilcotin  Valley. The area exam-
ined on the south  flank of Piltz Peak is underlain by coarse-grained granodiixites
and quartz diorites which are exposed on hilltops and steep slopes. No sulphides
were seen on the south flank, but fractures and alteration were observed in soutbem-
most exposures near Hungry Valley. The west flank was observed to be largely
anmineralized,  although minor pyrite occors  with quartz in shear zones  as much as
50 feet but more commonly 2 to 3 feet wide and great distances apart. Geochemical
samples collected for about 3.5 mile along the base of the north slope of Vedan
Mountain gave negative tests for copper by the rubeanic acid method. Examination
of the sooth and west flat&s  of the mountain also gave negative results.

Northeast of Choelquoit  Lake some interesting fractured  and locally highly
altered and mineralized dioritic rocks were found, but because of the limited amount
of exposure the mineralized area was reported to be too small to be of economic
significance. Trace amounts of chalcopyrite were found in vesicular olivh,e basalt
outcropping south of Scum  Lake, west of the Taseko Lakes road.

North of McKay Creek, on the west Pavilion road, it was reported that chalco-
pyrite, bomite, and molybdeaite were found. Gold and platinum were reported in
pan sampling.

Kamloops  Mining Division--In an area north of Lac des Roches,  from Wavey
Lake to north of Mount Heger, near the western boundary of the mining division,
two base camps were established. The regional geology of the area is shown  on
Geological Survey of Canada Map 3-1966 (Campbell and Tipper). There is exten-
sive, generally shallow overburden and outcrops are scarce. Creek beds and road
rock-cuts were examined. Exposures of andesite breccia  and syeoite  were found.
A minor amount of born&e  was found and a few specks of chalcopyrite were seen in
float. Twelve mineral claims were located south of Mount Heger.

Between Thuya Lakes and Patrick Lake, fault zones were  traced and some
trenching was done, but nothing of interest was found.

In the Whitewood  Creek-Fiitrap Lake area some recoanaissa&  work was
done. Greenstones, phyllites, and argillites of the Cache Creek Group were found
cut by gmnitic dykes. Quartz veining was found to be well developed ia many
areas. Pyrite and pyrrhotitc appeared to be associated with the granitic  rocks. ,%I-
phi&s  in both Poison and Fishtrap Creeks appear to warrant for&r investigation
upstream. In the Wentworth  Crce& area some quartz veins and fractures  were
encountered but no significant  mineralization was seen. Silt-sampling was done in
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creeks flowing into the east end of Bonaparte Lake and bedrock exposures were
examined. Several types of granitic rocks, ranging from coarsegrained  pink granite
to granodiorite, were found, but no mineralization was seen in either bedrock or
float.

Water and silt-sampling was done in the Maiden Creek area and 12 mineral
claims were located.

Mapping and sampling were done in an area about 8 miles north of the south
end of Adams Lake, on the east side, where a zone of lead and tic mineraliition
had been found.

Liard  Mining DivisionSoil-sampling  by a three-member team gave negative
‘results near the north end of Dease Lake. Shattered jade boulders were seen on
Seywerd  Creek. Traces of molybdenite were found in granitic rocks north of Cry
Lake. Minor amounts of chalcopyrite and malachite were reported to have been
encountered on the nortb side of Thibert Creek. An assay of a sample from this
area showed 0.15 per cent nickel, with  traces of copper and cobalt. A sample taken
from the south side of the creek showed 0.10 per cent nickel, with traces of copper
and cobalt.

Minor amounts of bornite and chalcopyrite, finely disseminated in granodiorite,
were found near the contact of intrusive and volcanic rocks south of Lmgwell  Creek
on Yehiio Creek. Minor chalcopyrite was found on a ridge nea~~C&Tee Crater.
Three small boulders of solid arsenopyrite were found in a creek bottom below
Edziza Peak, and some chalcopyrite was found in an adjacent area; the source of
the arseoopyrite was not determined. Minor cbalcopyrite  was found in quartz and
quart&e  near the head of a small creek draining into Allan  Lake, about 12 miles
east of Cassiar townsite.

Lillooet  Mining Division-In the Donelly Creek area, southwest of Bralome,
volcanic and sedimentary rocks were found cut  by tie-gmined  quartz porphyry
dykes. Pyrite occurs along fractures witbin and adjacent to the dykes and also
within  bleached and highly altered portions of them and the wallrocks. Bedrock and
Boat were examined north of the junction with Hurley River and some gwchemical
testing was done; sulphides were reported to be generally sparse.

Nmaimo  Mining Division-In the  Bigtree Creek area, about 30 miles north-
west of Campbell River, Karmutsen rocks are intruded by granites. Chalcopyrite
mineralization was found along fractures and disseminated over a wide area, al-
though in some parts the mineralization is slight. At the south  end of Mohun Lake
the rocks contain much iron stain and minor amounts of copper. Native copper was
found alongside of a logging-road in the same area. Pyrite and chalcopyrite were
found disseminated in the rock at the south end of Brewster Lake. Much mineral-
ization was seen in the  Boot Lake area, about 13 miles west of Campbell River.
Here, chalcopyrite,and chalcocite were found disseminated and in amygdales. Mag-
netometer surveying,  mapping, and geochemical  sampliog were done. Surveying
was done on the east side of Mount Menzies where chalcocite mineralization was
reported.

Native copper was reported in an X-ray-drill hole in the.  Bottle Lake area.
Nelson Mining Division-East of Trail and south of Nelson numerous outcrops

and areas of stain were investigated contiguous to Porcupine, Archibald, Erie, and
Tillicum Creeks, and at Blizzard Mountain. The results were incoocluaive.  On
Stewart Creek, sampling indicated the presence of zinc and gold, and four mineral
claims were located.

New Westminster Mining Divihm-Silt  sampling in the drainage area between
the main forks of Stoyama  Creek was negative. Quartz-feldspar porphyry was
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encountered south  of Stoyama  Creek; some of this rock was lightly pyritized but
gave no geochemical  response for valuable metals.

Omineca Mining Division-Very good work was done. by a two-member team
using  a floatplane in areas adjacent to Albert, Clmcbi,  Ahdatay, and Witch Lakes,
and 82 mineral claims were located. Coarse diorite, with micaceous  dykes, ~syeno-
diorite, syenite,  small fractures with  malachite and chalcopyrite, and some dissemin-
ated chalcopyrite, was found north of Chucbi Lake. Numerous outcrops of coarse
andesite and pyrite were found near the north shore of Witch Lake. Chalcopyrite
and pyrite in greenstone,  and some green nickel silicate were found near the east
shore of Albert Lake. An old burned-off area west of Ahdatay Lake was traversed

* and several streams were sampled. In this area wme coarse to medium-gained
diorite was found, as were several areas of fractures filled with epidote, some large
quartz veins, and minor amounts of chalcopyrite and bornite.

A quartz porphyry showing was investigated in the Sib& Range area, east of
Twinkle Lake, where sparse pyrite was found disseminated and in fractures. The
rocks appear to be lithologically  similar to those associated with copper-molybdenite
mineralization at other nearby properties. Geochemical tests indicated generally
low copper and molybdenite concentrations and no further work was done.

Some geochemical work was done near Grizzly Lake, southwest of Houston.
Rusty weathered conglomerate, red shales, and siltstones were found in a creek
draining into the lake, and exposures of epidotc+velaed  volcanic rocks were seen on
a ridge east of the lake. A small stock of hea%i&w quartz porphyry with
minor molybdenite was found in this area. Three  pyritized quartz porphyry dykes
(15 to 30 feet wide) associated with minor chalcopyrite mineralization in volcanic
wallrocks  were found north of the east end of Poplar Lake, and minor stibnite was
found in a quartz-sericite vein in fractured quartz porphyry dyke material. Many
exposures of basic volcanic and pyroclastic  rocks were found and several small,
quarter-inch wide veins  with chalcopyrite-quartz minemlization  were seen in this
area. Some massive sulphide float, mainly pyrite, was found north of Hazelton;  the
local source may be glacial overburden. Bedrock exposures along the lower slope
include sedimentary and volcanic rocks which are fractured and sheared, but not
altered nor mineralized.

In the Fredrickson Lake area, a long season of conventional prospecting re
suited in the tiding of minor galena in float about 2 miles north of the lake, and
minor chalcopyrite about 3 miles west of the lake. Some chalcopyrite float was
also found near Snowslide  Creek.

A three-man team did soil and silt sampling cm a grid in an area north and
south of Tetachuk Lake. Rock outcrops  were few and those  seen were chiefly
andesite and intrusive rock. No mineralization was found. Soil sampling in one
area on the north side of the lake indicated interesting quantities of molybdenum.

Slocm Mining Division-In the area drained by the Wilson, Keene, Monitor,
and Burkitt  Creeks, east of Slocan Lake, some work was done in an effort to find
nickel in the serpentines. Miior chalcopyrite and molybdenite mineralization was
found on Wilson Creek, but nothing signb5cant  was reported.

Vancouver Mining Division-h the Ashlu Creek area, north of Squamish,
some copper mineralization was reported. Copper and molybdenum mineralization
was reported northeast of Sechelt, and 14 short plugger-drill holes were drilled and
blasted. Pyrite, molybdenite, and chalcopyrite mineralization was reported in an
area north of Sechelt, and some short plugger-drill holes were dried and blasted.

Vernorz  Mining Divisio+In  the Bouleau Lake area, near the headwaters  of
Salmon River, some soil, silt, and water-sampling was done, but the results were
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negative. Galena float was found in a logged-off area southeast of Cherry-&e, and
fine-grained disseminated sulphides  were  seen in bands and v&lets. Soil-sampling
indicated the presence  of zinc.

On the east side of Mabel Lake, in the vicinity of Latewhos  Creek, recent log-
ging-road construction work exposed outcrops of limestone, quartz, and granitoid
gneiss. No significant mineralization was found.

MINERALOGICAL ,BRANCH

The principal function of the Mineralogical Branch is to assist in the orderly
exploratiqn, development, and use of the Province’s coal and mineral resources,
and to provide information to Government and industry on the quantity and ditribu-
tion of the coal and mineral rcsouxes  of the Province. The Branch makes a variety
of geological studies; publishes data concerning mineral deposits; makes mineral
potential appraisals of land; collects, stores, and disseminates geological and statis-
tical data; and records the activities of the industry. The Branch is capable of mak-
ing mineral assessments and of supplying general geological information as well as
speciiic  information regarding mineral deposits, mineral rcsowces,  and the mineral
industry. It provides rock and mineral identilications, contributes lectures in courses
on prospecting, participates in scientific meetings, and arranges educational exhibits.

The Branch consists of three sections-an Economic Geology section, a Mln-
ml Resources Section, and a Publications and Technical Services Section. In eff&
the Laboratory and Assay Branch functions as a fourth section of the Mineralogical
Branch, for they report to the Deputy Minister through the Chief of the Mmeralogi-
cal Branch.

The Economic Geology Section, under the direction of Dr. A. Sutherland
Brown, is responsible for scientific investigations related to mineral deposits. The
work commonly involves detailed geological mapping and study of mineral deposits
principally in areas of recognized mineral potential or in mining districts.

The Mineral Resource Section, under the direction of Dr. James T. Fyles, is
concerned with the documentation of current exploration and mining activity, com-
pilation of an inventory of mineral deposits of all sorts, and appraisal of the economic
mineral potential of areas for various purposes.

The Publications and Technical Services Section, under the direction of J. W.
McCammon,  is responsible for production and editing of manuscripts and maps.
The library, lapidary, photographic, transport, and equipment services arc part of
the function of this section and these  services extend to the other branches of the
Department.

STAFF

On December  31, 1971, the professional and technical stti included the fol-
lowing:

Stuart S . Holland, Ph.D., P.Eng .---..-.-_..  ~--- - ..__ ---chief
A. Sutherland Brown, Ph.D., P.Eng...- -__...---...........-  -Deputy  chief
James T. Fyles, Ph.D., P.Eng . ..--. __-.- ~~.- .-.. Senior Geologist
J. W. McCammon, P.Eng ..---..  -_~..-.--_.-  - ._.__  Geologist
N. C. Carter, P.Eng...mm  -__------_ -.-.-..  -..~-  ..--.  -.-Geologist
B. N. Church, Ph.D., P.Eng .-..---_  -~--  .._ ~~~~~ -.-_..Geolo&.t
G. E. P. Eastwood, Ph.D., P.Eng.-----.-  --.-  ~..~~...-...-.~~..ceologist
J. A. Gamett, P.Eng.---  -...-~. --..- -.- _.......  -~ .._.  Geologist
E. W. Grove, P.&g ..-...---_ - _...  ---.... -_-.....-..  _..._-  Geologist
E. V. Jackson, B..%--- _..-.----._  ---...-..-...~...~~-  -.Geologist
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W. I. McMiian,  Ph.D.,‘~P.Eng.m-  .~~..~~~~~~...~..~~......~..  Geologist
K. E. North&te;~Pl?D.;~P.~ng.- .Geologist
V. A. Preto, Ph.D., P.Eng..-.--.--~--..~~~~~. .-Geologist
A.~ F. Shepherd, P.Eng.m- . .._  -__.-.-.-.. Geologist
R. I. Thompson, Ph.D..- .--Geologist
Miss  E. M. Balicki, B.Sc-.- .-.-.  --Research O&er (Geology)
Mrs. Rosalyn I. Moti..---.-.-- ~Manuscript  Supervisor
K. S . Crabtree ------------...-...--.-Draughting Supervisor
R. E. Playe.-  -.---..-.L ----Lapidaryand Photographer

staff chmges

R. I. Thompson, geologist, a graduate of Queens University, joined the staf?
on December 23,197l.

Miss E. M. Bali&i,  research &cer (geology), a graduate of Acadia University,
joined the staff on September 15, 1971.

FIELD  WORK, 1971  S E A S O N

A. Sutherland Brown visited copper and molybdenum properties in various
parts of the Province.

J. T. Fyles made park-appraisal studies of the Okaoagan Mountain, ~Chilliwack
Lake, Conkle Lake, and Nancy Greene Lake areas.

J. W. McCammon examined industrial mineral properties and quarries in
southern  British Columbia.

N. C. Carter examined mining properties in the Nass  River, Terrace, Smithers,
and Toodoggone River areas.

B. N. Church made detailed examinations of mines  in the Greenwood, Smithers,
and Tahtsa Lake areas.

J. A. Gamett  began a detailed study of the geology and mineral deposits in the
Hogem batholith in the Omineca.

E. W. Grove completed reconnaissance geological mapping in the Stewart area
and virtually completed a geochemical  sampling of tbe Guichon Creek batholith as
part of Dr. McMillan’s project described below.

W. J. McMillan  continued his detailed study of the Guichon Creek batholith;
90 per cent of the mapping is complete. C. A. Ager carried out a gravity survey
of the batholith as part of the project.

K. E. Northcote examined and mapped mining properties on Vancouver Island.
V. A. Preto examined copper properties in the Racing River-Gataga River

area of the northern Rocky Mountains.
Three senior geological field assistants and 10 junior assistants were employed

on the various projects.
PUBLICATIOFJ:  &ND  REPORTS

Technical reports of the Mineralogical Branch were published in Geology, Ex-
ploration, and  Mining in British Columbia, 1971. Bulletin 58, Geology and Mined
Deposits of the Stewart Area, by Edward W. Grove, was also published, although
its release was delayed because of technical problems. Z&z No.  5, Numerical List
of Geological, Geophysical & Geochemical  Reports, accepted for assessment from
1947 to the. end of 1970, was also published.

Three sclentic  reports and papers resulting directly from their work as staff
geologist were also published by officers of the Branch.
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Three preliminary geological maps were released in 1971. Preliminary min-
eral inventory  maps covering 41 NTS sheets were also released during the year,
bringing the total to 66 and completing tbe preliminary programme. Details of this
material may be obtained from the Chief of the Mineralogical Branch, Department
of Mimes and Petroleum Resources, Douglas Building, Victoria.

In addition, during the year, mineral potential appraisals were made of two
large areas of the Province for land-use and planning purposes, and the mineral
potential of about 45 large and small areas proposed for parks and ecological re-
serves were assessed.

AEROMAGNETIC  SURVEYS AND MAGNETIC SURVEILLANCE

The programme of airborne magnetometer mapping, jointly financed  by the
Geological Survey of Canada and the British Columbia Department of Mimes and
Petroleum Resources, continued in 1971, but without any new maps released dur-
ing the year.

Maps released in former years as well as index maps showing the coverage by
aeromagnetic mapping in British Columbia may be obtained from the British Co-
lumbia Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Room 411, Douglas Build-
ing, Victoria, or the Geological Survey of Canada, 100  West Pender Street, Van-
couver3.

The basic data used in compiling the maps are cm open file at the Geological
Survey of Canada in Ottawa, where interested parties may arrange to obtain them
for special processing.

The Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (Earth Physics Branch)
operates a magnetic observatory at Victoria. Services available to geophysical ex-
ploration companies and other interested agencies include:

(a) Three-hour range indices of magnetic activity; these provide a mea-
sure of the intensity of the magnetic disturbance (on a O-9 scale) for
each three-hour period. The monthly listings of these  indices are
normally mailed withm a few days after the end of each month.

(b) Copies of magnetograms  are available through a local duplicating
6rm at a charge  of $7.50 for a monthly set. These  recordings of the
magnetic field can be used to control field surveys, in particular to
correct for the diurnal changes and magnetic disturbances. The
area over which  this control is valid depends  on the required ac-
curacy; for -c5 gamma accuracy, it covers an elliptic region reach-
ing roughly as far as longitude 1 l&degrees  to the east and latitude
50.5 degrees to the north.

Further details can be obtained by writing to the 06icer-in-charge, Victoria
Magnetic Observatory, RR 7, Victoria.

ROCK AND MINERAL SETS

Sets of rocks and minerals are available for sale to prospectors, schools, and
residents of British Columbia. Information regarding them may be obtained t&n
the Chief of the Mineralogical Branch, Douglas Building, Victoria.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS BRANCH
The Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch, under the direction of the Chief of

the Branch, is responsible for the administration of Part XII of the PeiroZezmz  and
Nanaal  Gas Act, 196.5 and the Drilling and Production Regulations made there-
under.
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The regolations.providfor  the use of eflicient aad safe practices in the drilling,
completion, and abandonment of wells, for the orderly development of fields dis-
covered within the Province; and for tbe conservation and prevention of waste of
oil and natural gas within the reservoir and during production operations.

Every well location must be approved by the Branch before tbe well is dried.
All operations related to drilling and production are inspected frequently to ensure
compliance with  the provisions of all regulations, inclucimg  such features as facilities
and practices used, adequate plugging of abandoned wells, surface restoration of
well-sites, well-testing and measurement procedures employed, disposal of pro-
duced water, protection of installations against fire, and general conservation.

.Investigations  are made of complaints of property damage resulting from
drilliig and producing operations, and from geophysical work programmes.

Comprehensive records of all drilling and producing operations are maintained
at Victoria and are made available for study, or are published, for the use and
benefit of anyone interested ia oil or gas development in British Columbia. Samples
of bit cuttings, as well as all core, obtained from every well drilled in the Province,
are collected and retained at the field office located at Charlie Lake, where they are
available for study. Charlie Lake is adjacent to the Alaska highway, about 5 miles
northwest of Fort St. John.

Detailed reservoir engineering and geological studies are conducted on the
basis of technical information submitted to the Branch from operating companies,
as well as information acquired through field work by Branch personnel. Estimates
of the reserves of oil and natural gas are made annually, at the end of December.
Crown-owned  oil and nahfral gas rights are evaluated prior to being disposed of by
public tender.

Anmima.4nozi

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch is subdivided for administrative pm-
poses into four sections. These sections and their supervisors are as follows: De-
velopment Engineering, W. L. Ingram; Reservoir Engineering, A. J. Dingley;
Exploration Geology, S. S. Cosbum; and Economic Geology, W. M. Young.

The field office at Charlie Lake, which includes the core and sample laboratory,
is supervised by the District Engineer, D. L. Johnson.

STAFF

Headquarters, Victoria
J.  D. Lineham--~~--..-..---.~~~..--  ..---..---..  --Chief of Branch
W. L. Ingram -..~~~~~~..~~~~~~.~..~.~-~---D”eputy Chief of Branch

and Senior Development Engineer
M. B. Hamersley~~~~~-.~~~~~..--~Development  Technician (Engineering)
J. F. Tomczak.--..-.--.--- -Statistician
A. J . Dingley~-  _.-_ .-.._..-..  ~~.-.- - - . Senior Reservoir Bngincer
B. T. Barber~mm-..mmm  ~~  ~-... . ..--.Reservoir Engineer
P. S . Attariwala~--..- .-..-  .._  ~~-_--..-.--Reservoir Engineer
P. K. Huus~~~~.~~~.~~  ~.~  ---...---ReservoirTechnician (Engineering)
W. M. Young _...__...  - ---.--.-_-.. Senior Economic Geologist
K. A. McAdam (until June 30).-- ..--.--.--.-.......  Economic Geologist
T. B. Ramsay_-  -~  -..-  ..-..----.-  E c o n o m i c Geologist
J. Y. Smith __._.  ~~~-.-_.---...-  ..--..---.-..-.  Economic Geologist
R. Stewart _...._.__ ~~~~~~~_~~..~~~~~~~~..-~- -.-Economic Geologist
S . S . Cosbun-..-  .._....- ~~~~ Senior Exploration Geologist
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Field  OfJice, Charlie Lake
D. L. Johnson~  ._....  ._...  _...  - . .._....._  -.-.~..~._..-...~.~..District Engineer
T. B. Smith..-  . . . . . . . .._. - . . . . -- -~  _.....  ~...- .-...  ._....  -...-.-.-Field Engineer
D. A. Selby- - ~-.-~-.--.--~_-~._-~..  F i e l d Technician (Engioeeriog)
G. T. Mohler  ._._..  - . . . . . ~...~  _...  -.- -...  --.-Field  Technician(Engineering)
W. B. Holland...-m  ..-  ~.--  . . . . . . . . -.--  -.-FieldTechnician (Engineering)
L. A. Giogm-- _.._  - . .._._.  ~.~.----~_  ._.._  Field Technician (Engineering)

(until December 15)

smff  chmgas

K. A. McAdam, Economic Geologist, resigned, effective June 30.
R. Stewart, Economic Geologist, joined the stalf on November 15.
L. A. Gingras,  Technician (Engineeriog),  resigned, effective December 15.

E~o~~OFAR~R~TI~N

Chairman: A. W. Hobbs, Q.C.
Members: S. G. Preston, Agrologist; J. D. Lmeham, Engineer, Department of

Mines and Petroleum Resources.
~The board of Arbitration, established under the authority of the I+wokum

and  Natwal  Gm Act, 1965, grants  right of entry to oil and gas companies upon
alienated land and determines conditions of entry and compensation therefor. It
also terminates the right  of entry when a company has ceased to use the land.

In 1971, four applications for right of entry were submitted to the Board and
three were carried over from 1970. One application was withdrawn.

One right of entry order was issued, one was terminated, and 14 were with-
drawn.

Three right of entry orders and four applications were outstanding at the end
of the year.

A hearing was held on April 27 at Fort St. John. Of the 12 cases schednkd
to be heard, five resulted in compensation awards, six were adjourned, and one
was settled by agreement.

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

Chairman: K. B. Blakey, Deputy Minister of Mines and Petroleum Resources.
Members: M. H. A. Glover,  Economist, Department of Industrial Develop-

ment, Trade, and Commerce, and one to be named.
The Conservation Committee is responsible to the Minister of Mimes and

Petroleom Resources and was established origkmlly on October 11, 1957, under
the authority of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 196s. Its duties are as follows:

(1) To act as an advisory committee to the Minister on such questions of
conservation that the Mister, in writing, shall refer to the Com-
mittee for consideration and recommendation.

(2) To deal with  such questions of conservation and production io the
various fields of British Columbia as may arise between two or more
operators in the same field or between operators and the Branch
when appeals on such questions are made to the Mister and re-
ferred by him to the Committee.

The Conservation Committee did not meet in 1971.
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PUBLICATIONS

A list of the publications of the Departmentof Mines and Petroleum Resources
is available freeon  request to the Chief of the Mineralogical Branch or Chief of the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch, Douglas Building, Victoria.

Publications that are in print may be obtained from the Department of Mines
and Petroleum Resources, Douglas Building, Victoria, and from the Geological
Survey of Canada, 100 West Pender Street, Vancouver. Current publications may
also be obtained from the Gold Commissioner’s G&e,  Room 320, 890 West Pender
Street, Vancouver.

Publications are available for reference use in the Departmental library, Room
430, Douglas Building, Victoria, in the reading-room -of  the Geological Survey of
Canada, 100 West Pender Street, Vancouver, in the offices of the Inspectors of
Mines in Nelson and Prince Rupert, as well as in some public libraries.
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PRTROLRUM  AND NATURAL GAS TITLES

Petroleom and Natural Gas Titles, under the direction of the chief  Cominis-
sioner,  is responsible for the administration of the Petroleum and Naturnl  Gas Act,
1965 which includes all matters related to and affecting ,title  to C~OWJI  petroleum
and natural gas rights  and includes the collection of revenue from fees, rents, disposi-
tion, and royalties. Regulations governing geophysical operations and petroleum-

. development roads are also administered by the Chief Commissioner.
Information concerning all forms of tide issued under the Petroleum and

Natural Gas Act, 1965, may be obtained upon application to the office of the chief
Commissioner, Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Maps
showing the locations of all forms of tide issued under the Petroleum and Natural
Gas Act, 1965 are  available, and copies may be obtained upon application to the
office of the Department of Mimes and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Monthly
land reports and monthly reports listing additions and revisions to permit-location
maps and listing changes in title. to permits, licences,  and leases, and related matters
are available from  the office of the Chief Commissioner upon application and pay-
ment of the required fee.

Doring the year, there were four dispositions of Crown reserve petroleum
and natural gas rights resulting in tender bonus bids amounting to $22,186,250X$
an increase of $5,846,449.39 from the previous year. This  sum  was higher than
any previous yearly total by $539,799.04. A total of 415 parcels were offered and
bids were accepted on 259 parcels covering 2,367,731  acres. The average price
per acre was $9.37 which  is an increase of $1.16 per acre over the previous year.
Average bonus price per acxe was respectively-permits, $7.23; leases, $36.95; and
drilling reservations, $16.48.

During the year, 23 geophysical licences were renewed or issued.
During the year, two petroleum-development road applications were received

and processed for approval.
A total of 135 notices of commencement of exploratory work were recorded

during the year. These  notices are required prior to the commencement of any
geological or geophysical exploration for petroleum or natural gas.

During the year, two unit agreements and two royalty agreements were ap-
proved.

As of December 31, 1971, 26,763,316 acres or approximately 41,818 square
miles, a decrease of 3,147,179 acres over the 1970 total, of Crown petroleum and
natural gas rights,  issued under the Petroleum ami Natural Gas Act, 1965, were
held in good standing by operators ranging from small independent companies to
major international ones. The form of title held, total number issued, and acreage in
each case were as follows:

Form of rifle ZYvmber
Permits 4 3 0
Nahml gas licences ._......._  - ~~~~~~~  .._..............  ~-~ ..-...
Drilling reservations -- . .._.-.-  -~ . .._...........-  ~-. 33
Leases (all types) --.-- . . ..__......  -- . . .._...---.  _-~.. 3,693

Awag*
18,726,137

337,656
7,699,523

Total ._- __.._...  --.--__.----.._-.._-.--  . . . . . 26,763,316
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Title Tmnmction  Stati.vtics,  1971

Petroleum and,  Natural Gas Revenue, 1971

Rentals and fees-
Permits -___&.-i-LL $1,615,619.07

Drill&  reacrvations~ 79J19.60
~Naturalgasliceuces  i- --A
Petroleum, nahual  gas, and P&O-.

lam and natural  gas leases.. 7,733,583.&l

T$al  rentals and fees --.- $9,428,322.51

Disposal of ckown  reserves--’
Pemlits  -_L.----_- $14;688,570.48
Drilliug  reservatious  ~~------..- 2,486,762.52
L e a s e s - 5,010,917.58

Total Crown Ieserves  disposal --.._.-.. 22;186,250.58

Royalties---
Gas .--- _- _--...-..----.__ $4,209,793&l
oil-
Processed products -..:I-..-_-

10,415,656.54
42,516X6

Total royalties ---.-----------.L.  14,667,966.44
Miscellaneous  fees L- ..-...--  ----L.-. 35,604.37

Total petroleum and natural  gas revenues _~_  $46,318,143.90



Petroleum and Natural GixRevenue,  1947-71
-=

,963

128,448

-i
121:632

4,738
5957,533 _-

1722651I I
79,519

1,585,935
5.426355

7,09*,&W I
1,53*,977
3858,985

115,042
5r

29  376A

M,350,040 ti
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PETROLEUM ANB NATURAL  GAS BRANCH

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch, under the direction of the Chief of the
Branch, is responsible for the administration of Part XII of the Petroleum and Natu-
ml Gas Act,  1965 and the Drilling and Production Regulations made thereunder.

The regulations provide for the use of efficient and safe practices  in the drilling,
completion, and abandonment of wells; for the orderly development of fields di-
covered within the Province; and for the conservation and prevention of waste of oil
and natural gas withii  the reservoir and during production operations.

Every weU location must be approved by the Branch before the weU is drilled.
AU operations related to drilling and production are inspected frequently to ensure
compliance with the provisions of all regulations, including such features as facili-
ties and practices used, adequate plugging of abandoned weUs, surface  restoration
of well-sites,  well-testing and measurement procedures employed, disposal of pro-
duced water; protection of installations against 6re,  and general conservation.

Investigations are made of complaints of property damage resulting from  drill-
ing and producing operations, and from geophysical work programmes.

Comprehensive records of all driig and producing operations are maintained
at Victoria and are made available for study, or are published, for the use and
benefit of anyone interested in oil or gas development in British Columbia. Samples
of bit cuttings, as well as all core, obtained from every well drilled in the Province,
are collected and retained at the field office at Charlie Lake, where they are avail-
able for study. Charlie Lake is adjacent to the Alaska highway, about 5 miles

northwest of Fort St. John.
Detailed reservoir engineering and geological studies are conducted on the

basis of technical information submitted to the Branch from operating companies,
as well as information acquired through field work by Branch personnel. Estimates
of the reserves  of oil and natural gas are made annually, at the end of December.
Crown-owned oil and natural gas rights are evaluated prior to being disposed of
by public tender.

GENERAL REVIEW
Except for a slight decline iu the oil production, all aspects of the exploration,

drilling, and production operations were increased during 1971. Geophysical and
drilling activities  gained 25 and 10 per cent respectively over the 1970 accomplish-
ments. Production of natural gas retained its consistent annual rise of 7 per cent,
while the annual oil production was down by less than 1 per cent.

Development and outpost drilling, both undertaken to extend existing fields,
increased 12 and 36 per cent rqectively, but wildcat drUUng in areas far from
proven production recorded a 14-per-cent  decrease. The over-all footage driUed,
989,650 feet, and the number of wells drilled, 197, each increased by 9.5 per cent.
Successful drilhg ventures resulted in 40 gas weUs and 46 oil wells with 103
locations abandoned and six other weUs drilled for the purpose of water injection
to aid production or as a means to dispose of unwanted produced water. Two wells
awaited evaluation at year-end.

No discoveries were made that could be considered major finds, but several
wells indicated interesting and potential anomalies that warrant further exploration.
Declined petroleum production resultant from the lack of new discoveries and
gradual depletion of the producing fields were reported during 1971. Additional
pipeline facilities to potential gas-producing areas, which included the major exten-
sion to the Beaver River area, were responsible for the increased gas production.

During 1971 there were 25,154,122 barrels of crude oil and 336,765,259
MSCF of natural gas produced.
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Plate 1 . Exploratory wildcat xvell, Union Port Louis c-28-L,  drilled on Queen Charlotte Islands
by Union Oil Company of Canada.
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At the end of 1971 the Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch estimates of
reserves were as follows:

Proved crude oil.---- ---.--.--.-- ___-...-- 183,176 MSTB
Probable crude oil~mmmm ..__  ~~  ..__........  ----.---.--.-- 147,584 MSTB
Established raw g a s  -._-...--...--.--  -...--.- 9,908.7 BSCF
Established residue gas-...-.-_~.----~~~.--..-.-- 8,604.O  BSCF
Natural gas liquids..--.-----.- .-__--  --- ..-.  111,838 MSTB
Sulphu.---.-  ______.__ 4,046 MLT

A. GENERAL
FIELD OFFICE

The Field CHice is responsible for enforcement of all sections of the Drilling
and Production Regulations ~wbich  pertain to field opera@ons  throughout the entire
Province. The staff are. headquartered at Charlie Lake, near Mile 52 on the Alaska
Highway. Oflices,  core and sample storage facilities, technical laboratories, and
residences comprise the Branch establishment. During periods of increased winter
drilhg activity, a suboffice at Fort Nelson is periodically used.

During 1971, eight vehicles  were driven 163,681 miles to conduct various
inspections, perform surveys, or witness industry operations pertainmg to the drilling
and production phases of the oil and gas industry. Numerous geophysical and pipe-
lime operations were observed and reported to Departmental personnel in Victoria.

B. LABORATORIES
Core and sample storage and exam@ation  facilities are. located at the Field

Gl%ce. All cores from British Columbia wells must be placed in labelled  boxes and
delivered by the operator to the Geological Laboratory for permanent storage. Core
received during 1971 numbered 825 boxes from 70 wells, bringing the total stored
at the end of the year to 30,459 core boxes from 1,833 wells. In 1971,5,242  boxes
of core from 287 wells were studied by oil company personnel and other interested
individuals. Cores from 19 wells were temporarily removed from the laboratory by
operators for more detailed study. Since the coreexamination  equipment tit Charlie
Lake was made available in February 1961,81,726  boxes of core  have been removed
from the racks for examination.

Unless otherwise directed, any operator who drills a well is required to sample
the drilled rock (bit cuttings) at least every 10 feet of depth. Each sample is placed
in a small bag at the well, identified, and submitted to the Geological Laboratory,
where it is washed and bottled. Each IO-foot sample is divided, resobing in three
complete sets of samples for each well. One set is retained in the sample library
at the Field C%ice, one is sent to headquarters in Victoria, and the other is forwarded
to the Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Geological Survey  of Canada
in Calgary. The remainder of the IO-foot sample is retained for a period of one year
should forther samples be required.

The main sample-examination equipment made available by the Branch is at the
Field G&X.  with  limited facilities at Victoria. Complete sample libraries of all
samples from British Columbia  wells drilled since 1948 are retained at the Charlie
Lake and Calgary locations. The Victoria library has samplff from wells drilled
since September 1957. At the end of 1971, the Charlie Lake storage contained
763,285 samples, while 757,308 samples were retained in the Victoria library. Dur-
ing 1971, samples from 198 wells were delivered to the Field G&e and a total of
43,028 lo-foot samples were washed and bottled. Industry and perso~el  from
other government agencies studied samples from 105 wells during the year.
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The Provincial calibration standard for selective oil field pressure measurement
equipment is located at the Field Office. During 1971, 884 calibrations were per-
formed on subsurface pressure gauges. In addition, 20 dead-weight gauges were
calibrated and numerous spring gauges were checked for accuracy.

A specialized wireline track, operated by Branch technicians to conduct pres-
sure and temperature surveys~,  was employed at 85 potential or producing wells.
These surveys are used to both check and supplement pressure data submitted by
operating companies.

c. INSPECTIONSc. INSPECTIONS
Inspections of gas production, oil production, and sales meters to ensure  thatInspections of gas production, oil production, and sales meters to ensure  that

proper production practices are employed, increased substantially in 1971.proper production practices are employed, increased substantially in 1971. Com-Com-
olete meter calibrations were uerformed on 828 aas meters. an increase of nearlvolete meter calibrations were uerformed on 828 aas meters. an increase of nearlv
iO0 per cent over 1970. Fasi meter checks we&conducteh on an additional 72;
meters. Complete meter calibrations were witnessed on 105 positive displacement
meters which include test oil meters, test water meters, and oil-sales meters at custody
transfer  pints.

Crude oil production facilities were inspected on 377 occasions during 1971
while 2.347 insoections  were made at oroducine or abandoned wells. and 379 drilling
operati& weri viewed. Field OfEci perso$el  witnessed 72 te&  on natural g&
wells and conducted three tests on producing oil wells. These teats were per-
formed to verify production characteristics of the wells and ensure accuracy of
data submitted to the Branch.

Increased awareness of oil and gas as pollutants resulted in the field Office
stat?  b&g invoIved  in the direct supervision of clean-up operations at two major
pipeline spills and two other spills of a minor nature. In total, 20 oil spillages of
varying magnitudes were reported to the Branch. Six spills occurred from wellhead
installations, four from flowlines,  seven from batteries, and three from pipe-lines.
The reasons for the spillages were principally related to equipment failures, although
soil and weather conditions were responsible in three instances. In each of these
instances, as well as when spills were discovered by the Field Office statf,  the com-
panies responsible were required to take immediate remedial measures.

The Branch participated in the organization of an Oil Spill Contingency Plan
for British Columbia. Tbii provides for the formation of producing companies into
w-operatives to ensure containment and rapid clean-up of any spilled oil.

Three minor fires were reported. TWO  resulted in loss of production equip-
ment at gas installations while the other was a small 6re at an oil battery caused by
lightning.

GEOLOGICAL SECTION
A. GENERAL

The Geological Section is responsible for the preservation and evaluation of
certain well data, the geological mapping of oil and gas accumulations, and the
preparation of regional subsurface mapping, These  responsibilities have been re-
solved in the assignment to the geological staff of specific  reservoir areas and regional
districts. The primary function of the Section is the application of geological and
subsurface engineering data to assist in the interpretation of oil and gas reserves.
The second important involvement concerns the undertaking of regional studies
resulting in subsurface mapping of key economic horizons to assist in development
of the Province’s undiscovered reserves.

Another responsibility of the Section is to evaluate the geological and eco-
nomical situations of Crown reserve land posted for competition by industry for the
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right to explore and develop Crown petroleum and natural gas resources. The Set-
tion personnel are also available to industry and other Government agencies for
discussioh  of specific  and general geologic matters concerning the exploration for
and development of the Ptovi~e’s  hydrocarbon potential.

For each well location approved, the Section stipulates sampling and coring
requirements and assigns a classification to the well based on the Lahee System as
defined by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. A summaly of the
wells classified by the Lahee System is shown in Table 13. Six classiiications  are
used that are based upon the geological interpretation, which are described as
follows: (1) New field wildcat--drilled  in a geological environment where hydro-
carbons have not yet be= discovered; (2) new pool wildcat-drilled in a geological
horizon where other pools have been found but the geological conditions are such
that searching for a new pool is very hazardous; (3) outpostded  with  the intent
of extending an already partly developed pool by a considerable distance; (4) and
(5) deep-pool and shallow-pool tests-driied within the known limits of a pool
with the intent of searching for hydrocarbons below or above respectively the pool
or producible horizon; and (6) developme&-drilled  with the intent of further
exploiting the pay horizon or pool witbin the area which has already been essentially
proved for production.

All geological and geophysical reports submitted to the Chief Petroleum and
Natural Gas Commissiouer in support of work requirements are.  assessed to ensure
that the Department receives full value. for credits or other benefits granted.

Investigations are carried out of any reported occurances  of oil or gas seepage.

B. RESERVOIR AND REGIONAL MAPPING

Reservoir mapping standards have been evolved for the geological engineering
interpretation of the Province’s existing and potential productive rese~oirs. These
standards are applied to assignments within two areas of responsibility for the
compilation of geologic and engineering subsurface data required in the construction
of accurate net-pay maps.

Economic geological work is continued during the productive period of the
reservoir. Production data supplement and complete, the previously accumulated
subsurface information, and the geological interpretation of reservoirs are revised
accordingly during the production stage of oil and gas pools. Results provide the
proper basis in reservoir studies, evaluation of reserves and the control of remedial
work, cycling, repressuring,  and secondary recovery projects. Accuracy in the
geological engineeriug interpretation of the oil and gas pools are the result  of co-
ordination in the assemblage and evaluation of data of both Geological and Reservoir
Engineering Sections.

A primary aim in carrying forth regional studies is to assist industry and the
Pepartment  in affecting tbe continuing geologic evaluation of rock-stratigraphic
units  which have attained a position of economic importance in the recovery of the
Province’s hydrocarbon resources. Regional study responsibilities have been as-
signed under the Nortbem and Southern  Districts with the geographic boundary
placed at 58 degrees north latitude. Project assignments are primarily directed to
mapping key economic horizons and to keeping current  with  all methods of explor-
ation activity undertaken within each district.

The principal producing units of tbe Southern District have been developed
withii  rocks of the Mesozoic Era. These rock units are defined  according to struc-
ture and area1 distribution with a limited amount of facies-type  work at this time. In
addition to the latter work, future studies are scheduled for the mapping and eco-
nomic appraisal of Paleozoic sediments within the district.
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Reefal  carbonates of Middle Devonian age constitute the units of economic
importance in  the Northern District. Mapping of the facies fronts and reefal  distri-
bution have been compiled integrating the new with previous work and incorporat-
ing available seismic data when applicable. In addition to the Devonian, other  wits
within the stratigraphic  section are under consideration for evaluation as to their
economic worth.

C. DRILLI?&  HIGHLIGHTS

Exploratory drilling in  the Province for 1971 resulted in 19 new pool discover-
ies from a total of 92 wells classified  as exploratory in accordance with the Lahee
System. This drilling activity was highlighted by a success ratio of approximately
one successfid  completion for every four wells drilled. With  the possible exception
of the Home et al Attacbie  multiple-zone gas well, the listed oil and gas discoveries
fall within the new pool discovery classification and are of liited areal  extent. The
Attach&  well located io 7-20-84-22 W6 recovered gas from tbe Triassic Baldonnel
Formation and the Mississippian Kiskatinaw  Section. This  latter gas indication may
lead the way to a signi6cant  gas play to the south of the Triassic Inga  oil field. Over
80 per cent of the discovery completions were drilled within  the proximity of Fort
St. John. This area offers the prospects of multiplezone  objectives with  a limited
deferment on return  of investment from  successful completions.

The search for new reserves withio  the’disturbed  foothills belt was disappointing
after last year’s successful gas discovery at the LRI Grassy d-52-A/9466  location.
The objective Mississippian and Devonian horizons  are complicated by facies
changes and stnwhxal  deformation of en-echelon folds by throst  faulting.

Winter  drilling’results  for Middle Devonian gas in the Fort Nelson area resulted
in the addition of four minor new pool discoveries, Two  of these  completions were
drilled as outpost wells to previous gas discoveries and thus resulted in the addition
of a minimal amount of new reserve.

The results of development drilling for the extension or addition to proven re-
serves were minimal for the lack of significant  discoveries. Thclimit of the Laprlse
gas field was extended to the northwest with three successful completions. other
established fields which received limited development drilling include Rigel, Aitken
Creek, Clarke Lake, and Siphon.

The major portion of development drilling centred  within the limits of the
~Boumlary  Lake oil field for the purpose of enhanced recovery by means of a
secondmy-pressure maintenance scheme.

The following tables summarize the discoveries made during 1971:
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Gas Discowies,  1971

D. EXPLORATION

In northeastern British Columbia  during 1971,28  oil and gas companies em-
ployed seismic crews for a total of 220 crew weeks. During February, the most
active  month, 20 emvs were working. Seven companies ran gravity surveys in
northeastern British Columbia--one  of these  companies also completed a ground-
magnetometer survey.

In the Femie area, one company did seismic work. One company employed
a seismic crew on northwestern Vancouver Island during part of October.

Surface geological parties worked in northcastcm British Columbia  and Fernie
areas. These exploration activities are listed in Tables 14 and 15.

During 1971, 97 work-requirement reports on oil and gas permits or leases
were  submitted to the Department by operating companies. These reports  represent
exploration expenditures of over eight million dollars for work done by the com-
panies in scdimemary  basins of British Columbia  and they contain comprehensive
geophysical and geologic coverage. Most of the rcparts were  on seismic-reflection
work done in northeastern British Columbia during 1970 and 1971. Other types
of exploration reported for northeastern British Columbia and other basins in the
Province included marine seismic, surface geology, photogeology, magwtomcter,
tid gravity.

A. GENBRAL
RESERVOIR  ENGINEERING  SECTION

The Reservoir Engineering Section is responsible for determination of reservoir
and production characteristics of oil and gas pools in the Province. This involves
interpretation of reservoir pressure, rock and fluid properties, and production data.
These  parameters~ are used in studies to forecast the oil and gas recoverable from
hydrocarbon accumulations in the Province.  The results from such studies are
applied in making recommendations concerning the approval of submissions from
industry for improved recovery and other production schemes, and also for estimat-
ing Provincial hydrocarbon, and hydrocarbon-associated sulphur resefves.

The Section ensures that requisite reservoir data are obtained, either by indus-
try or Branch personnel, and maintains files of these  data. In addition, oil and gas
allowable production rates are established by the Section. Other responsibilities of
the Section include matters a&cting  conservation and correlative rights,  approval
of measurement practices, and approval of produced water-disposal schemes.

B. OIL ALLOWABLES,  MPRs, AND tiPROVED  RECOVERY SCHEMES

Maximum permissive rates (MPRs)  are assigned to all oil wells in the Prov-
ince, either as individual wells or as groups of wells in tbe form of project or unit
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MpRs. Single  well  MPRs are baaed on well-bore net-pay properties, while project
MPRs are derived from mapped pore volume data and the estimated recovery  fat-
tar  for the pmduction scheme in effect.

Monthly oil allowables are established from MFR values, and periodic checks
are made to ensure that wells and projects are beiig produced in accordance with
regulations governing oveaprcduction. Division 74.03 of the Drilling  and Produc-
tion Regulations provides for the carry-forward of oil allowable underproduction
from one production period to the next, provided this is due to forces outside the
control of the operator involved. During the year three requests for such a cany-
forward were approved, and one was rejected. One application was approved
which sought permission to produce three wells in the Inga  field at rates in excess
Of their daily production limits. Basis for the application was the fact that the pro-
duction limits were so low that production could not be maintained due to the wells
waxing-off. Consequently permission was granted to produce the wells at the low-
est rate at which wax build-up did not occur, provided that the wells were shut-in
each month following production of the monthly allowable.

Table 16 presents the individual well and project MPRs in effect as of Decem-
ber 31, 1971. Tbe areas included~ into projects or units are sh,own on the maps fol-
lowing Table 15.

During 1971, in addition to the individual well MPRs assigned or revised,
modilications were made to the MPRs or operating schemes for a number of pmj-
ects. The water injection plant in Inga Unit 1 was enlarged during the early part
of the year, in order to handle increased rates to offset concurrent production of the
main gas cap. This proposal was discussed in the 1970 Annual Report. On April
10, 1971, concurrent production commenced, with  gas being produced from  Inga
unit  3.

The rejection of an application for concurrent production of oil and gas in
Mill&an Creek Unit 1 was noted in the 1970 Annual Report. In the tint half of
1971, considerable further discussion took place witb the operator of the. unit, Union
Oil Company of Canada. It was proposed that the well, previously designated as
a gas producer under the concurrent production scheme, be produced as a stand-by
source of gas for the oil-well gas-lift system. A scheme under which the well was
to be used alternatively for gas storage and then as a gas-lift source was also dis-
cussed. AU schemes foundered on the fact that the operator did not control the full
spacing area of the well.

Also noted in the 1970 Annual Report was a submission with  respect to pro-
duction from the Cbarlii  Lake oil pool in the Fort St. John field, together with  a
counter-proposal by the Branch. This  was accepted by the applicant, Pacific  Petro-
leums Ltd. A unit was formed on May 1, 1971, and the gas-gathering scheme be-
came operative on August 9, 1971. Consequently an MPR of 334 BOPD was
granted the unit, effective August 1,  1971, and at the same time approval was given
for the tit-wide gas-oil ratio adjustment factor to be determined from Table 2000
in the schedule included in the Drilliig and Production Regulations. The use of
this schedule  was approved for an initial period of three years.

The installation of a waterflood  scheme in Inga Unit 2 was approved on April
23, 1971. Tbis proposal also was discussed in the 1970 Annual Report, at which
time a suitable water source had not been developed and plans for disposition of
associated gas production had not been tinalized. By the time the scheme was
approved a dam was nearing completion, across CopEn  Creek, which  would provide
ample water for the scheme. Gas conservation aspects of the scheme  are discussed
in Section C following. Actual water injection commenced in July, at which time
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an MPR of 6,705 BOPD was granted. In December an application for an increase
in MPR was received, on the strength of an enlargement of the unit scheduled for
January 1, 1972, at which time seven additional tracts were to be included. An
MPR of 7,489 BOPD was granted, to become. effective at tbe time of enlargement.

Approval of a waterflood  scheme in Crush Unit 1 was noted in the 1970 Annual
Report. After source-water equipment problems have been overcome injection will
start early in 1972, with the previously approved MPR of 1,383 BOPD in effect.

A gas-cap drive project, the Peejay North Project, was established in June
(Map 22). This followed consultation with, and application by, Pacific Petxoleums
Ltd., the operator. The project was formed in order to optimise hydrocarbon recov-
ery froni the pool, and was granted an MPR of 42 BOPD. Also in the Peejay field,
an additional injection well in Unit 3 was approved in March.

At the end of June, Canadian Superior Oil Ltd., as operator, applied for per-
mission to concurrently produce the central gas cap in Inga  Unit 1. It was claimed
that thii was necessary in order to minimize adverse effects on oil recovery from the
waterflood  project due to migration of the gas cap. Review of the situation indi-
cated that oil recovery could probably be enhanced by controlled production of the
gas cap. Consequently, ihe proposal was approved in September, subject to certain
conditions, including a maximum average o&&e  rate of 1.5 MMSCF/D and the
requirement that gas production be replaced on a reservoir volume basis by addi-
tional water injection into wells in the vicinity of the gas cap.

Also in the Inga  field, adjustments Were made to the MPRs previously granted
to three wells operated by Texaco Exploration Canada Ltd. These wells were not
included into Unit 2, and consequently the net oil pay thickness values were re-
evaluated on the basis of data developed in connection with the Inga  Unit  2 water-
flood  proposals. These modiications  were made in July. However, in application
was rejected which sought to increase the recovery factor, used in the MPR form&x,
for all wells on the Texaco leases outside the Unit 2 area. Later, in October, the
daily production limits for three wells on the leases were waived temporarily, so that
productivity index data could be obtained in order toassist  in the design of a water-
flood scheme for the acreage.

In July, Imperial Oii Limited applied for enlargement of Boundary Lake Unit 1.
An unusual aspect of this proposal was the intention to unitize across the British
Columbia/Alberta border, and to enlarge the waterflood  presently operating in
British Columbia into the Alberta portion of the pool. After consultations on the
proposal it was abandoned in September, since the Alberta authorities could not
approve the scheme. The Unit was subsequently enlarged (October 1, 1971) by
inclusion of six tracts within British Columbia. No modification was made to the
MPR.

In May, approval was granted for Pacific  Petroleums Ltd. to conduct a 30&y
production test of the well in d-30-A/94-H-2. The purpose of tbii test was to
establish the well’s productive characteristics. Union Oii Company of Canada Lim-
ited applied in July for permission to exceed the daily production limit on the well
in b-65-G/94-82. Purpose of this request was to perform a stabilized two-rate
flow test on the  well. After consultation it was agreed that the requisite data could
in fact be obtained without exceeding the daily production limit.

An application was received in August, from Tenneco Oil and Minerals Ltd.,
seeking  approval for an annual allowable for the well in d-71-C/94-H-2. It was
claimed that muskeg  conditions in the area limited the well to winter operation only,
and that the reserves in the producing Halfway pool were not sufscient  to support
a pipeline. The Branch’s interpretation of the situation conlint&  the applicant’s
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views, with  one exception. It appeared that there was a good possibility the oil
reservoir was more extensive than was considered in the  application. Consequently,
although an annual allowable was granted, its term was limited to two years. The
approval stipulated that suliicient  data were to be collected, during  this period, to
enable a realistic estimate to be made of the  size of the reservoir. The annual  allow-
able was based on the MPR of 56 BOPD, with a maximum daily limitation of 100
BOPD.

C. ASSOCIATED mm SOLUTION GAS CONSERVATION SCHEMES

Solution gas is always produced as a by-product of oil production This gas
is dissolved in the  oil at reservoir pressure and temperature conditions, but due to
decreases in these. parameters as the oil is brought to the  surface much of the dis-
solved gas is evolved. In many cases the volume of this gas, in excess of lease equip-
ment fuel requirements, is so small that it is not economical to install gathering facili-
ties to market the  gas. This excess gas is flared. In addition, many oil pools are
discovered in which  the oil is originally overlain with a~ gas cap. In these it is often
impossible to produce the  oil without also  producing some gas-cap gas, together with
the solution gas. This could adversely affect ultimate oil recovery, since production
of the gas cap reduces the reservoir energy available to produce the oil.

Gas produced with oil can be conserved in two ways; either it can be collected
and marketed, or it can be collected and injected back into the  producing reservoi
DI  a storage zone. Such ~conservation  is encouraged by incentives. In the case of
schemes with  marginal economics, a reduced royalty rate may be applied to gas
that is sold, or the gas-oil ratio adjustment factor may be modified itgas  is co-d.
However, in the case that g&cap gas is to be marketed, tbe *Branch needs to be
s&tied  that such concurrent production will optimise  hydrocarbon recovery.

At the beginning  of 1971, 10 conservation  schemes were in operation that
marketed gas, and five projects, involving return of gas to the producing reservoir,
were active. During the year, five additional gas-sales~coaservation  projects were
placed 00  stream, so that, by year-end, pools accounting for 95 per cent  of associ-
ated gas production were subject to conservation.

The split gas injection-gas sales conservation project in Weasel Unit 1, discussed
in the 1970 Annual Report, started delivering gas to market in February 1971 fol-
lowing compressor overhaul. Prior to this time all compressed gas was injected into
the gas cap. By the end of 1971, plans were being made to cease gas injection
entirely and to replace all reservoir withdrawals by water, after increasing the
capacity of the water-injection plant.

Details were presented in the 1970 Annual Report of the discussions between
the Branch and the working interest owners in Peejay  Unit 3 (Map 22) concerning
t&e  feasibility of gas conservation in this project. These were continued  during the
first quarter of 1971. In March the  proposal by the unit operator, Pacific  Petro-
leums Ltd., was accepted. Under this scheme, solution gas in excess of fuel require
meats  would be collected from Peejay  Units 1 and 3 and the Pacific/Arc0  project,
compressed at a central location; and delivered to the Northeast British Columbia
Gas Gathering System. The plan was to collect from Unit 3 only 26.08 per cent
of the excess gas, this being the share owned by the working-interest owners willing
to participate in the collection and compression costs. Simultaneously with the
acceptance of this plan, the other working-interest owners in Unit 3 were ordered
to conserve their excess solution gas. This order stipulated that a plan and schedule
for effecting tbis conservation were to be filed with  the Branch by April 30, 1971.
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On April 15,1971,  a proposal was received from Tenneco  Oil&Minerals  Ltd.,
on behalf  of the other  working-interest owners  in  Pecjay  Unit 3. This was formal-
ized on April 26 in  the form of an application. The proposed scheme involved col-
lecting and compressing 73.92 per  cent of the excess gas. It was then  planned to
inject the gas into one of the water-injection wells, the actual  location of which
would depend on  the results of a computer simulation study then in progress. Alter-
natively, if the.  study indicated gas injection would be detrimental to watertlood  per-
formance, the gas would be delivered to tbe Northeast British Columbia Gas Gather-
ing System. This alternate plan was finally  adopted, and the plant was in operation
by year-end. Meanwhile the Pacific-operated compressor station began operating
in May 1971. In addition to the planned-for 26.08 per cent of the gas from Unit 3,
some additional gas from this  unit was also processed up to compressor capacity, the
vtilumes  of this  additional gas beiig dependent on the volumes available from other
SOWIXS.

In June, an application was received from Monsanto Oils Ltd. for approval of
a gas-sales conservation scheme involving production from the Rigel field well in
6-31-87-17 W6M  (Map 24). The  application also requested credit for all gas so
conserved in  computation of gas-oil ratio adjustment factors. This  submission was
based  on the contention that operation of the well would not be economical other-
wise. In addition, removal of tbe hfPR from the  well was requested. The scheme
was approved in July, together with the provision that gas credits would be granted
for all gas gathered and sold or used to fuel the compression and dehydration facili-
ties, The MPR, however, was not removed.

Some discussions took place early in the year, between the Branch and Mon-
santo Oils Ltd., witb respect to the 6rst  gas-conservation  scheme in Rigcl  (Map 24),
which was~placed  on stream during 1970. Some clarb%ation  was required concera-
ing tbe gas credits to be’ applied in determination of the ‘gas-oil ratio adjustment
factors. Effective February 1, 1971, approval was granted for such credit  to be
obtained for all gas collected and sold together with the gas used to fuel the com-
pression and dehydration facilities.

The  installation of a waterflood  in Inga  Unit 2 was discussed in  Section A. I t
is the policy of the Branch to require  from the operator of a proposed improved
recovery project a statement concerning disposition of associated gas, production.
If it is not considered economic to conserve the, gas, then justification for this con-
tention is required. Otherwise, a submission for a gas-conservation scheme is 16
quired,  following the guidelines  included in the Drilling and Production Regulations
booklet. In January, Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. applied, as oper-
ator of Inga  Unit 2, to flare all produced gas in excess of fuel rcquiremcnts. Follow-
ing discussions on the topic. this application was withdrawn in  favour  of a submission
seeking approval of a gas-conservation scheme. It was proposed that  all gas io
excess of fuel requirements would be  collected, compressed, and delivered to West-
coast Transmission Company Ltd.%  line on the western boundary of Saga  Unit 1.
The  application was received in  October and the scheme  was approved on October
14, 1971. It was placed on stream on November 24, 1971. Gas credits were
allowed for all gas collected and sold, together with the gas required to process  the
sales gas.

As noted  earlier, by the end of 1971 the majority of the associated gas pro-
duced in the Province was subject to a conservation scheme. Of the gas available
to these schemes during 1971 (or from the date of plant start-up in  the case of
schemes coming on stream during 1971),  an average of 78 per cent  was conserved
or used as fuel.
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D. GAS ALLOWABLES  AND WELL TESTS
The “daily gas allowables,”  or production rate limits (PRLs), for gas wells in

the Province are established f&n the  results of absolute open flow potential (AOF)
tests. These tests are witnessed by Branch field personnel and the data collected are
interpret& by the Reservoir Engineering Section to establish PRLs  and also for use
in reservoir engheering studies.

Restriction of individual well production rates is not considered necessary in
some gas pools, and in these cases either Project Allowablea  have been issued, or
the  pools’ operators have approval to produce according to “Good Engineerins
Practices” (GEP) Table 17 presents AOF  test data, individual well PRLs,  Project
Allowables,  and GEP schemes in effect at year-end 1971. The  areas included in
the  various Project Allowable and GEP schemes are shown on the  maps following
Table 15.

Doring  1971, well-testing schedules were revieived  for a majority of the  gas
pools in the Province. Where necessary, for evaluation test purposes, &ring  of the
test-gas production was allowed (seven wells). The  computer pmgrammc  (men-
tioned iu the 1970 Annual Report) was 6mlized early in the year, and is now used
routinely to calculate AOF  and PRL data from field-read temperature and pressure
data.

Evaluation of the wells completed in the  Sunrise field continued to present prob-
lems in 1971, as in 1970. However, three  AOF  tests were performed during the
year, and the reservoir pressure tis obtained in a fourth well.

In January, Texaco Exploration Canada  Ltd. applied to produce the  well in
d-76-A/94-H-4 as a Baklomel gas well. This well, located in the Nig Creek field,
was drilled in August 1970, and as discussed in the 1970 Annual Report, was con-
sidered to be completed in a gas cap to the  oil accumulation in d-87-A/94-H-4.
Texaco’s application claimed the wells were completed in separate reservoirs. In
order to resolve the situation, the well was granted a tempomy PRL of 2 MMSCF/D
so that representative fluid-production rates could be obtained, together  with &lid
sampIeS  from both  wells. Analysis of these  samples confirmed that the wells were
in fact producing from separate reservoirs, and the well  in d-76-A/94-H-4 was
therefore included into the Nig Creek Baldomel Project (Map 20).

Woods Petroleum of Canada Ltd. applied in February for enlargement of the
Rigel Duolevy  Project to include sections 8 and 9-88-18 W6M. Following review
of relevant data, the  project was enlarged as requested on February 17, 1971
(Map 23).

At the beginning of April, Atlantic Richfield Canada Ltd. applied for removal
of production rate restrictions from Baldomel and Halfway zone gas wells in the
Julienne field. Following advertisement of the  application in the Gazette and de-
tailed review of the  reservoir performance by the  Branch, the application was ap-
proved effective May 15,197l. Under this  approval, Baldomel and Halfway Proj-
ects were formed in the  Julienne field (Map 16). Consequently, all wells presently
producing or subsequently completed in either of these  pools in the  project area are
to be produced according to good engineering practices.

The Wilder Unit 1 was formed in October 1971 (Map 26). Prior to this, an
application was received from the  proposed unit operator, Waimco  Gil and Chemi-
cals Liited, requesting a Pool Allowable of 9 MMSCF/D  for wells completed in
the Halfway pool of the  field. After review by the  Branch, land advertisement in
the Gazette,  a pool allowable of 10 MMSCF/D  was approved on September 8, to
become effective upon formation of the  unit. Subsequently, this rate was increased
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to 12.5 MMSCF/D,  following application from Wainoco,  in order to provide oper-
ating flexibility witbin the maximum daily-take contract rate.

During 1971, considerable discussion and correspondence took place. between
the Branch and the operators of several gas wells concerning the interpretation of
AOF test readings. All problems were  resolved satisfactorily. In addition, testing
procedures employed in the Beaver River field were  reviewed, and as a result sev-
eral modifications were sanctioned in March. It was expected that these would
simplify the testing procedures and reduce their cost, without reducing the accuracy
of the results.

Fort&r  discussions took place during 1971 between the Branch, the Resource
Management Division of the Canadian Deoartment of Indian Affairs and Northern
Develzpment, and Amoco Canada Petroleim  Company Ltd., concerning the opcra-
tion of the Nahumi  pool, Beaver River field. During the year, lease consolidation
was accomplished in that portion of the field underlying the Yukon Territory, and
by year-end a ~draft  agreement had been formulated. It was mutually agreed that
operation of the field on a unitized basis would provide optimum tecbnicaI,  economic,
Andy conservation advantages. The draft agreement, to be signed in final form by
the Federal Mister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and the Provin-
cial Miter of Mimes and Petroleum Resources, set out the terms under which tbis
was to be accomplished. These included provision for total field production to be
allocated between the British Columbia and Yukon portions of the fields in propor-
tion to the initial gas in place underlying~  each. As of. December 31, 1971, the draft
agreement was being reviewed by officials of the Federal Government.

Meanwhile, the field was placed on steady production in October 1971, grad-
ually increasing tbe throughput of thedehydration  plant until it was up .to  capacity
with all wells producing by mid-November., In order to provide sticient operating
l&ibility during this  stage, individual well PRLs were lifted on a temporary basis
during October and November. Thii time liiit was subsequently exten@d,  so that
contract-rates could be met in spite of a variety of operational problems encountered
in handling tbe hot, high-rate, ga? streams. In addition, approval was granted to
flare 800-1,000 MSCF/D regeneration gas from the molecular sieve.fu@Ygas treat-
ers, until a water-contamination problem in the sieves had been cored. ,’

E. HYDROCARBON  AND ASWCIATED  SULPWR  RESEIWE~

The Provincial reserves of oil, gas, and gas by-products, as of December 31,
1971, are summarized in Table 18. Details of pool-by-pool estimates arepubliihed
in the Departmental report Hydrocarbon and By-products Reserves in Britih  Co-
lumbia, December 31, 1971. This report includes individual pool rock and fluid
property data. Complementary reservoir fluid data are presented here in Tables 19
and 20, for oil and gas reservoirs respectively.

The proved oil reserves in the Province as of December 3 1, 1971, arc estimated
at some 183 MMSTB. Drilling during 1971 proved-up only 0.7 hII$TB of re-
serves, while  revisions to previous estimates reduced these by 23.6 MMSTB. In
addition, 25 MMSTB were produced during the year, resulting in a net decrease in
proved reserves of 48 MMSTB when compared with  reserves at the end of 1970.

Proved reserves represent oil for which it is believed there is a 90 per cent or
better chance that the estimated volumes will be recovered. Probable reserves are
carried where the probability is estimatedto  be 50 per cent or more. These  include
primary reserves on undrilled acreage and reserves attributable to probable increases
in ultimate recovery from pools under improved recovery  schemes or for which  such
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schemes are planned. Probable oil reserves are estimated at 147.6 MMSTB, as of
December 31, 1971, which is 53 MMSTB more than the estimate made for year-
end 1970.

The substantial decrease in proved reserves is the result of a complete gee-
logical/reservoir engineering re-evaluation of the Boundary Lake zone, Boundary
Lake field, undertaken during 1971. This  study indicated that the reservoir volume
was considerably less than previously mapped, so that the proved reserves were
reduced by a total of 33 MMSTB. Revisions to other reservoirs resulted ia a net
increase  of 9.4 MMSTB. The bulk of tbis increase was due to an Upward revision

*in the Miigan Creek Halfway waterflood recovery factor (based on perfonixance
review) and an increase in the recovery factor assigned to Inga Unit 2 following
implementation of waterflooding.

The increase in probable reserves also results from the Boundary Lake re
evaluation. Detailed waterflood  performance calculations indicate&that~a substan-
tial upward revision in recovery factor was just&d. In spite of the reduced ~reser-
voir volume this resulted in an increase of ‘5 1.8 MMSTB of probable reserves. Other
increases allocated, for example, to the Inga  field as a result of watextlooding  going
into operation, were largely offset by a transfer of the probable reserves into .the
proved category in the MilIigan Creek Halfway pool. Drilling during 1971 resulted
in an addition of 0.9 MMSTB to the probable undrilled reserves.

The gas and gas by-products reserves shown in Table 18 are “established”
reserves. ‘I@x  comprise the proved reserves plus a percentage (usually 50 per
cent) of the estimated probable reserves. As of December 31, 1971, the established
raw gas reserves  are estimated ,at  9.9 TSCF. Adjustment for removal of a percen-
tage of the liquid hydrocarbons and acid gases results in established residue gas
reserves of 8.6 TSCF, or 8.8 TSCF wheti  converted to a standard heat content of
1,000 Btu/SCF. These volumes are virtually  the same as the corresponding esti-
mates at the end of 1970, due to the fact that gas production during the year was
slightly  in excess of any increases in reserves attributable to drilling or revisions of
previous reserves estimates. These latter were, for the most part, very minor, with
the result that they accounted for a net raw-gas reserve increase of only 0.03 TSCF.
The reserves additions due to 1971 drilling were estimated at 0.3 TSCF, the bulk
of which  (80 per cent) were in the general Fort St. John  area. Major additions
were attributed to four wildcat wells, the data from which are still confidential, while
development drilling in the Laprise, Siphon, and Stoddart West fields accounted for
some 80 BSCF of the additions.

The estimates shown in Table 18 include associated gas reserves  where a gas-
sales type conservation scheme was in effect. As discussed in Section C, additional
schemes were placed on stream during 1971 in the Fort St. John Charlie Lake pool,
Inga Unit 2, Peejay Units 1 and 3 and Paciiic/Arco Project, and the Dun&y  B
pool in the Rigel field.

Natural gas liquids ieserves  at year:end 1971 are estimated at 112 MMSTB,
down only 12 MSTB from the 1970 estimate. Although 1971 driig resulted in
additions of 5.4 MMSTB, these  were just offset by cumulative production adjust-
ments and negative revisions to previous estimates of 1.2 MMSTB, together with
production of 4.2 MMSTB during the year. A major revision was made to tbe
reserves in the Boundary Lake zone, Boundary Lake field, partly as a result of the
study referred to earlier, but mainly as a result of re-evaluation~of  the analysis of
the produced gas.

Estimated sulphur reserves, at 4,046 thousand long tons, were also marginally
down  at December 31, 1971, when compared with year-end 1970. The decrease

4
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of 18 thousand long tons was due to cumulative production adjustments and nega-
tive revisions to previous estimates of 10 thousand long tons, which,  together with
production during 1971 of 95 thousand long tons, also just offset the additions due
to 1971 drilling of 87 thousand long tons. Sulphur reserves  have again been in-
cluded for pools serviced by tbe Fort Nelson gas plant, on the strength of National
Energy ,Board  approval for installation there of sulphur extraction facilities.

It should be noted that residue gas, natural gas liquids, and sulphur production
and rcscrves  estimates are based on theoretical calculations of the quantities of these
materials contained in the raw gas reserves. Comparisons between actual and theo-

* retical production during 1971 are included in footnotes to Table 18. The low
apparent sulphur extraction efficiency is due to the fact that the theoretical values
include the sulphur not in fact extracted from the gas in tbe Fort Nelson plant.

F. MISCELLANEOUS

Applications for permission to dispose of produced salt water into a subsurface
formation are reviewed by the Reservoir Engineering Section,  although the actual
mechanical completion of the disposal well is approved by the Development Engi-
neering Section. In reviewing applications several factors are considered, such as
the compatibility between injected water and receiving-zone water, tbe water quality
in the disposal zone and the effect on tbis of the  injected water,  and whether the
planned water disposal will be prejudicial to hydrocarbon reserves either in the
planned disposal zone or in other zones penetrated by the disposal well. In addi-
tion, when disposition of water into a hydrocarbon productive zone is planned, con-
sideration is given to the probable effect on reservoir performance, and the flood-out
pattern and time of breakthrough of injected water into adjacent producing wells.
Equity considerations of adjacent lessees are also taken into account.

During 1971, two new water  disposal schemes were approved, and mod&a-
tions  were.  also approved to an existing scheme. In the Beaver River field, permis-
sion was granted Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. to dispose of water, pro-
duced from the  Naharmi gas reservoir, into the~Mattson  sand  through the well located
iu d-64-K/94-N-16. This approval was contingent on there being no significant
produced volumes of Nabaxmi formation water (as opposed to water of condcnsa-
tion).  A water-disposal scheme was also approved in the Wilder field. Wtioco
Oil & Chemicals Liited applied to dispose of water, produced from the Halfway
zone  in this field, into the Dunlevy zone  in the well in 7-30-83-19 W6M. Permission
was granted in early September 1971. In the Nig Creek field, the water-disposal
system at a-31-F/94-H-4 was moditied twice during 1971. Under terms of a pre-
vious approval (1969 Annual Report) water produced from the Inga  field has been
disposed of through thii facility on an interim basis, together with Baldoonel  water
produced from various wells in the Nig Creek field. In January 1971, the terms of
this  approval were  widened to allow disposal under pressure, where previously dis-
posal under gravity-feed had been in effect. In June 1971, a further modification
was made, following a request from Tenneco Oil & Minerals Ltd. Under this, ap-
proval was granted for produced Baldonnel water from the well in d-39-C/94-H-4
to be disposed of through the system  in a-3 l-F/94-H-4.

At the end of March, an application was received from Pacific Petroleums Ltd.
requesting temporary waiver of the requirement that gas rates  be measured OIL  an
individual well basis for four wells in the Kotcho Lake field and two wells in the
Yoyo field. Basis for the request was the fact that delays were being experienced
in delivery of special electronic equipment necessary for telemetry of pressure and
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temperature data from the remote wellhead metering facilities to the central dehy-
dration plants. Approval was granted to meter the two sets of wells through group
facilities, until June 30, 1971, or earlier if the electronic equipment came into ser-
vice prior to that date. In fact, this  approval was not utilized. Other problems
necessitated frequent visits to the wells in question, so that normal meter-nm strip-
charts of the required data were collected on a regular basis until tbe telemetry sys-
tem was completed.

The 1969 Annual Report contained details of the installation of integrating
mike meters with digital readout on the Northeast British Columbia Gas Gathering
*System. During 1971 the tint report was received on the &cacy  of the.  installation
at the point of custody transfer to Westcoast Transmission Company Limited, from
which it was apparent that following some initial problems, the equipment appeared
to be operating satisfactorily. Data concerning the meters at injection points into
the system have not yet been received by the Branch.

The use of vortex-velocity type meters was approved, during 1970 (see Annual
Report), for use on the oil-water emulsion lines at the Peejay-Crush battery. In use,
these meters were less than satisfactory, and were withdrawn from service in 1971.

Two gas-metering facilities operated by Canadian Superior Oil Ltd. were ap-
proved in the Inga  field during 1971. Permission was granted, in April, to locate
the metering facility for Inga  Unit 3 production at the delivery point to the Westcoast
Transmission Company Limited’s lie, rather than at the wellhead. This approval
was given in the interests of operating efficiency, since total unit production is taken
from only one well. Also in Inga,  permission was granted in November to produce
gas from the central gas cap (see Section B) through  the associated gas-metering
facility at the central battery.

Several reservoir studies were carried out during 1971, some being of a com-
prehensive nature while. others were more cursory reviews. The comprehensive stud-
ies usually involved a joint Economic Geology-Reservoir Engineering effort. Many
of the  studies were carried out in connection with review of submissions pertaining
to planned producing schemes.

The waterflood  performance prediction for Inga  Unit 2, mentioned in the 1970
Annual Report, was completed early in 1971, together with a forecast of associated
gas-production rates. This  forecast was used to revaluate  the economic feasibiity
of gas conservation in this unit, and a similar analysis was made for projects in the
Peejay field in connection with  the  discussions pertaining to Peejay Unit 3 detailed
in Section C. By the end of 1971, detailed waterflood  performance predictions had
been made for all oil reservoirs currently subject to this improved recovery mechan-
ism. This includes the four projects in the Boundary Lake field, which due to its
large size and consequent large volume of data, occupied a considerable part of the
engineering-geological effort during the year. The waterflood  potential of the
Bluesky-Get&g  pool, Beatton River West field, was also evaluated during the year.
This work was not completely 6nalized by year-end. Studies were also made during
the year to evaluate the gas cap drive recovery factor in the Peejay North Project
(Map 22) and to evaluate the effect, on oil recovery in Inga  Unit 1, of blowdown
of the central gas cap. During the year, rate-time forecasts of production were made
for oil pools in the Province.

Detailed material balance calculations were made during 1971 for four gas
fields in order to better evaluate the ultimate gas recovery. The pools examined
were the Slave Point A and B pools in Clarke Lake field, the Halfway pool in Kobes-
Townsend field, the ,Baldonnel  A pool in Nig Creek field, and’the Halfway pool in
Willow field. Material balance calculations were also attempted in the Charlie Lake
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pool, North Pine field, but results were inconclusive. A detailed evaluation of the
Baldonnel and Halfway pools in the Julienne Creek field was made during the year.
A similar study of the Cadotte pool in the Sunrise field was incomplete at year-end.
The Charlie Lake oil pool, discovered in the Boundary Lake field during tlie year,
was evaluated, and pressure build-up data were employed to assist in evaluation of
the Boundary Lake zone oil discovery in the Flatrock field. Reevaluations were
made of four minor hydrocarbon accumulations which had been considered pri-
marily to contain oil reserves. As a result of these studies it was concluded that
exploitation as oil reservoirs was not feasible and consequently these pools were
assigned established gas reserves for the 1971 reserves review. At the request of
the Department of Agriculture, a preliminary review was made of developed gas
supplies in the Rolla  area, from the viewpoint of supplying a dryiig  plant. An
evaluation of potential gas supplies in the Mississippian formation in the general
Beaver River area was also made.

During the course of the year meetings were held with  many of the operators
of oil- and gas-producing facilities in the Province, at which current operations were
reviewed and planned improved recovery schemes were discussed. In addition,
meetings were held with representatives of the National Energy Board and the Cana-
dian Petroleum Association, at which the gas reserves situation in the Province was
discussed. Progress reports pertaining to the projects listed in Table 16 were re-
viewed during the year, together with a progress report for the Slave Point Project
in Clarke Lake.

Reservoir pressure. survey proposals for a large number of oil and gas pools
were reviewed during the year. By year-end, drafting of a “Memo to All Opera-
tors” was under way dealing with  the subject of reservoir pressure surveys. The
intent of this memo was to assign to each oil or gas pool a “co-ordiiating  operator,”
this  operator to be responsible for organizing the annual reservoir pressure surveys.
The results from several wellbore segregation tests were reviewed, and one applica-
tion for nonsegregated completion in two zones was considered. This  involved
completion of the well in a-74-H/94-1-1 3 in both the Slave Point and Pine Point
formations. The application was approved, on the basis that the Slave Point reser-
voir appeared to be of very limited extent; the approval is, however, subject to
modification if further  driiig in the area indicates a sizeable Slave Point reservoir.

The Reservoir Engineering Section continued to provide assistance and infor-
mation to other government and industry personnel. The annual publication of
pool-by-pool hydrocarbon and associated solphnr reserves was prepared during
1971, with  details of the year-end 1970 estimates. Unfortunately, due to printing
delays, the volume was not available prior to the end of 1971. The Section advised
the  Titles Branch with respect to the evaluation of 29 lease renewal applications
during 1971, and also provided advice concerning the reservoir engineering aspects
of unitization plans in Wider Unit 1 and the enlargement of Boundary Lake Unit 1.
A submission from Pacific  Petroleums Ltd. was also reviewed at the request of the
Titles Branch. The submission requested an increase in the gas transportation and
processing deduction, allowed against royalty charged on associated gas-sales rev-
enue, from the Debolt pool, Blueberry field.

Many requests for miscellaneous information were dealt with  during the year.
As in previous years, a map was prepared to show maximum detected hydrogen
sulphide concentrations in produced gases. Thii map is on file in the Charlie Lake
field office for the benefit of anyone working in the field. Several revisions were
made to the Drilling and Production Regulations during 1971, the Res&voir Engi-
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neering Section assisting in this where appropriate. Two staff members attended
the annual technical meeting of the Petroleum Society of the Canadian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy.

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING SECTION
A. GENERAL

The Development Engineering Section is responsible for all matters  related to
the location, drilling, completion, and abandonment of wells. This involves the
asswance  that operators of all wells drilled in the Province conform to the require
merits  of ~the  regulations and that the prescribed information is submitted to the
Branch.

Well classilications  are assigned by the Section to each proposed drilling loca-
tion according to the definitions outlined in the Drilling and Production Regulations.
The Branch class~cation system is explained by the following definitions. A devel-
opment well is located within a spacing area that is contiguous to a spacing area
containing a well capable of production from the same objective geological pool.
Exploratory wells are divided into two types-wildcat and outpost. An exploratory
wildcat well is located further than 4% miles from any capable well and an explora-
tory outpost well is located in the area between development and wildcat wells.
Development wells, and in certain instances exploratory outpost wells, are further
classified as deeppool  or shallow-pool .tests where undeveloped pools below or
above the objective zone are being explored The .assigned classification is the
basis used for the release of well information. Release of data for wildcat wells is
made one year after the rig release date, while the information from all other classi-
fications is available 30 days after the rig release date.

All submissions pertaining to drilling operations are studied for approval by
the Development SectiOn. Such approvals must be obtained prior to commencement
of drilling a well, changing a well name, abandoning a well, or any alteration prc-
posed to change the physical characteristics of a well. When a submission is re-
ceived by the Development Section, the information which may include details of
the proposed programme,  the tide under which the petroleum and natural gas rights
are. held, and any other relevant requirements of the regulations, is reviewed. With
each application to drill a well, a surveyed position is given which is examined to
assure  conformation with target and spacing regulations. A spacing area is assigned
to the proposed well and, if the location does not meet the target-area requirements,
a production penalty is calculated.

Any application that is submitted to alter the equipment in a well or the pro-
posed programme for a well is handled in a similar manner. Details of the applica-
tion are examined and given approval by the various sections of the Branch. Prior
to the abandonment of a well, the operator must transmit an abandonment pro-
gramme  to the field engineer for his approval, but all other types of alterations are
studied at Victoria, where off&l records  are retained.

In addition the Development Section collects and retains for use of Branch
personnel and industry, all drilling and production records, as well as statistics on
refineries, gas plants, and the various pipe-line networks located in the Province.
Two monthly reports are prepared for distribution to interested parties and a Weekly
Drilling Repofl is compiled to advise Departmental personnel of current  activities.

The Section is also responsible for co-ordinating the updating of the~DriUing
and Production Regulations, as deemed necessary due to changes in techniques and
procedures.
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B. DBILLI~

Continued recovery in the drilling activity in British Columbia was noted dur-
ing 1971. For the third successive year  the ammal  footage increased  over the pre-
vious year and for the 6rst  time iu five years a moderate increase in the number of
completed wells was recorded. The search for a significant  petroleum or natural
gas tind  continued. The last major success was the discovery of the Inga  field in
1 9 6 6 . The 1971 drilling favoured  locations within or near known pools rather than
areas far afield. Total footage dried  increased by 10 per  cent over 1970 to
989,650 feet. Development and outpost footages  were up 12 and 36 per cent re-
spectively while  wildcat footage decreased 14 per cent.

AlVthe  drilling operations were conducted in the northeastern corner of the
Province except one wildcat  venture  on the Queen Charlotte Islands which  was
abandoned. Several tests were drilled along the eastern foothills belt of the Rocky
Mountains, providing some encouragement for future drilling. During 1971, a total
of 66 operating companies employed 57 individual drilling rigs, which  were owned
by 18 contractor companies, to complete the drilling operations.

Wells completed increased 9 per cent to 197. Slightly  less than half of the
drilled locations were successful as 46 resulted in oil completions, 40 in gas wells,
while 103 locations were abandoned.

As in previous compilations, if more than one zone  is completed in a well, each
productive zone is counted as one well..  As four multiple gas completions were
made in 1971,193 wells were actually  dried. At the end of the  year, two locations
were  awaiting evaluation to determine a final status and 29 wells were actively drill-
ing. Six other locations were drilled and completed either  to aid production
schemes or to dispose of undesirable water, a frequent by-product of oil or gas pro-
duction. Wells drilled and drilling are listed in Table 21 and monthly  footages
drilled since 1954 are shown graphically in Figure. 2.

Figure  2. Footage drikd  in British  Cchmbia,  195&1971.

Workover  operations were undertaken at many newly completed wells in addi-
tion to stimulation treatments performed on some of the declining wells. A work-
over is considered to be any operation carried out after the rig release date that
changes the producing interval, or alters, or intends to alter, the producing character-
istics of a well. A producing interval may be changed by perforating, cementing
perforations, or by running casing or plugs. The producing characteristics of a well
may be changed by any operation performed to increase the productivity of the
well. ‘Changes may include perforatig,  acidizmg;  fracturing, installiig  a pomp, or
changing a choke, but do not include the  replacement of equipment. During 1971,
229 workovers  were performed on potential or producing wells in British Columbia.
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Twenty-three new fields were designated by the Branch in 1971 and field
boundaries were  amended on four occasions. The new  fields were at Balsam, Beaver
River, Bubbles North, Cache Creek, Cypress, Dabl, Eagle, Elm, Evergreen, Flat-
rock, Grizzly, Helmet, Inga North, Julienne Creek, Nig Creek West, Peggo,  Rigel
East, Shekilie, Siphon, Tsea,  Wargen,  Weasel West, and Wilder. Field boundaries
were changed for Beaver River, Flatrock, and twice for Siphon. The new policy to
designate fields in arcas where the Branch recognizes reserves is responsible for the
large increase in the present number of fields. At the end of 1971, there were 88
designated fields which are listed in Table 22 and shown  in Figure 3.

During 1971,204 well authorizations were issued by the Development Section
and four were cancelled where  the operators decided not to drill the wells.

Disposal of salt water  produced with  petroleum or natural gas was accom-
plished by evaporation in surface pits or injection into subsurface formations. As
only limited amounts are permitted to be stored at the surface, disposal facilities
were installed at three additional wells during 1971. There were. 4,264,111  barrels
injected into the 21 disposal wells and 210,765 barrels put into evaporation pits
during the year.

Water-flood operations to aid the efficiency of oil recovery continued in 10
producing pools in the Province. A total of 47,367,006 barrels, including both
fresh and formation water, were. injected into 145 individual injection wells. Fields
receiving the largest volumes were  Boundary Lake, 16,071,135  barrels; Peejay,
10,077,407  barrels; and Inga,  7,523,564 barrels.

C. PRODUCTION

Production of crude oil from British Columbia oilfields during 1971 was
25,154,122 barrels, slightly less than tbe 1970 Provincial total. The major pro-
ducing fields, all under active water-flood programmes,  were Boundary Lake,
9,703,100 barrels, Peejay, 4,425,895 barrels; Milligan  Creek, 3,152,309 barrels;
Inga,  3,269,469 barrels; and Weasel, 1,262,756  barrels. Production from Peejay
and Milligan  Creek was reduced significantly  from the 1970 volumes, recording
decreases of 13 and 19 per cent respectively. A notable gain of 30 per cent was
obtaiied  from the Inga field while the Wildmint field increased 21 per cent to
821,213 barrels.

Figure 4. Oil production in British  Columbia, 19541971.
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Figure 5 . Gas  production in  British  Columbia,  19561971.

Clarke Lake, although  10 per cent less than 1970, continued to lead the gas-
producing fields in  volume. The net production was 94,112,768 MSCF followed by
Yoyo,  37,462,939 MSCF, Laprise Creek, 24,175,857 MSCF; Rigel, 22,805,490
MSCF, Nig Creek, 17,756,522 MSCF; and Jedney,  16,764,879 MSCF. The over-
all 4-per-cent increase in gas production from British Columbia was the result of
additional pipe-line connections, particularly the line to the Beaver River field.
Rigel and Stoddart reported increases of 39 and 23 per cent respectively but produc-
tion from the major fields in the Fort Nelson area was down signbicantly.  The
Yoyo field production was 22 per cent less~  than in 1970, while Kotcho was
decreased by 24 per cent.

Monthly crude oil and natural gas production by fields and pools for 1971 are
given in  Tables 24 and 25. Graphs of monthly production since 1954 are shown
in  Figures 4 and 5.

Butane sales were down appreciably because of decreased sales witbin  the
Province, while sales of propane recorded a marked gain principally due to an  in-
crease in internal distribution. Sulphur  sales remained at the same level as during
1970.

General statistics showing  well operation and production data are given in
Table 26. The monthly dispaitions of various petroleum products are shown in
Tables 27,28,  and 29. Monthly values to the producers are given in  Table 30.
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D. PIPE-LINES, REFINERIES, AND GAS  kwrs

Oil Pipe-line Systems
During 1971, throughput  of the Tenneco  Oil and Minerals line which serves

part,of  the Inga  field was increased from 2,300 to 3,000 barrels per day.

Gas Pipe-line Systems

A revision to the company name of the oil transmission-line bet&en Taylor
and Kamloops  was reported to the Branch. The company is  now known as West-
coast Petroleum Ltd.

No changes were made to the gas-gathering systems during the year. The gas
transmission-line delivering gas from the Beaver River field to Westcoast  Transmis-
sion at Fort Nelson was put into operation. Westcoast  Transmission Company
increased capacities  of their  transmission-lines between the Fort Nelson area and the
Taylor plant and between the Taylor plant and the Lower Mainland area to 740,000
MSCFD and 999,290 MSCFD  respectively. Sigailicant  increases were  complekd
to the Columbia Natural Gas distribution system bringing the capacity to 85,500
MSCFD.
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Oil Refineries

No basic changes were made to the equipment or capacity of the refineries,
although a moderate increase of 80,371 barrels was reported in the Provincial
storage capacity.

Gas Plants

Completion of the dehydration plant in the Beaver River field was accomplished
during 1971. Its initial output capacity is rated at 260 thousand MSCFD.

. Sulphur  Pkmts

A change of company name to Canadian  Occidental Petroleum Ltd. was made
for the salphur plant at Taylor.

Tables 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 provide data on the pipe-lines, oil refineries,  gas-
processing plants, and the sulplmr plant. Figure 6 outlines the major pipe-line
systems operating in the Province.

E. WELL RECORDS

Information concerning the petroleum and natural gas industry in British
Columbia is collected and compiled by the Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch.

The data are made available to interested persons, in strict accordance with
Division 43 of the Drilling and Production Regulations. Location, elevation, cur-
rent depth,  casing, status, and monthly production of individual wells are released
upon request. Other information is held confidential, depending upon the classili-
cation assigned by the Branch at the time of approval of @e well authorization.
Information from any well or portion of a well that is class&xl as wildcat is avail-
able one year after rig-release date. Data from all other classifications of wells are
available 30 days after rig-release date. Cootidential well information may be re
leased to an interested person if a letter is received by tbe Branch from the operator
of the well authorizing its release.

Information is provided by the Branch by publication, examination of Branch
records, or repmduction of documents filed. Cost-defraying charges are made by
the Branch for these  services.

The records maintained by the Branch are in constant use by the Reservoir,
Development, and GeOlogical  Sections; therefore, they must be kept up to date and
in a manner suitable for many purposes. As published reports are expanded to meet
the requirements of industry and other governmental bodies, the methods of keeping
records must be altered.

The Branch has representation on the Statistical Subcommittee which was
established at the request of the  Mines Miters’ Conference in 1955. Tbii com-
mittee is composed of representatives from each province actively engaged in the
petroleum industry and of personnel employed by oil companies. The objectives of
the group are as follows:

(1) Standardization of forms designed for the same purpose but which are re-
quired individually  by both the Provincial and Federal Governments under
Merent formats.

(2) Standardization of forms to accommodate machine accounting procedures
for reporting production statistics to Provincial Governments.

(3) Amendment of existing model report forms to conform with  present
requirements.
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(4) Investigation of ways and means to obtain the co-operation of both Pro-
vincial and Federal Government agencies and provide early availability of
information on all phases of the oil and gas industry.

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch has adopted many features of the
model forms prepared by this committee and uses the following applications and
reports:

Form  NO. POrm  Name
1. Well Register.
2. Application for a Well Authorization.
3 . Application to Amend a Well Authorization.
4. Application to Change a Well Name.
5. Application to Abandon a Well.
6. Application to Alter a Well.
7. New Oil WelI Report.
8. New Gas Well Report.
9. Application for MPR-Individual Well.

9.4. Application for MPR-Unit/Project.
10. Report of Wells Connected to a Battery.
BC Sl.  Test Data and Production Report.
BC S2. Monthly Disposition and Crown Royalty Statement.
15. Monthly Gas-gathering Operations Report.
16. Monthly Natural Gas Plant Statement.
17. Monthly Natural Gas Processing Statement.
18. Monthly Solphur Plant Operations Statement.
19. Monthly Refinery Operations Report.
20. Monthly Crude Gii and Condensate/Pentanes  Plus Purchaser’s Statement.
21. Monthly Liquefied Petroleum Gas Purchaser’s Statement.
22. Well Completion Report.
23. Supplement to Well Completion Report.
24. Work-over Report No.

*25.  Work-over Card.
*26.  Monthly Operations Report.
27. Application for a Rig Licence.
28. Monthly Water FIood  Operations Report.
29. Monthly Water Receipts and Disposal Report.
30. Statement of Nominations and Estimated Requirements for British Co-

lumbia Crude Gil and Condensate/Pentanes  Plus.
3 1. New Service WeIl Report.
32. Production Allowable Reportxrude Oil.

*33.  Drilling Report.
34. Application for Test-hole Authorization(s).

‘35.  Reportof  WellInspection.
36. Confidential D.S.T. Report.

Vc. Meter Inspection Report.
*71x Battery Inspection Report.

~Montbly  Natural  Gas Distributor’s Statement.
+Montbly Report on Gil Pipeline Gathering Operations.

l P�⌧ depsrtmmtsl use  only.
+  �se.3  in c.mjlmction  with  the  mmidon  Bureau  Of  st*tislics.
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F. REPORTS AND &BLICATIONS

Schedule of Wells
An annual volume was compiled and published giving all well information

rel&ed during 1971. The data are arranged by geographical locations and pro-
vide the following information when applicable: Well authorization number, well
name, location, classification, co-ordinates, elevation, total depth, status including
geological pool, interval open to production, casing details, spud date, rig-release
date, logs, core intervals,  sample intervals, drill-stem test data, and geological
markers determined by the Branch.

The information is condensed from reports submitted to the Branch by the
various operators.

Weekly Report
A weekly report is published for Departmental use from data collected by the

field office staff  at Charlie Lake. The week reported is from 8 a.m. on Friday to
the succeeding  Friday. The following information is included:

(1) Spudded wells.
(2) Cancelled locations.
(3) Changes of well names.
(4) Changes of well classification.
(5) Changes of well status,
(6) Suspeuded  wells.
( 7 )  Finisheddrillingwells.
(8) Abandoned wells.
(9) Oilwells.

(10) Gas wells.
( 11) Work-over%
(12) Operating wells.
(13) Approved wells not spudded.
(14) Summary  of well cant, giving the following totals:

(a) Finished drilling wells.
(b) Abandoned wells.
(c) Oilwells.
(d) Gas wells.
(e)  Water-injection wells.
( f) Gas-injection wells.
(g) Water-source wells.
(h) Observation wells.
( i) Disposal  wells.
(j) Completed wells.
(k) Locations drilled.
(I) Multiple completions.

(m) Drillingwells.
(n) Suspended wells.
(0) Approved but not spudded wells.
(p) Locations in good standing.
(4) Locations approved.
(I) Locations cancelled.

The number of completed wells is calculated by two methods  to provide veti-
~~~tion. The number of wells  of diierent  status, counting each zone of a multiple
completion as a well, is compared to the number of locations drilled less the multiple
completions.
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The number of locations in good standing is calculated also by two methods.
The total number of locations drilled,~ drilling, suspended, and approved but not
spudded is compared to the total number of locations approved less the number of
locations cancelled.

Oil and Gas Production Report

The Oil and Gas Production Report is prepared monthly from returns  made
by the operators of producing wells, pipe-lines, gas plants, oil refineries,  and distri-
bution facilities. All production data are compiled and maintained by a computer
application. The contents of the report are as follows:

(1) Graphical presentations of the daily average oil production, the daily aver-
age marketable gas production, and the monthly footage drilled, with
comparative graphs of the totals for the preceding year.

(2) Monthly summary of the drilling and completion activity, with cumula-
tives for the year.

(3) New oil- and gas-well reports received during the reported month.
(4) The number of producing and producible oil and gas wells by field and

pool.
(5) Production of crude. oil, condensate, natural gas, and water by individual

well, project or unit, field and pool, with  gas/oil and water/oil ratios cal-
culated, where applicable. The quantities are given for the current month,
the current  year to date, and the all-time cumulative.

(6) Estimated oil production for the succeeding month, which is based upon
the pipeline returns reported to the Branch field o5ce.

(7) Crude oil and wndensate/pentanes  plus disposition, with comparable
totals for the same month of the preceding year.

(8) Tabulation of nominations and estimated requirements for British Colum-
bia crude oil and condensate/pentanes  plus.

(9) Natural gas supply and disposition, with comparable volumes for the same
month of the preceding year.

(10) Value of natural gas sales to British Columbia distributors.
(11) Value of crude oil and natural gas to British Columbia producers.
(12) Production and disposition of butane, propane, and snlphur.
(13) Value of butane, propane, and sulphur to British Columbia producers.
(14) Water-flood operations showing tbe number of injection wells, and vol-

umes of water by current month, current year, with total cumulative figures
for each field and pool. The totals are also given for the same month of
the preceding year.

This report is compiled and mailed to subscribers approximately three weeks
after receipt of the returns from the operators.

Drilling and Land Report

The Drilling and Land Report is published and distributed monthly, concur-
rently with the Oil and Gas Production Report.

The Drilling Section is compiled from  information forwarded by the Branch
field office and contains the following:

(1) Monthly smnmary  of drilliig and completion activity, with  cumulatives
for the year.

(2) Summary of the well count, giving the following totals:
(a) Lccatiom drilled.
(6) Finished drilling wells.
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(3).
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

(c) Abandoned wells.
(d) Oil wells.
(e)  Gas wells.
( f ) Water-injection wells.
(g) Gas-injection wells.
(h) Water-source wells.
( i ) Observation wells.
( j) Disposal wells.
(k) Total wells completed.
Well authorizations approved.
Locations cancelled.
well authorizations outstaudhlg.
changes of well status.
changes of well &ssiJication.
Changes of well names.
Suspended wells.
Drilling  and completed wells.
Rig licences  issued.
Rig licences  renewed.-. . _. .(12)

( 13 ) Kig I~GTXXS ~an~ellecl.
(14) Well data released Tom coofidential status.
(15) Descriptions of designated fields.
(16) Drilling and production schemes approved by the Branch during the

reported month.
The Land Section is prepared by the Petroleum and Natural Gas Titles Section

and contains the following:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Acreage synopsk.
Summary of changes in acreage  held under the following titles:
(a) permits.
(b) Leases.
(c) Natural gas licmces.
(d) Drilling reservations.
Geophysical liccnces  issued  and renewed.
Notices regarding dispaitions  of Crown petroleum and natural gas rights.
Summary of disposition of permits, leases, natural gas licences,  and drill-
ing reservations.

Publications

Various publications, maps, and services concerning petroleum and natural gas
operations in British Columbia are available. A catalogoe containing descriptions
and prices is available from the Chief Petroleum and Natural Gas Commissioner,
Admiiistration  Branch, or the Chief, Petroleum and Natural Gas Branch, Depart-
mein of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, British
Columbia.
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TILE 14--GEOPWSICAL  EXPLORATION, 1971

Seismic Surveys

NOTE--unless otherwise shown, the exploration method used is the reflection
seimic  survey. For indicating location, the National Topographic Series grid system
is used,  except in the Peace River Block, where the township system is wed.
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TABLE  ~~-G!EOPHYSICAL  EXPLORATION, 1971-Confinued

seismic  surv~~ntinued
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TABLE 23-NUMBEROF CAPABLE AND OPERATING WELLS AT
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Inspection of Mines
CIHAETERS

By J.  W. Peck, Chief Inspector of Mines
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COAL MINJZS REGULATION ACT

No ame~dme~~ts  were made to the Cod  Mines Regulation Act, however, Order
in Cou11cil1390,  dated April 23, 1971, invoked the provisions of section 8 (R&a-
matim) at all coal  mines in the exploration stage.

MINIS  REGULATION ACT

The  Mines RegukZion  Act was amended by the introduction of legislation to
(1) extend the scope  of the Act to prevent interference with  public can-

municati~ns  systems where mining operations are in progress (xc-
tion  7 (3));

(2) renumber the subsections of section 8 (Reclamation) and to make
certain  application changes;

(3) provide for the micr~Jibn  storage of mine plans (section 13);
(4) revise and update certain general rules in section 23, particularly with

respect to blasting practices, audiometric tests, fire  protection, me-
chanical haulage, quarry practice, and supervisors’ responsibilities.

A 200
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F A T A L  A C C I D E N T S

A 201

Eleven fatalities occm’red  to persons  employed at mining  operations  in  1971.
In  addition, a 12-year-old boy was electrocuted when he came  into contact with an
energized high-voltage  line where  power service  to an  inactive mine was supposed
to have been cat off. Of the  11 fatalities, only one  occurred  underground, and, of
the  total, one occurred  at a gravel pit, three  at surface  coal-mining operations, and
the  remainder at metal-mining operations. The total represents a decrease of five
from  the 16 fatalities which  took place in the mining  industry in 1970 and is less
than  the  past IO-year average of 14.5.

The following table shows the  mines at which  fatal accidents  occured  in 1971,
with  comparative figures  for 1970:
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A description of each fatal accident follows.
Peter Jacob  Seida,  aged 34, a struchual  ironworker employed by Surrey  Iron-

works Ltd., North Surrey, British Columbia, was fatally injured by a fall at the
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Elkview plant of Kaiser Resources Ltd. on Febrmuy 10, 1971, when the boom of a
P & H, Model 912%TC, 140-ton  truck crane collapsed.

A steel conveyor-gallery tube, 194 feet long, 9 feet in diameter, and weighing
77,750 pounds, manufactured by Surrey  Ironworks Ltd., was being lifted into posi-
tion between a 53-foot-high steel tower and a head house, approximately 175 feet
high, on top of the raw-coal silos.

The ground slopes down from the base of the steel tower toward the base of the
raw-coal silos, the difference in elevation between  the bases being approximately
120 feet.

The contract for the erection of the conveyor tobe was being supervised by
Surrey  Ironworks’ personnel, using three rented cranes for the lift; a P & H Model
9125-TC, 140-ton  truck  crane, a Link-Belt 82-ton  mobile crane, and a Bucyros-Erie
32-ton hydraulic mobile crane.

At the ‘time of the accident, the P & H crane was at the base of the raw-coal
silos and was operating with a 220-foot  boom. A D-6 Caterpillar  tractor had been
fastened to the cab end of the truck. One end of the cmveyor tube was suspended
from this crane with the slings positioned 7 to 9 feet from the end. The height
of the conveyor tube at this time was approximately 150 feet above the base of the
raw-coal silos. There is conflicting evidence as to the operating radios of the P &
H boom during this stage of the lift; the Surrey Ironworks’ personnel and the crane
operator claim that the radius was approximately 50 feet, but survey plans made
after the accident indicate a greater radius than this.

The other end of the conveyor tube was being handled by the Link-Belt  aad the
Bucyrus-Erie cranes. A short time before the accident occurred, the slings from
the.  Link-Belt crane, which had been attached to the conveyor tube approximately
85 feet from the silo end, were  loosened and moved  toward the steel-tower end of
the tube, which was being supported by the Bucyros-Erie crane.

Again, there is conflicting evidence regarding the position of the slings  for the
Bucyms-Erie crane. A photograph taken about 20 minutes before the accident
shows the slings to be approximately 22 feet from the tower end of the conveyor
tube, and this was com%med by the Bucyrus-Erie crane operator in a statement made
shortly after the accident. P. Zeeman,  the president of Surrey  Ironworks Ltd., who
was in charge of the operation, stated, however, that the sling position had been
moved to a point 38 feet from the end of the tube after the photograph had been
taken. At the inquest, the Bucyros-Erie craoe  operator changed his original state
merit  and agreed with Zeemao.

For approximately 10 minutes prior to the accident, the conveyor tube had been
hanging stationary, its weight  being carried by the P & H crane at the raw-coal silo
end and the Bucyros-Brie crane at the tower end. Peter Seida and another structural
ironworker, Rodney Haines, were standing on the tube, repositioning the slings for
the Lii-Belt crane, when the P & H loom  collapsed and they were thrown to the
ground. Ha&s suITered a fractured leg and Seida received fatal head injuries. The
boom and mast of the L&k-Belt  crane also collapsed when the conveyor tube
dropped, and the Bucyrus-Erie crane was pulled over onto its side.

The P & H boom, which was manufactured from tubular constroctional  alloy
steel (U.S.S.T.1)  having a minimum yield strength of 100,000 psi., buckled at a
point approximately 56 feet from the heel, at the beginning of a 30-foot  section of
boom.

This  buckled 30-foot section was sent to Non-Destructive Testing Ltd., of Cal-
gary, for a complete metallurgical examination. A preliminary report has been
issued stating that no flaws or defects were found that could account for the failure.
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A history  of ~ti:,  P & H crane, received from the owners, Con-Force Ltd., Calgary,
stat&  tEtit’&iS  30-foot-boom  section had not previously suffered  any known damage.

According to eyewitness reports, there was a sudden gust of wind at the time
of the accident, and the P & H boom was actually seen to flex downward, recover,
and then buckle. (Two earlier attempts at makiig this lift had been cancelled due
to wind conditions.)

From conllicting evidence presented, it was not possible to determine if the
P & H crane was being operated withii the safe load and radius conditions fixed by
the manufachuer and posted in tbe cab. However, in tbe absence of,  any evidence
of metallurgical defects in the buckled section of boom, it must be assumed that an
overload did cnxur.

The normal loading’may have been augmented by an impact load caused by a
strong gust of wind  acting on the large exposed surface area of the conveyor tube.

At the inquest held in Sparwood  on March l&1971,  the jury returned a verdict
that “Peter Jacob Seida, the afternoon of the 10th  day of February, 1971, at approxi-
mately 4 p.m., met hi death on the project of Kaiser Resources, Elkview Plant, while
working upon a tube suspended by 130 ton crane and l-140 ton crane when
mechanical’failme  occurred in a boom section  of the 140 ton crane, causing load
to fall to the ground.”

The following recommendations for mobile construction cranes were made by
the Department of Mines Inspectors as a result of their investigation of the accident:

1. Before any object is lifted by more than one mobile crane, the person in
charge shall draw up a plan showing  the calculated loads that each crane will handle.

2. A log-book shall be maintained for each crane in which  shall be recorded
the time spent at each location, a record of any defect found or damage caused, and
a record of all maintenance and repairs.

3. A nondestructive test report of all major components shall be obtained be
fore the crane is tirst used on any new job unless such a report has been obtained
within the previous six months.

4. A minimum safety factor of five in all timponetits  shall be requircd for any
mobile crane when operating on a mining-site. An amended load chart shall be ob-
tained from  the crane manufacturer to show the maximum load that can be handled
at different  radii to achieve this safety factor.

5. No repairs involving welding ,shall be made to any Ioad-bearing member of
a crane witbout prior consultation with  the manufacturer.

6. whenever  gusts of wind are expected  01 develop during the lifting of a bulky
object, additional independent anchor-lines should be used to secure and steady the
load.

David Watson  Ross, aged 40 years, single, and employed as a batchman by
Butler-Lafarge Ltd., Duncan, was suffocated at about 3.15 p.m., March 18, 1971,
When buried by gravel in a bin at the company’s Cowichan  Lake road gravel pit.

Gravel at this pit is excavated by a fioont-end  loader and trucked a short distaxice
to a hopper or bin. A conveyor beneath the bin supplies gravel to a washing and
screening plant. The plan dimensions of the hopper are approximately 17 by 19
feet, and it is capable of storing about 80 cubic yards of gravel.

Ross had advised other workmen he intended to clean down the hopper and, at
about 3.15 p.m., was seen going toward it. About five minutes laterthe  washerman
noted the conveyor belt to tbe~washmg  plant was empty. On investigation he saw
a pair of boots extending down  tbrougb the bin discharge opening. Rescue work
began immediately by digging in the hopper to uncover the head of the trapped man.
As the exposing of Ross by this method was unsuccessful, one side of the hopper
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was polled off to get rid of the loose sand. A period of one and one-half hours
elapsed before Ross was released, at which time the doctor arrived and after an ex-
amination pronounced him dead.

The investigation indicated Ross had entered the bin without using a safety
rope  and belt and without having a second person in attendance. It is presumed he
stood at or slipped into the drawdown  point and was trapped by a slump of graveL
The pressure of the slumping gravel is believed to have prevented Ross from breath-
ing.

At the inquest held in Duncan on March 23, 1971, the following verdict was
made by the jmy:

“We, the Jury,  having been duly emptielled,  tind that David Watson Ross of
Glenora, aged 40 years, died on the 8th of March, 1971 as a result of Traumatic
Asphyxiation as a result of being buried by gravel. We tind that this death was
unnatural and that it was accidental. We attach no blame to any person in coonec-
tion with the death: We recommend that safer procedulas and regulations be de-
vised for pmtecting workmen who are occupied in slotling hoppers containing gravel
or similar material. We feel that this  operation should not be uerformed bv oolv_ -_ -
one workman.”one workman.”

The recommendations of the jury are concurred with, inasmuch as the de-The recommendations of the jury are concurred with, inasmuch as the de-
ceased failed to take the neceaszuy precautions of using a lifeline and belt and to haveceased failed to take the neceaszuy precautions of using a lifeline and belt and to have
a second person in attendance as required by section 23, Rule 306, of the Minesa second person in attendance as required by section 23, Rule 306, of the Mines
Regulation Act.

The District Inspector further recommends that entry to the hoppers be avoided
and that when attempts are made to bring down material hung up on the sides  of a
bin it be done from the outside, if at all possible.

Darryl Richard Lindquist,  aged 26 years, married, and employed as a heavy-
equipment operator by View Construction Company Liited, a subcontractor to
Steams-Roger Canada Ltd., the principal contractor at the Highland Valley project
of Lomex Mining Corporation Ltd., died from injuries received on May 21, 1971,
approximately an hour after having been thrown  out of and crushed by the Cater-
pillar 631B scraper he was operating.

Lidquist was hired on May 19 as a fully qualilied  equipment operator and was
assigned a belly-scraper to excavate earth at the thickener site of the new mine plant.
On being checked out by the foreman, Lmdquist was found not to be experienced
with  this equipment to the extent desired. He was instructed to keep the fall bucket
as close to the, ground as possible in order to dampen bouncing, particularly if the
machine was moving too r;ist.

An eyewitness to the accident advised that the loader scraper was making a
sharp lef~tum  when it bounced. As the operator’s seat belt was not fastened, he
was thrown out of the cab, fell head first under the machine, and landed on his  back.
The bucket cutting edge of the moving scraper pushed his  head and body down into
the soft dirt. The machine continued pushing him along until it stopped, the.  engine
being in neutral gear. Lindqoist was removed immediately and taken to hospital
at Ashcroft. The damaged bumper hat, lacking a chin strap, was found on the
ground near the scraper. This is not an approved type of headgear for use around
any mining operation in British Colombia.

~Tbe accident investigation indicated Lindquist had either put the motor in
nemral to slow down and minimim bouncing .ratber  than drag the bucket as in-
shucted or had accidentally knocked it into neutral as he was ejected.

At the inquest held in Asbcmft on June 24,1971,  the. jury returned the follow-
ing verdict and recommendations:
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“We, the jury, having been duly empanelled,  find that  Darryl Richard Lmdquist
of Ashcroft,  B.C., aged 26 years, died on May 21,1971,  as a result  of being crushed
under the machine.

“We find that  tie  death was unnatural  and that it ‘was accidental.
“We at&h  no blame to any person in  connection with the death.
‘We recommend that  proper hard hats be worn at all times on duty.
‘We&Or ecommend that all operators of such equipment be compelled to

use the seat belts.
“We also recommend that  an instructor accompany a new operator for a

reasonable amount of time for new operator to become familiar with machine.
“We also recommend that the company check safety equipment and enforce

safety rules.”
Andrew Schlakoff,  aged 47 years and employed as a carpenter by Steams-

Roger Canada Ltd., died on July 3, 1971, as a result of injuries received when he
fell from a scaffold at the Lornex  concentrator-site on May 12, 1971.

Schlakoff  and three other  men were erecting scaffokliig  and had reached a
height of 20 feet when a plank being raised to the top platform dislodged a scaEold
plank. S&&off  attempted to catch the falling plank, lost his balance, and fell to
the ground, landing on his head and right shoulder.

He was taken to Asbcroft  hospital and subsequently transferred to the Kam-
loops  Hospital, where he died July 3 from gross head injuries received when he
struck the ground.struck the ground.

The accident investigation ~revealed  that the final platform on the safewayThe accident investigation ~revealed  that the final platform on the safeway
scaffold from which S&k&off  fell was not completely planked in, as is required,scaffold from which S&k&off  fell was not completely planked in, as is required,
before the bridabm  olanks  were ulaced.before the bridabm  olanks  were ulaced. Had the rexmired  four &u&s been in-Had the rexmired  four &u&s been in-
stalled instead of three,  the platf&m  would have been*tigbt  and t&e  would have
been  less likelihood of any planks being dislodged.

It was also revealed S&k&off  was not wearing a chin strap, and his hat fell
off before he struck the ground.

At the inquiry the coroner determined the death to be accidental. No recom-
mendations were made.

Thomas  Jmeph  Mrnka,  aged 34 years, married, and employed as a lead-hand
locomotive operator by Granduc  Operating Company at Granduc  mine, was ia-
stamly  killed on July 7, 1971, while  endeavouring  to get off a moving locomotive
on tbe main ore-dump tail track.

Shortly after 8.30 a.m., July 7, Mmka,  the motorman of the 35-tori  Mitsubishi
locomotive 1660, arrived at Leduc  mine-station and was presumed to be connecting
the air hoses between cars, as he was seen standing at the side of the train. The  air
had been released on some of the cars, as they  had been loaded and shunted by a
locomotive not equipped to use the air brakes on them. Mmka  left the mine area
about 9 a.m. on tbe locomotive, pulling 17 loaded 20-ton-capacity  ore cars to the
concentrator ore dump, a distance of approximately 10  miles. He was next seen
at the locomotive controls passing through the ore dump travel&g  at a speed esti-
mated to be from 25 to 35 miles per hour, when his  speed should have been from
5 to 7 miles per hour, as the end of the tail track beyond the dump is about 1,000
feet distant. The motorman did not appear to exhibit  any concern as he passed
through the dump point. The train did not show any indication of slowing down
until the last car was well past the ore dump at about the time the locomotive hit
three flat  cars at the drift end. Mroka’s  body was found on  the side of the tick
opposite to the motorman’s operating position, and about 40 feet from the final
position of the cab.
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At the  inquest held in Stewart on September  16, 1971, it could not be deter-
mined why Mrnka  had not slowed the  @in  to a safe operating speed while passing
through the dump and the following verdict was rehuned:

“‘We tbe jory,  having been duly empanelled  lind that Thomas J. Mrnka  of
Stewart, B.C., age 34 years, died on  the  7th day of July 1971 at about 9.30 a.m. in
the underground tunnel at the Granduc  Operating Company’s mine at Tide Lake.
The cause of death was multiple injuries stiered  in an accident while he was operat-
ing an ore  train. We iind that death was accidental and from the evidence presented
under  oath, can attach no blame either  to the  deceased or anyone else.”

‘Ibe  Department has recommended that some form of operating control be
adopted to automatically slow and stop trainsbefore they reach the  drift end.

Richard  Wayne  Hanvood,  aged 25 years, married, and employed as an ore-
truck driver by Dii Construction Company, died at the scene of the accident on
July 14, 1971, from injuries  received on being  ejected from a loaded ore truck  when
it ran off the Delano Creek road between Magnum  mine and  concentrator operated
by Churchill Copper Corporation Ltd. The accident occurred on Harwood’s  tbii
trip to the  concentrator and on bis first day of employment.

Harwood  had been hired  as an experienced track-driver,  but in line witb s&c.
operating procedure had been accompanied by the  senior operator on bis two
previous trips to get the ‘feel” of the  vehicle and to learn road conditions and such
driving h~st~ctions  as recommended gearing and braking for tbe various grades  on
the  road. He was unaccompanied on ti third trip, and at a point approximately
9 miles from  the mine he drove off the right shoulder of the  road after having com-
pleted a turn at the foot of a hill. At this point the  truck should have been in second
auxiliary of first gear  01  second auxiliary of second gear, but after the accident it
was found to be in second auxiliary of f&b  main gear, in which case the  truck could
easily have gone out of control and have been travelling  too fast to make the  torn.

The driver who used the  same truck on the  previous shift considered it to be
in a safe. operating condition. The investigation after the  accident did not reveal
any  steering or braking  defects.

The coroner conducting the inquiry came to the following conclusion: “My
verdict based on the information and statements I have received, and which  I believe
to be true, is that Richard Wayne Harwood  lost his life by misadventure, and that no
blame should be attached to any person or persons.”

Garry  Wayne Morrison, aged 33 years, married, and employed as a journey-
man pipefitter  by Commonwealth Construction Company at the  McLeese  Lake
prop&y of Gibraltar Mines Ltd., died on September 1, 1971, from head injuries
received on August 25, when struck by a flying water-line pressuretest  cap.

Morrison and four other  workmen were testing sections of the  36-inch-diameter
steel return water-line from the  tailings pond to the concentrator witb the  aid of
compressed air. Normal test procedure was to weld together  several lengths of
pipe to form a ~section  which  was capped on either  end and pressurized to 50 psi.
This pressure was maintained for one hour, during which  time  each section was care-
fully checked for leaks. The cap designed for this purpose was to be made from
a Dresser coupling having a reinforced half-inch-steel bulkhead. The bulkhead
coupling connection  was to be a gland assembly which could be  closed or sealed by
tightening  16 high-tensile strength  bolts, equally  spaced, and peripherally  located
between two flanges. Eight equally  spaced L-shaped lugs were to be welded at
their toes to  the cylindrical surface of the coupling and their backs extended forward
to lap against and  be bolted to lugs welded  to the cylimlrical surface of the pipe.
The installation that.  failed  had only  four radial braces attached to the bulkbead
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instead of eight,  the lug bolts were of standard tensile strength only, and four lugs
were attached to the pipe instead of eight. During de pressurizing, Morrison had
tightened tbe flange bolts twice to stop air-leaking; when  the pressure was close to
40 psi. he leaned over the cap for some undetermined reason and the cap blew off,
striking him in tbe head, causing massive skull fractures  and brain damage.

The investigation showed that two of the four lugs attached to the pipe had
pulled off and two of the  four bolts holding the four sets of lugs together  had sheared.
In addition, it was also noted that there were. only six piperme  lugs at the other end
of the test section to which @e cap was bolted.

The inquest was held in Williams Lake on October 27, 1971, and the jury re-
tamed the following verdict:

“We @e jury having been duly empanelled tind that Garry Wayne Morrison
of Vancouver, B.C., aged 33 years, dii on the 1st of September, 1971, as a result
of extensive skull injuries. We find that the death was unnatural and that it was
accidental. We tid no blame to any person. We recommend that proper pro-
cedures be carried out on all construction projects.”

The Inspector recommends that no pneumatic testing of any vessel, including
pipe, be done unless the test procedure has been approved by a recognized authority
such as the Boiler Inspection Branch of the Department of Public Works.

Frederick Van-Heddigan,  aged 35 years, and employed as a journeyman iron-
worker by Brittaia  Steel Company, of Vancouver, at the Fording Coal mine con&u+
tion-site,  died almost instantly on Octobe?  1, 197 1, from extensive injuries received
when he fell and was struck by members of an Sl-foot-high steel support tower
when it capsized.

A conveyor gallery 140 feet long and weighing  447 tons was being placed be-
tween the top of the support tower and the adjacent clean-coal storage building. The
tower end of the conveyor was b&g raised with an 82.5-ton Lib&-Belt  mobile crane.
while  the other end was being lifted with  a 150-&m Manitowoc crane. Cables were
attached loosely from the Manitoww ccnmterweigbt  to a D-7 Caterpillar tractor so
that any tendency  for tbe crane to tilt would be arrested by the additional weight of
the tractor. Similarly, the Link-Belt crane was being counterbalanced with the blade
of a D-6 Caterpillar resting on the counterweight  of the Lii-Belt track carrier.

The gallery was raised to about a foot above its tinal position. At the storage
building end, four or five men stepped onto tbe gallery to commence connecting it
to the building. At the same time, Van-Heddigan and two other men were on the
support tower to which  they had secured the other end of the gallery with  a chain
block in order to prevent driig. After about 10 minutes  in this position the op-
erator Of @e Manitowoc crane noticed his vehicle sta$ing to tip. He immediately
started to boom-in, during which timer the men working on the gallery were able to
get back onto the storage building. The crane continued to tip until the D-S tractor
was being raised off the ground and the boom had swung out about 30 feet. Realiz-
ing the craoe was about to capsize, the Manitowoc operator cot his load loose. As
that end of the gallery fell, the load on the Link-Belt crane increased until the crane
boom failed sod the weight of the gallery was conveyed to the top of the support
tower to which the gallery was secured with  a chain block. The unbalanced load
capsized the tower and upset the, three men on it, who were at that time endeavouring
to escape down the ladder-way. Forhmately  two of the men escaped with  minor
injuries when Vazi-Heddigan was killed.

The accident investigation disclosed that the manufacturer’s rated loading for
the Link-Belt  crane for tbe boom length in use at its operating radius is 35,000
pounds. Calculation indicated the actual loading to have been 35,400 pounds. The
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martufactu~er’s  rated loading for the boom length in use at its operating radius for
the Manitowoc  crane  is 42,500 pounds and its tipping load is 56,250 pounds. The
actual  load on the Maaitowoc  crane was calculated to have been  in excess  of that
amount. In  other words, it would appear that this crane was obviously overloaded
at the time of the accident.

The inquest was held in Sparwood  on October 13,1971,  and the jury’s  verdict
was that death was accidental with no blame attached to anyone.

The  jury added the following recommendations, “(  1) That  the Department  of
Mines  Directive ‘Re Cranes  be enforced to the letter, aad (2) That all weights,
degrees,  and me ast~~~ents  be calculated by a Certified Struchual  Engineer re  the
Department  of Mines  Directive ‘Re Cranes’.”

The jury’s recommendations refer to a directive issued by the Department of
Mines  and Petroleum  Resources on July 16, 1971, subsequent to the fatal accident
at the Sparwood  plant of Kaiser Resources on Febroary  10, 1971, when a crane
failed. Spe&cally the recommendations refer to items (1) and (4) of the directive
and read as follows:

“( 1) Before any object is lifted by more than one mobile  crane, the person
in charge shall draw up a plan showing the calculated loads that each crane  will
handle.

“(4) A minimum  safety factor  of five in all components shall be  required  for
any mobile crane when operating  on a mining site. An amended load chart shall be
obtained from the crane manufacturer  to show the maximum load that can be
handled at dilferent  radii to achieve their safety factor.”

Steve Marchuk,  aged  44 years, and employed as a welder at the Blkview  coal-
preparation plant of Kaiser Resources Ltd., died  on October 15, 1971, approxi-
mately four hours after being injured when the Caterpillar 996B front-end loader he
was driving  went off the road between the preparation plant and settling lagoon B.

Marchok  and three  mechanics had taken  the lagoon pomp apart and were
taking the pump barrel across a plank  when Mar&k  and two others fell into the
water. On retrieving  the pump barrel it was taken  up to the railroad track. It was
intended to load the pump barrel in the crew-cab truck which was on de  road about
300 yards from the pump barrel. The crew-cab trick  started down the tracks but
high centred  in such a position that the four-wheel drive would not work. Shortly
before 4 p.m. Marchok  was taken to the preparation plant to obtain a front-end
loader to pick up the pomp barrel. Marchok  found the loader near  the electrical
shop and started down the road to the  lagoon. There were no witnesses  to the
accident, but the investigation shows  that about 700 feet above the junction of the
plant road with the camp, the  old farm and main gate roads, the loader swung from
the middle  of the road to the right  side and then back left across the road and over
the edge at a point 140 feet from the junction. It would appear that the loader  had
rolled over a complete revolution after  leaving the road as it was found in the up-
right position with its cab torn off. Mar&ok  was found farther down the bank at
the edge of the road to the main gate. The  time of the accident is believed to be
about 4 p.m. because just after that time a supervisor, on coming down the road,
noted the tracks leading over the bank and then saw the damaged vehicle and
Mar&&. Marchuk was taken immediately to the Michel  hospital and then  on to
Calgary, but died en route.

The  investigation of the vehicle found the brakes and steering  to be in good
working order. The left front tire  was deflated  and its outer  retaining ring unseated.
Itis  believed the tire detlated  and the ring became  unseated  because of the  very  heavy
side thrust  exerted  on  the tire when the vehicle went over  the bank. It was detcr-
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mined the road surface was in satisfactory condition and that Mar&ok,  although
employed as a welder, had bad considerable previous experience in  the handling
of this model of front-end loader.

The inquest was held in Sparwood  on November 12 and the verdict of the
jury was:

“He came to his death accidentally as a result of injuries received when the
966B Loader he ~8s  operating overtamed  in transit between the Elk Valley and the
main camp of Kaiser  Resources property; and that  no person or persons were to
blame. We the jury recommend the following:

“1. Persons operating equipment should be folly  quali&xl.
“2. Road surfaces should be maintained in  a better condition-i.e., wash board

conditions.
‘3. Steel roll bars for the cab should be installed in vehicles of this type.”
It was the opinion of the investigating Inspector that had this machine been

provided with  roll-over protection and a seat belt used by the operator the possibility
of injury  or a fatality would have been greatly reduced.

Gerald Paul Pmd.wn,  aged 24 years, married, and employed  as a Haulpak
operator by Bethlehem Copper Corporation Ltd., died on November 4, 1971, at
Bethlehem mine as a result of an accident, when the truck which he was driving
went over the south waste dump of the Huestis zone pit.

The accident occurred at 6.15 p.m., when PauJson  brought a load of waste rock
to the dump. The normal dumping procedure is for the loaded truck to approach
the berm at an acute angle with the driver’s side adjacent to the berm, turn  sharply
away from  the berm to come into a position roughly at right angles to it, back up
to the berm ridge, and then dump.

The only witness to the accident was a man working at a mining operation
across  the valley, a considerable distance away. He advised he had seen the truck
approach the dump, but had turned his head away briefly, and, on reobserving  the
Huestis dump, had seen the track cartxheeling  down the hillside. Examination of
the accident area showed a set of tire tracks approaching the  berm at an angle of
about 65 degrees and the berm edge broken where the tracks met it. The  truck was
subsequently located at the bottom of the dump some distance  along from the
point  below where it went over. This would indicate possible forward motion.
In  addition, the truck gear shift was found to be between second and third gear rather
than in reverse as it would have been if the vehicle had backed over.

At the time of the accident neither the shovel loader nor the driver of tinother
truck hauling waste considered the possibility  of a truck going over the bank, but
thought Paulson had gone to the garage for repairs. The driver  of the other truck
had noted that the berm  appeared to be broken, but did not think it damaged
enough to warrant further  investigation. At about 6.45 p.m. the driver of a rubber-
tired dozer came to the dump to carry out normal  clean-up and maintenance. H e
noticed the broken berm, and by two-way radio advised the shiiboss  and asked for
a light to investigate the area below the broken berm. On locating the truck, he and
the shiftboss immediately climbed down to it and found Paulson pinned inside the
crushed  cab. No sign of life was evident, and considerable dil%culty  was experienced
in removing hii  as fuel leakage prohibited the use of a cutting torch.

The person who had driven the same truck on the shift before the accident was
interviewed and the truck repair log was examined. Both investigations indicated
the vehicle to be in good working order. From the condition of the vehicle after the
accident it was not possible~  to determine its degree of fitness immediitely  prior to
the accident. It was observed, though, that  the left front tire had become deflated.
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It could not be determined if this condition prevailed immediately prior to the
accident or was caused by it. Nor could it be determined if Paulson had misjudged
his position relative to the berm and had driven over it, or if he had lost steering
control due to a flat tire end allowed the truck to climb the berm.

The inquest was held at Logan Lake on November 25, 1971, end the verdict
and recommendations of the jury were as follows:

“We, the Jury, having been duly empanelled, find that Gerald Paulson, of Ash-
croft, B.C., aged 24 years, died of multiple injuries suffered in an occupational acci-
dent. We 6nd that it was accidental. We find that there is insufIicient  concrete
evidence to attach the blame to the driver, or to the vehicle’s mechanical condition
or to the ambient conditions of the accident scene.

“Recommendations
1. Ardticial lighting to be at all dump areas.
2. Dump man to be in all dump areas in accordance with Workmen’s

Corn~nsatim  Board standards.
3 . In future cases such as this when there are no eyewitnesses, the investi-

gating authorities should provide more detailed photographs of the
scene and a complete written mechanical report.”

In comment, tbe purport of the first two recommendations is already contained
in the Mines Regulation Act, section 23, Roles 271 and 272.

Gordon James Bishop, aged 36 years, married, and employed as a bulldozer
operator by Utah Mines Ltd. at Island Copper mine on Rupert Inlet, was fatally
injured on November 10, 1971, when the forklift he was operating overturned on
him.

With the forklift, Bishop was unloading 4 by 4-foot pellets of bagged am-
monium nitrate prills from a railway boxcar onto the deck of an S-foot-wide flatbed
trailer. The forklift was approximately 3 feet wide and 6 feet long. As the design
of the pallets was such that they could be lifted by the forklift from only two oppos-
ing sides, the pallets had to be positioned on the edge of the trailer so that it was
possible to pick up a pallet with a forklii working on the ground  at the side of the
trailer. This necessitated a considerable amount of manoeuvring  by the forklift on
the confined  area of the flatbed trailer. Two pallets for the second trailer load had
been properly positioned at the left front corner of the trailer and Bishop, who had
backed out of the boxcar with a pallet, positioned it on the right side of the trailer
to counterbalance the tilt caused by the other two pallet loads. As the~forklift  was
backing away from  the loaded pallet, its tires were observed by a nearby witness to
skid and slide over the side of the trailer. Bishop jumped out but fell to the ground.
At the same time the forklift fell and then mlled on top of hi. Bishop was quickly
removed but died three hours later from internal crushing injuries he had received.

The forklift was examined by a mechanic who found it was in good working
order except for some superficial damage received when it fell. It was determined
that although Bishop had previously operated the forklii he was not Mly  experienced
in handliig  it in a restricted area.

At the inquest, held at Island Copper mine on December 8, 1971, the jury re
turned the following verdict and recommendations:

‘Who: Gordon James Bishop.
“When: Appmx. 3:CQ p.m., November 10/71.
“Where: Island Copper job site (dock area).
“How: Lower portion of body crushed under falling forklift.
“Why.: Unsafe procedure by using trailers as un-loading ramp; trailers do

not have sutlicient  mom for maneuverability of forklifts, deck of
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trailer slippery due to rain and solid rubber tires on forklift-in&i-
cient traction. Lack of supervision. No known supervisor on this
0peMion.

“Recommendations:
No further use of trailers of any type used as a ramp.
Proper m-loading  ramps be used and the above “se of traikrs  not be

used again under any circumstances.
Mine. Safety Inspector have more control of safety procedures on job

site and should inspect more frequently.
Any loading ramps being or to be constructed, meet the specitications  set

down by the Workmen’s Compensation Board or equivalent.
Safety Committee be made up of a man from each crew at the operation

regardless of the shi to be in direct re.la$on  to Safety Supervisor.
Recommendations from meeting to be posted on proper bulletin
board available to all employees.”

All fatalities but the following occurred to persons employed at mining prop-
erties.

Leslie  Fryters,  aged 12 years, of Silverton,  was electrocuted on October 24,
1971, when he came in contact with a 2,300~volt  transmission-line extending from
Western Exploration powerhouse to the He& mine.

Western Exploration Company Limited formerly operated a concentrator in
Silverton and He& mine on Idaho Mountain about 3 miles to the east. The mine
closed in 1969 and subsequently the Silverton plant was leased to Panoil Canadian
Mmerals Associates. Tbis company subsequently leased the concentrator to
Semiahmoo  Enterprises.

Many y&m ago this operation generated its own power from  water taken from
Silverton Creek, but, when British Columbia Hydra power was available, the gener-
ating plant was closed and the powerhouse was used as a power-control station. It
cmmlns the control switches for the 2,300-volt transmission-line and for the con-
centrating plant. About 100 yards east of the powerhouse and on the lines to the
mine are. pole-top, fused, oil circuit-breakers.

The last time the line to the mine was energized was for a brief period in
October 1970, after which  time the power was cut off and the service checked to
see that it was discontinued. Between that date and the date of the accident the
line had fallen into a state of disrepair and three ti trees had fallen across it below
the second tower. The largest tree had taken two of the lines to the ground and
the third line about 3 feet above it.

On October 24, Leslie Fryters, playing around the foot of the second tower
with another boy, reached up to hold onto the wire in order to look down over a
bluff. The other boy, who said they had swung  on these  wires on other occasions,
noted something  was wrong and tried to pull Fryters off by grasping the victim’s
rubber boot. He received such a severe shock that he released the boot and went
for help after throwing  a rock at the line to dislodge Fryters.

A key to the powerhouse was obtained from the wife of then  unpaid caretaker
and the power cut off at the switch and subsequently at the pole-top fuse  disconnects
where it was noted one of the two 30-ampere fuses had melted though the 50-
ampere fuse was intact.

An attempt was made to find  out who had access to the powerhouse besides the
caretaker. It was determined that an additional key was available at the mill &ce
and that boys playing around that area had broken into the building on more than
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one occasion. However, it could not be determined when or by whom the line
was re-energized.

At the inquest held at Silverton on November 23, 1971, the jury’s verdict was
as follows:

“Leslie Frytcrs  met his death by accidental electrocution while playing on
Sunday morning,  October 24, 1971, at a location approximately 1000 yards east
of the Western Exploration Mii at Silvcrton.

‘We recommend that the pow&r be shut off at the B.C. Hydra baok so that
there is no power at the powerhouse and that the lines be brought up to the required
standards before the power is restored.”

It is the recommendation of this Department that immediately upon the de-
energization.  of any high-tension transmission-liue the main switchgear supplying
the tmusmis.Gon-line  shall be locked  out and tagged and, in addition, all pole dis-
connect switches  be opened.

It is fortber recommended that strict security measures shall be adopted in all
areas of high potential hazard to prevent unauthorized access.

FATAL ACCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
LOSS OF TIMB

There were 11 fatal accidents and 784 accidents involving a loss of more than
three working-days repbrted to the Department. These were  investigated and
reported on by the Inspectors of Mimes.

The following three tables classify these accidents as to cause, occupation, and
parts  of the body injured. The accidents that occurred in the do&mining  industry
are reported separately from those occurin g in all other types of mining operations.
The fourth table lists all fatal and compensable accidents which occurred in lode
and coal mines over a IO-year  period, and relates these accidents to tbe number of
men employed.
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Accidents Causing Death o~lnjtuy Classijied  as to the Occupation of Those Injured
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DANGEROUS OCCURRENCES
Ninety-four dangerous occurrences  were reported  as required by sections 9 and

10 respectively of the Mines Regulation Act and the Coal Mines Regulation Act.
Eightyfour were reported from  metal-mining operations and 10 from  coal mines.
Sixty-five occurred on the surface and 29 underground. These  were investigated by
the Inspector of Mines.

Iu summary, 35 of these incidents involved the use of vehicles of which  27
occurred on the  surface. of the 35,23 involved the use of trucks, five the use of
scrapers and scooptrams,  three  the use of front-end loaders, and one each involved
a bus, a grader, a shovel, and a backhoe. There were 11 fires reported, eight being
on  the surface. There were 10 instances of slides of rock or snow and eight incidents
involving the use of explosives or blasting procedures. Seven incidents were re-
ported involving the use of electricity, five involving crane boom failures, and four
involving underground hoisting. Two each were reported involving a man being
caught in machinery while  wearing  loose clothing, leakage of tailings  dams, and rims
of muck. In addition, there were eight  miscellaneous dangerous occurrences re-

Ch January 6 at Britarmia  mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited, two of
three miuers  workiin  on the same rmuo  headiie  drilled in the sockets of holes in
which blasting had ubeen  done. The t&d  m&&&ad  drilled two holes within 4
inches of such sockets. Disciplinary action was taken.

On  January 8 at the  Michel  operations of Kaiser Resources Ltd., an electrician,
while  working on a live circuit in an electric cabinet, permitted hi wrench to slip.
The  wrench contacted live conductors;causing  an arc flash from which he received
6rst-degree  burns.

Ou  January 9 at the Britannia mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited,  a
scoootmm  ran out of control down 4950 ramo  because of unserviceable brakes and
steer&g  mechanism. The  driver was ~sligbtly hjurcd.

On January 12 at the Dry Creek pit of Kaiser Resources Ltd., the  .driver  of a
35-ton truck owned by Natal Enterprises Ltd., backed the  truck over the dump berm.
The driver &caped serious injury but the  truck was completely wrecked after rolling
down about 200 feet.

On  January 17 at Texada  iron mine of Texada Mines  Ltd., a power failure and
an unusually bigb inflow  of surface water from melting snow resulted in the flooding
of the shaft up to 1455 station at the crusher room at the foot of the conveyor way
below 1455 level.

On January 19 at Granduc  mine of Granduc  Operating Company, a workman
was injured by a Unimog  truck which capsized after running out of control back-
wards down a steep grade.

On January 23 on the  Davis-Keays  mine road, a workman was injured by tbe
explosion of an improvised steel-barrel steam generator he was using to produce
steam to thaw a frozen culvert.

On  January 25 at tbe Quatse  Lake property of North Island Mines Ltd., a
workman received burn injuries and a trailer was destroyed by 6re  when the Cole-
man lamp he was filling exploded.

On  January 25 at Britannia  mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited, three
men were riding in a shaft cage, into which five 20-foot  lengths  of 6-&h  diameter
pipe had been loaded, when the  shaft inspection bonnet above the  cage struck a
shaft guide. The bonnet was then flipped  back and forth by the  violently whipping
hoist rope.
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On January 29 at Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, an unauthor-
ized driver permitted ao Unimog truck to get out of control and run backward down
a ramp.

On January 30 at the Eagle mine of Davis-Keays Mining Co. Ltd., a diamond-
drill operator was injured when the loose clothing he was wearing caught in the drill
screw. A nearby miner observed the accident, shut  off the drill, and freed the in-
jured man.

On February 1 a carpenter was injured by a fall of ground at the lower end,of
mill feed tunnel 3 at Inaerbelle  mine of Siiameen Minion Comoaav Limited.
The rock was released bythe  melting of ice on the rock face &oie t& pbrtal.

On February 2 at Craigmoot mine of Craigmoat Miss Limited, a shiftboss
was caught in a run of wet muck issuing from a stope in which surface water had
accumulated.

On February 3 at Bralome mine of Bralome  Can-Fer Resources Limited,  the
Queen shaft south  hoist cable was badly kinked for 750 feet when the cage hung
up while  descending after a successful drop test had been made. The cause of the
incident was the failure of the rear safety dogs to completely open because of cor-
rosion on the top pin of the linkage between the dog shaft and the assisting spring.

On February 6 at Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, a small fire
occurred  in the steam-cleaning room of the service buildiig at Tide Lake when a
workman attempted to refuel the burner of an oil-fired steam-cleaning jenny while
it was in operation.

On February 17 at the Hi&bland  Valley Jersey pit of Bethlehem Copper Cor-
poration Ltd., a Haulpak  truck ran off the road and tomed over on its side. No
equipment defects could be determined which  may have caused the incident.

On February 20 at Granduc mine a scooptram io use by Haste Miie Develop-
ment Company Ltd. stalled while ascending a steep grade. The foot brake failed
to operate and the vehicle rolled backward for a distance of 840 feet, tearing out
air and water pipe-lines and hangers. The driver received minor injuries.

On February 25 at Granduc mine of Gxanduc  Operating Company, an un-
trained and unauthorized workman drove a scooptram  into an ore pass where there
was no dump block. The driver escaped uninjured.

On March 1 at the ‘Britannia concentrator of Anaconda American Brass Lim-
ited, an arc flash occurred. when two electricians removed the insulating tape from
two unused and supposedly de-energized electric feeder-lines they were checking.

On March 2 on the Britannia  townsite level road of Anaconda American
Brass Limited, the operator of a Caterpillar loader received severe braise injuries
when the vehicle he was operating slid backward on snow, went off the road, and
rolled on its side.

On March 3 on the Stewart-Granduc road of Granduc  Operating Company, an
attempt was beiig  made to induce an avalanche with the assistance of a tick-
mounted avalauncher. This device, using a high-pressure nitrogen-activated piston,
hurls a bundle of fuse-ignited explosives into the area where it is desired to induce
a controlled avalanche. At the time of the incident, an ignited charge had been
loaded into the avalauncher barrel and the 6riig  initiated. For some unexplained
reason the charge did not clear the barrel and the operator, realizing the mal-
function and danger, quickly left the site to seek safety. The ensuing explosion
destroyed the avalauncher and severely damaged the truck  on which it was mounted.

On March 5 in Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, a miner
received superficial  injuries as a result of a minor explosion when he accidentally
drilled into an unexposed socket of a hole in which blasting had been done.
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On March 8 on the Stewart-Graoduc road of Granduc Operating Company,
a passenger-bus canying men to the mine collided with  a concentrate truck during
bad visibility on a narrow section of the road. Both vehicles were proceeding with
caution at the time and, although some damage was done to both vehicles, only one
person was slightly injured.

On March 9 in  Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, a miner
received superficial injuries from an explosion caused by drilling into some explosives
remaining in the socket of a hole in which blasting, had been done. Disciplinary
action was taken with  respect to the injured miner and his cross-shift partner for not
having adequately washed the drift face.

On March 18, a Caterpillar scraper owned by Pooley Construction Company
Limited overturned on the east pit haul road of Gibraltar Mines Ltd. The over-
turned scraper pinned  the operator to the ground. hit was determined the cause of
the accident was due to operator inexperience.

On March 18 at the Britmmia Beach machine shop of Anaconda American
Brass Limited, two roof beams were ignited by the backfiring of an overheated i&a-
red heater.

On March 20 in the Old Sport mine of Coast Copper Company Limited, a
miner received serious injuries when he was partly buried on being drawn down in
the muck above a draw-point in a stope while broken ore was being removed.

On  March 20 at the To&o prospect of Catface Copper Mines Limited, a small
explosion followed by a fire caused the destruction of the cookhouse and cook’s
bunkhouse. It is conjectured the arcing of a faulty electrical circuit ignited an
accumulation of propane gas leaking from a refrigerator in the same room

On March 22 a logger clearing timber at the Gibraltar Mines Ltd. tailings
dam-site was-seriously injured when struck by a falling tree. The injured man had
undercut several trees and left them standing. He was struck by one of these  as he
was about to fall another tree.

On March 26 on the Cassiar  6100 open-pit haul road of Cassiar  Asbestos
Corporation Limited, a shovel operator escaped injury when the P & H 1400 shovel
he was operating swerved off the road and rolled 150 feet down the road embank-
ment. The shovel was being moved under its own power down the road when it
swerved because the newly repaired let? track was tighter and stiEer  than the right
track. This condition caused the vehicle to crab to the left.

On April 1 at the Grancluc  mine of Granduc Operating Company, a fire
occurred in  the main  wiring harness between the engine and the operator’s panel of
a scooptram. The tie was quickly extingujshed,  but the vehicle required rewiring.

On April 2 in the Pmchl Lake mercury mine of Comimx  Ltd., a miner was
seriously injured by crushing  when he walked between a truck and a load-haul-
dump unit as it was backing up to the fxuck.

On April 6 at the Pi&i Lake mercury mine of Cominco Ltd., a truck-driver
stiered minor injuries when he backed a Euclid truck over a stop block and into
the coarse-ore bin.

On April 6 at the Eagle mine of Davis-Keays Mining Co. Ltd., an avalanche
destroyed or damaged the buildings and equipment at the 5900-level portal facilities
by burying them under 30 feet of snow. The avalanche  was caused by large sections
of snow cornice that broke off a mountain ridge above the portal. No persons were
in  the area at the time of the incident because the afternoon shift had not reported
for work due to adverse weather conditions.

On  April 8 at the south dam of No. 2 tailings pond of End& Mines Ltd., a
piece of timber left in the dam during fall construction caused a rupturcof  the dam.
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During a period of less than an hour more than 100,ooo gallons of tailings escaped,
but most of the spillage was caught by the safety  dam.

On April 27 at the Bell Copper Division project of Noranda Mines, Limited, a
man was seriously injured at the north side of the pit when a slide of wet glacial
till struck him and the bulldozer he was operating. The man was removing over-
burden to uncover the orebody and had dislodged a large boulder which undercut
the 25-foot-high face. The ground was thawing at the time and considerable water
was present. This developed an unstable condition resulting in a slide.

On April 30 at the Mamquam River gravel pit of Coast Aggregates Ltd., the
manager was injured when his sweater caught in an unguarded grease nipple of the
processing plant drive shaft. The injured man had his sweater and shirt tom off
him and he was thrown over  the shaft.

On May 3 at the Highland Valley operation of Lomex Mining Corporation
Ltd., a loaded 120-ton  Haulpak  truck ran out of control and halted only as a result
of the shearing off of the right front wheel suspension. The accident investigation
failed to indicate any equipment failure., and it was concluded that the loaded
vehicle was travelling on a down grade too fast for effective braking.

On May 5 at Adit  29 dump of the Harmer  Ridge operations of Kaiser Re-
sources Ltd., the thawing of frozen material at the edge of the dump caused it to
collapse while a bulldozer was pushing overburden over the edge. The ,bulldozer
slid approximately 600 feet down slope,  but the driver esaped injury.

On May 12 a power outage of 12 hours’ duration occurred at Granduc mine
of Granduc Operating Company. The outage caused an interruption of the mechan-
ical ventilation system  for a like period of time. All underground personnel were
evacuated by way of the main adit in which the ventilation direction reversed and
became incast.

Between May 13 and June 10 a succession of mud slides occurred in the valley
of Six Mile Creek below the Harmer  Knob pit of Kaiser Resources Ltd. The slides,
attributed to a very  heavy spring run-off, commenced with the slumping of a portion
of the 6600 dump on May 13. Several muck flows occurred subsequently in the
creek and blocked the road and culvert, thus necessitating frequent reopening. On
June 4 after a particularly heavy mud flow, the creek was examined to its source.
Considerable. gouejng of the banks was evident and it was noted that the end of the
6600 dump had dropped about 200 feet. In so doing it had exposed a coal outcrop.

On May 17 at the Ingerbelle property of Sbnilkameen Miig Company Lii-
ited, a Letourneau 15-cubic-yard  front-end loader was b&g driven down a lo-per-
cent grade when the dynamic braking failed. Later examination showed several
sections of the resistance grids had burned off and the service and emergency brake
linings were. severely worn. The investigation indicated the operator had permitted
the vehicle to reach a speed beyond the control of both the dynamic and the service
brakes.

On May 20 at the McDonald Island open-pit operation of Granisle  Copper
Limited, a blaster sounded the “all-clear” signal before all holes being tied had time
to detonate. Disciplinary action was taken.

On May 27 at the Britannia  concentrator of Anaconda American Brass Lim-
ited, a blaster failed to properly clear all persons from the danger zone before
initiating a blast. Disciplinary action was taken.

On May 3 1 at the Ingcrbelle property of Similkameen Mining Company Lim-
ited, as a grader was being backed over the crest of a hill, the operator had diiliculty
in engaging tbiid  gear and the grader started to gain speed down the slope. When
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the ~paator  lidly managed to engage  first  gear the engine stalled and the vehicle
plunged off the mad.

On June 17 at the Elkview coal-preparation plant of Kaiser Resources Ltd.,
a workman was seriously injured in a runaway scraper which he had taken without
authority and contrary to instmctious  given him by his supervisor.

On June 23 at the Smelter Lake tailings impoundment project beiug made by
Pooley Construction Co., Ltd., for Similkameen Mining Compauy Limited, a Cater-
pillar scraper slid into the lake when a 50-foot-wide  section, 500 feet long, of the
on-shore side of the east starter dam sloughed into the lake. It was believed the
Nl being dumped was over an area of unstable base which suddenly failed because
of the loading and possible shock disturbance by the movements  of the scraper and
other vehicles nearby.

On July 2 at the Harmer  Ridge open pit of Kaiser Resources Ltd., a tmck-
driver received ,serious injuries on being thrown out of the cab of a IOC-ton  truck
when it capsized in a ditch subsequent to running out of control on the downhill
road to the breaker station. The investigation indicated the cause of the accident
attributable to a poorly designed braking system, or unsatisfactory equipment main-
tenance, or abusive treatment of the braking systems.

On July 8 an employee of Steams-Rogers Canada Limited  was injured at
Lomex mine of Lomex Miig Corporation Ltd. when a crane  operator dropped
a crane load of steel reinforcing-bars too rapidly and struck a workman on the back
and foot. The cause of the accident was attributed to too sensitive brake control
and operator iue?perience.

On July 9 the driver of a truck on the open-pit haulage road of Granisle Copper
Liited drove a 50-ton truck over the road edge and capsized the truck.

On July 12 at the Island Copper mine of Utah Constmction & Mining Co., one
of two men employed on a crane-supported work-platform was injured by a fall
when tb=e cable supporting the platform broke because the crane operator neglected
to extend the cable at the same time as the telescoping boom was being extended.

On July 12 on the Grauduc mine road of Granduc Operatiug Company, the
driver of a semitrailer concentrate truck  escaped injury when the truck overturned
at the bottom of a steep hi. No mechancial defects were found in the truck, but
the driver reported the truck had jumped out of gear, and he was unable to reengage
the motor 01 stop the vehicle.

On July 12 at the tailings area of the old Union mine about 40 miles north of
Grand Forks, about 3,000 gallons of cyanide solution escaped when a leaching pond
retaining-wall collapsed due to pressue  from stacked tailings saturated with the cyau-
ide solution. Sufficient hypochlorate neutralizing solution was added to the slurry
to prevent poisoning of the nearby streams, but this was possible only because failme
was observed when  it occurred, and the operator had taken the precaution of having
au adequate supply of neutralizing agent on hand.

On July 14 at the Gibraltar mine of Gibraltar Mines Ltd., the boom of a 45-ton
Northwest crane collapsed while lifting a 35-ton ring gear. The investigation iudi-
cated that due to additional side loading caused when attempting to position the ring
gem the crane loading exceeded the maximum allowable lift for a 53-foot  boom
having a working radius of 23 feet.

On July 16 iu Granduc  mine of Granduc Operating Company, a 6re occurred
in a Mitsubishi locomotive while en route underground. Au investigation indicated
that due to excessive torque developed in the main traction motor the resistor bank
overheated and iguited nearby insulation.
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On July 19 at the F&&i Lake mercury mine of Cominco  Ltd., part of a large
cable-anchored rock outcrop at the south edge  of main open pit and above the plant
broke loose along a slip plane subsequent to a blast and rolled down the  Wide.
A portion of it struck and  damaged the water tank.

On July 20 at the  No. 6 fine-ore bin in the  Britamda  mill of Anaconda Amcri-
can Brass Limited, a workman was buried to his waist in ore when he lost his footing
subsequent to a sloughing of the muck he was attempting to release.

On July 21 at the Phoenix open pit of the  Phoenix Copper Division of The
Granby  Mining Company Liitcd, the  driver of an old and known unserviceable
dump truck was slightly  injured when the vehicle capsized after rolling backward
down a road because  the brakes were faulty and could not stop the  truck.

On July 23 at Kitsault,  the operator of a boat under charter to British Columbia
Molybdcmun  Limited  was severely burned when an explosion occurred iu the motor-
well in the forward compartment of the boat. The  injured  man was repairing a
leaking gasoline liue when a spark caused by an uninsulated and poor electrical coa-
nection  to the  pump ignited the  gasoline vapour.

On July 27 in the Boss Mountain mine of Brynnor  Mines  Limited, a workman
was injured when a large slab slid out of a partly empty drawpoint  and pinned him
to the  mucking machine he was operating.

On August 3 at the west pit of End& Mines  Limited, the right front rim and
tire fell off a loaded  85-ton Lectra  Haul truck as it, was travelling along a level road;
It was determined the cause of the  incident was that the rim and tire had been  im-
properly positioned (not centred)  when mounted, which pcrmittcd  the  loosening of
the rim lugs and nuts.

On August 4 in Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, the  operator
of a scooptram  was seriously injured  when he drove the vehicle into an ore pass.
The scooptram  slid down the ore pass for 100 feet and  the driver  continued down
a’further  60 feet. The investigation  indicated the  operator was an inexperienced
trainee and that there  was no stop-block in front of the  ore pass.

On August 4 at the Ingerbelle  mine project of Similkameen  Mining Company
Limited,  the contractor operator of a backhoe escaped  injury by jumping off the ma-
chine prior to its sliding  off a bridge-pier site and falling 600 &et  into Similkamee4
River.

On August 10 at the  Fireclay  mine of Canadian Refractories Limited, a sub-
sidence occurred at the  side of the Straiton  road which runs  over  the mine workings.
The hole was filled with waste rock.

On  August 12 at the McDonald Island surface maintenance shop oil rocnn of
Granisle  Copper Limited, a welder was seriously burned by an explosion and fire
caused  when sparks from the welding operation he was performing ignited fumes
from  a barrel of methanol  stored  in the oil room.

On August 13 in Britannia mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited,  the
swinging  of the two sides of the  tail-rope loopy  of the Koepe  hoist in No. 10 shaft
displaced the bottom shaft-divider, thus permitting the tail rope to tangle and kink.

On August 16 in Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, because of
an electric wiring short circuit, a small fire occurred in the battery box of a loco-
motive.

On August 17 at the  Bell Copper project of Noranda  Mines, Lb&cd, the IlO-
foot boom of a new Bucyrus-Erie 45-ton  crane failed whiie  lifting a 5-ton load. The
cause of the  failure was not determined.

On August 20 in the Balmer  North mine  of Kaiser  Resources Ltd., because of
a failure in its c~blerceling  mechanism, a shuttle car ran over i@ trailing cable, badly
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damaging a IO-inch  length of it. A small arc flash  occurred before the earth leakage
protection system isolated the power.

On August 23 at the Lomex mine of Lomex Miig Corporation Ltd., a Haul-
pak 120-ton  truck lost its right front wheel when the 12 bolts fastening the wheel
suspension plate to the chassis mounting plate sheared. The cause of the incident
appeared to be an improperly installed plate-positioning key.

On August 27 at the Craigmoat  mine of Craigmont Mines Limited, three men
were slightly injured when a Unimog track and a scooptram collided on an under-
ground ramp. The accident was attributed to the entering of a block signal zone
against a red light by one of the vehicles and the stalling of the scooptram,  with a
fluid leak in the hydraulic braking system, when a compressed air-line connected to
the fuel-supply system broke.

On August 30 at the Pride of Emory mine tailimgs pond of Giant Mascot Mines
Liited, an overUow  water culvert separated and permitted an escape  of tailiigs,
which washed out a road and ran down into a creek.

On August 31 at the Endako mine of Endako Mines Limited, the right front
tire and rim of an 854x1 truck came off while tbe truck  was travelling at 7 miles per
hour. The investigation indicated that the rim, when mounted, had not been centred
and thus  allowed the retaining lugs and nuts to come loose.

On September 12 in Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, one scoop-
tram ran into the back of another while proceding down  an underground ramp.
Both drivers received minor injuries. The cause of the accident was determined to
be the bmbUity  of the rear vehicle to stop because of wet brakes.

On September 23 in Magnum mine of Char&ii Copper Corporation Ltd., two
men were descendiog  a raise in an Aliiak raise climber when the automatic brake
engaged at a point 200 feet above the raise bottom. The flywheel bar broke when
@e two men were endeavouring to move the climber. A mechanic using raise
climbers released the safety bra&e and permitted the equipment to descend.

On Septewber  28 at Granduc mine of Granduc Operating Company, it was
bekessq to evacuate all mine personnel when the mine mechanical ventilation
system  was intermpted for seven and one-half hours due to a power failure. The
power  outage was caused by the failure of a fuse and a relay coil in the mine feeder
system.

On September 28 in the Jersey  pit of Bethlehem Copper Corporation Ltd., a
truck-driver overtunikd a tandem track on a switchback bend while sanding a road.
It was concluded that the truck was travelling too fast on a carve witi  the partly
filled dump box elevated.

On September 28 at the Bell Copper project of Noranda Mines) Limited,  a
2-pound piece of fly rock destroyed a wash basin in a bunkhouse  700 feet from
the blasting-site in the mill foundation excavation.

On October 5 at the Brenda open pit ‘of Brenda Mines Limited,  the right rear
electric wheel and two tires fell off a moving loo-ton  tmck when the axle-box
housing oft  the electric wheel fractured. An investigation indicated an attempt had
been made eight months  earlier to weld a crack in the housing.

On October 9 at the Cassiar powerhouse main switchboard of Cassiar Asbestos
Corporation Limited, an arcing betw~een the mine and mill panels caused a power
outage. The current transformers and the 600-ampere mine-panel air-breaker
switch were damaged. The investigation indicated the switchgear was carrying too
heavy a load.

On October 18 at the Lomex plant-site of Lornex Mining Corporation Ltd., a
workman was injured when struck  by a crane load when the crane boom collapsed.
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A contracting company’s P & H Model 210 crane with  a boom length of 50 feet and
at an operating radius of 30 feet was being used to lift a portable welding machine
weighing 3,240 pounds. It was determined that the load at the operating radius
indicated approached maximum allowable, and the operation was aggravated by
the settling of the inner track in soft ground.

On October 19 at the Sukuoka project of Coalition Mining Limited, a man was
severely injured when he lost control of the front-end loader he was driving. The
vehicle rolled backward striking another, and the operator was injured when he
was thrown  out between the two machines.

On October 22 at the McLeese  Lake operations of Gibraltar Mines Ltd., the
driver of a pick-up truck narrowly escaped injury when his vehicle was nm into by
an empty loo-ton  truck. The pick-up truck had been parked in front of the large
truck and was below the line of sight  of its driver.

On October 22 at the Tasu open pit of Wesfrob  Mines Limited, a truck was
extensively damaged after backing over a road edge and rolling down the hillside.
The investigation revealed the truck-driver had, without authorization, used the
brake air system to boost water into a 40-R drill and had thus depleted the air in
brake reservoirs. On subsequently moving the truck there was insticient air
pressure  to operate the brakes.

On November 1 at the Fording operations of,Cominco Ltd., a truck-driver
received minor injuries when a 120~ton  suck ran out of control on a steep dovm-
grade and capsized. The cause of tbe~  accident Was determined to have been a
failure in t&e  electrical ciradtry  of the dynamic braking system.

On November 1 at the Island Copper mine of Utah Constrnction  & Mining
Co., a drill hole loaded with AN/F0 explosive and primacord was partly redrilled.
Doe to severe water and mud conditions the primacord lead became detached from
the yellow “loaded-hole” stake or the stake was removed. Subsequently smveyors
&tabIished  new holesites  and marked them with  yellow stakes also. Drilling then
coti~ced in the mud-filled loaded hole. As a corrective measure all loaded
holes will be indic&d  with  a’red marking stake.

On November 10 at Britamda  mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited, a
muck car was inadvertently bumped into the,nortb  side of No. 10 shaft where it
broke the shaft lining and protruded very slightly into the shaft. Minor damage was
done in the shaft when the skip strock  the corner of the muck-car chassis.

On November 15 at the Cassiar open pit of Cassiar Asbestos Corporation
Limited, extensive damage was done to a 40-R drill when it capsized due to the
collapse of a section of the bench on which it had commenced drilling. The operator
endeavoured to move the drill back to stable ground but was forced to jump before
it rolled.

On November 21 in the Jersey pit of Bethlehem Copper Corporation Ltd., a
small slide occurred in the pit wall. Rocks from this slide rolled over the b&mh
berm and damaged two Hanlpak  trucks parked too  close to the bench wall.

On December 4 at the Elkview coal-preparation plant of Kaiser Resources
Ltd., a Gre starting in the scrubber plant spread to the scrubber decks, the roof of
the building, and onto the conveyor~gantry  which it desaoyed along wi&  the con-
veyor belt. The 6re was caused by a failure of the 3,500-horsepower  hot-air exhaust
fan. Coincident with this failure was the failure of water supply to the scrubber
sprays. On restarting the fan,  a small smouldering fire, which  had started witbin the
fine  dust in the scrubber decks, was fanned to an intense heat and caused a major fire.
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On December 5 in the  Jersey pit of Bethlehem Copper Corporation Ltd., the
negligence of one driver caused a collision between two Haulpak  50-ton  trucks.
Both drivers escaped injury, but the  cab of one vehicle was demolished.

On December 17 at the Cassiar powerhouse main switchboard of Cassiar
Asbestos Corporation Limited, arcing in the  townsite  panel destroyed the  air-break
switch and current transformers. The investigation indicated the switchgear  was
OVdO&d.

On December 18 at the  Ingerbelle  operation of Similkameen  Mining Com-
pany Limited, three  employees of Bechtel (Canada) Limited  were slightly injured
when a 42-man  bunkhouse trailer exploded. The  incident occurred  as a result of
a bulldozer operator having unknowingly broken a propane fuel-line to a heater in
the trailer. Gas accumulated and was ignited  by one of the propane heaters in the
bunkhouse.

On December 20 at the loading wharf of Island Copper mine of Utah  Con-
struction & Miig Co., a concentrate-conveyor boom dropped onto the deck of a
ship due to an overload caused by the blocking of the  conveyor discharge chute
by concentrates.

PROSECUTIONS
Three  prosecutions were instituted under ,the  Mines Regulation Act and none

under the Coal Mines Regulation Act.
On June 3, six charges relating to the  supervision of the Duncan operations of

Butler-Lafarge  Ltd. were dismissed when the Crown failed to prove in Court that
the  Inspector of Mines was one and the same person who signed tbe information as
informant.

Ott June 3, the  manager of the Duncan operations of Butler-Lafarge Ltd. was
charged under the  Mines Regulation Act, section 23, General Rules 306 (a), (b),
and (c) for failing to ensure adequate supervision and the safety protection of per-
sons entering a hopper while  materials were stored  therein. The  defendant was
found guilty on all cotmts  and was sentenced to one  day in gaol  for each offence,  with
the sentences to run concurrently. The Court ruled that the day spent by the de-
fendant in the  courtroom was acceptable compliance with the sentence.

On October 15 at Cassiar, prosecution proceedings were  instituted by tbe lay-
ing of information against the manager of an inactive mine in the  Liard  Miig
Division concerning the abandonment of a large quantity of explosives at the mine-
site. A prelimiiary  hearing was scheduled for December 8 but was postponed
pending contacting the defendant.

BLASTING CERTIFICATE SUSPENSIONS
There were seven blasting certificate suspensions made for violations of the

explosives and blasting procedure provisions as contained in the Mines Regulation
Air.

On January 6 at the Britannia mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited,
two miners were found drilling in the sockets of holes in which  blast&  had been
done and a third man was f&gd  to have  collared holes too  close to sin&r  bootleg
sockets. The blasting certificates of the first two miners were suspended for 30
days each and that of the  third was suspended for three  days.

On March 9 at Granduc  mine of Granduc  Operating Company, the blasting
certificates of two miners were suspended for two months each when, as a result
of a minor blast, it was found that the two men had drilled in the same bootleg
socket.
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Go May 20 at the McDonald Island open pit of Granisle  Copper Limited, the
blasting ccrti6cate  of a miner was suspended for a year because  he sounded the
“all clear” whistle before all the charges initiated had detonated.

On May 27 at the Britaxmia  mine of Anaconda American Brass Limited,  the
blasting certificate of a miner was suspended for a period of 30 days because  he
failed to clear an area adequately before blasting a concrete foundation in the mill
area.

ELECTRIC&MECHANICAL

An Electrical Inspector has directed the inspection of electrical cqoipment
since 1946 in the mining industry and since 1954 in tbe oil industry. Since 1966,
a Mechanical lospector has assisted in tbe inspection of all mechanical equipment
installed in any type of mine or quarry. J. Cartwright  was appointed Electrical
Inspector on July 1, 1971, to replace the Senior Inspector, Electrical-Mechanical,
on his retirement.

Electrical and mechanical reports as presented by L. Wardman, Senior In-
spector, Electrical-Mechanical, follow.

ELECTRICAL

In 1971, electrical power was used by 40 companies in operations at 43 metal
mines. Concentrators were  completed at the Pride of Emory, Island Copper, and
Ball River mines. Operations at Bralome,  B&&c& and Greyhound mines  wwe
terminated and at Boss Mountain, Copperlime, Chorcbill Copper, Golconda, Ciiola,
and True Fissure mines they were suspended iadcfinitely.

Fifty-eight gas and oil well-driig rigs completed 198 wells in northeastern
British Columbia.

The following table gives the kilovolt-ampere capacity of mining-company
owned plants at metallifcrous mines and the  approximate amount of ~power gener-
ated in 1971.

Prime Mover Oemo~~ KiloT?att-hmrsGenerated
Diesel engines - 44,266 73,926,514
Hydra --- -- -.- 11,410 71,475,640
S t e a m  turbine ---...-.-...- 30,000 41,675,860

Total -..--...-..--  85,676 187,078,014

The electric power purchased from public utilities and from the generating
division of Cominco  amounted to 854291,386 kilowatt-hours. This amount, added
to that produced by privately owned plants, totalled 1,037,369,400 kilowatt-hours.

A general breakdown of the connected  load at operating mines during 1971
was as follows:

muipmmt HorseFawer
Hoists and overhead trams -...-..-__.-...._-.--....-.. 9,073
Scraper hoists -~ - 7,215
Electric shovels .----.. 1 7 , 0 7 5
Electric rock driis ----_--.--..--  -_ 4,510
Electric mucking-machines --...
Mine fans  -- .~.  13,802
Mine pumps 7,153
Recti6ers and M.G. sets 7 , 6 8 4
Air compressors 2 8 , 2 2 9



1 -
Ksow**t-ho”rs

Diesel-driven generators, kva.  capacity, 13,015-
Generated _- ._.....  -..--- 28,322,760
.pUrchased  .__...._..._... ---_.-_..---~~~...  21,135,974

mineral operation.
At coal-mining properties, electric power was used in two open pits, two under-

ground mines, and two coal-processing plants. A third processiag~ plant at Fording
Coal was under construction.
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There were 12 incidents of damaged trailing cable which have not been re-
corded as dangerous ocourrence~.  Seven of these incidents  caused ground  faults
which tripped  the circuit-breakers, four incidents resulted in tom jackets, and one
resulted in a tom jacket and shielding.

Rcpomd  under  dangerous occurrences is a flash-bum incident to a man work-
ing in- an encfomue  withbu$~  k&ing out the electrical supply to the cubicle. Hii
wrench slipped; contacted a liie  part, and caused an arc. If at all possible, elechi-
cd circuits must  be de-energized and locked out while beii worked on; if not, all
live parts must  be protcctec~with  iMul&ing  material.

The distribution of the commted~load  at collieries in  1971 was  as follows:

lmipmmt Honepower
Surface-

Air compressors --.---.-----..-.--.-.-  2,700
E l e c t r i c  s h o v e l s  - _ - - - - . - - 1 8 , 2 8 0
J3lectlic  drills --.. --..-- 3,625
Conveyors --_--.----.--.~.--..-  3,903
Hoists --__- __- 315
H a u l a g e  - - -
coal breakers --- 145
coal washing - - - - 1,300
Coal screening 3 , 2 5 0

P u m p i n g  - - . - - 14,415
Coke production - 1,575
Ventilation  ----. 700
M i s c e l l a n e o u s  - - - - 7,686

T o t a l  - - - - - - 57,894

tmdcrgromd-
Ventilation -.---. 276
Puinpiig m--L- 195
Air compressors .--- - - - 200
contimlous  miners 2,140
shwtle cars - .__.- 750
Loaders -- --- 270
Conveyors -___-.-- 1,490
Hoists .-.-..---___ -_.-  ..__.._ 50
Miscellmeous  - - - - 31

Total - _.--...--.-  --.--  -.- 5,402
&

Total surface and underground _---_  63,296

The following table a@graph  show thy power consumption in kilowa@unm
in mining operations since 1962.

8
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Annual  Consumption of Power  (in Kilowatt-hours)

Fiie 7. Annual  consumption of power in  k3hvatt-homs,  1960-71.
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Underground Diesel Equipment
During 1971, 93 new diesel permits were issued to cover the underground

operation of diesel-powered equipment. At the end of the year, a total of 438 per-
mits had been issued since the introduction of individual permits in 1968.

A summary of the diesel equipment put into use during the year is as follows:
Diesel l?..luiPmmt Nllmb=x Of Total

Permits Irsued Ho*sePxver
LocomotiveS -~--__- 3 100
Load-haul-dump vehicles .--.-  ---.---  29 3,259
Front-end loaders -.-  ----..--- 6 1,229
Ore carriers --..--  ~-_----.-. 10 216
Tractors - -  -.--.-...--...----...--- 4 832
Drilling jumbos .._-~~~~~~~~~~~_~~  ~-_.-.-~~_  11 559
Service and pe%onnel vehicles ..-- -- 22 1,362
Graders .-- 2~ 210
Mobile crane __-------_-..-- 1 75
Fork-lift truck - 1 56
sealiig platform .-----.

:
lo!3

Diamond drills --.----.-  -...--.-- 33
c!ompressors  ..--...---~----___  2 528

Totals ---.Lm .._ ~~~-  I . . . - 93 8,628
Eight appmvals were issued by the Department of.Mines and Petroleum Re-

sources during the year for diesel engines not previously approved for underground
use by any other recognized authority.

These approvals are based on the chemical analyses of exhaust-gas samples
collected while the engine is beiig  operated under varying conditions of load and
speed on a dynamometer.

Several  manufacturers have shown an interest in the design or adaptation of
diesel-powered rubber-tired loaders for use in underground coal ties, especially
for driving headings %nd  general clean-up purposes.

One of the conditions established by the Department of Mines and Petroleum
Resources for such equipment is that the maximum temperature of any part of the
external engine surface shall not exceed 300°F and, for air+~oled  engines, this
will require the installation of an automatic excess temperature shut-down switch.
Two years ago, a loader powered by an air-cooled engine fitted with this type of
temperature control was subjected to final testing on the surface of a coal mine,
prior to its being used underground. It proved to be impractical to operate the
machine under load without the safety controls shutting down the engine. because
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of excessive surface temperature. All equipment now beiig considered for under-
ground coal-mining application is powered by water-cooled engines. It would ap-
pear that the present type of air-cooled diesel engine is no longer considered suitable
for such use.

A loader, known as the “Mimesmobile  Diesel Loader,” manufactured in Aus-
tralia, was tested in Vancouver during December 1971 and found to be satisfactory
in every way. This unit, which has been granted approval for use in gassy atmos-
pheres by both the New South Wales Mines Department and by the South African
Bureau of Standards, is powered by a water-cooled Perkins four-cylinder diesel
engine and is fitted with a 2-cubit  yard bucket. It is planned to subject the
machine to further fall-load testing on the surface of a coal mine early in 1972
before any &al decision is reached regarding its use underground in a coal mine.

Several diesel-powered, hydrostatically driven vehicles were introduced under-
ground during 1971. One of these, known as the “King Nipper Personnel Carrier,”
was designed and built in Vancouver by Canadian Mine Services Limited. It is
powered by a Deutz six-cylinder diesel engine and can carry 18 persons at speeds
up to 10 m.p.h. The main feature of this vehicle is the closed-circuit, hydrostatic-
drive system comprising a Sunstrand,  series 24, positive displacement hydraulic
pump, driving four St&a,  B 45, hydraulic wheel motors. This arrangement pro-
vides stepless  speed control of the vehicle and eliminates such conventional trans-
mission features as clutch and gear box. The operation of this unit underground has
apparently been very satisfactory.

The following is a summary of alI diesel-powered equipment operated under-

Locomotives .-.- 34
Load-haul-dump vehicles (Wagner scoop-

trams, Eiico loaders, Joy transloaders,
etc.) ..-----  -..~- 81

Standard front-end loaders - 8
Ore and waste carriers (Scootcretea,  dump

trucks,  e t c . )  - - _ - - .- 36
Tractors - - - 1
Drilling jumbos ---...--.-..-___ 31
Graders ..-... 10
Service and personnel vehicles -______ 49
Aii compressors-.--.---.-  2
Diamond dri!.ls  - 3
Scaling equipment ---..-.---...-.-~~-_ 1
Concrete placing equipment -.-_~~~. 2
Welder ----.-..---  .___ _ ._.. 1
Mobile crane -..-.---._~.-  _.._....___ 1
F o r k l i f t  - - - . - 1

Totals. - -  267

8,930
1,423

3,164
990

1,792
883

2,621
528
153
109
60
49
15
56

22,326
The minimum total volume of mine ventilation required for all the above equip-

ment was almost  2% million cubic feet per minute.

Hoisting
No new shaft hoists were put into service during the past year and the following

hoists ceased operation for the reasons shown:
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Bralome  Can-Fer  Resources Limited (mining operations ceased)-
Crown  Shaft-Canadian Ingersoll Rand, 300-horsepower  72 by 54-inch

double-drum hoist.
Empire Sbaft~madian Ingersoll Rand, 350-horsepower  72 by 60-inch

double-drum hoist.
Queen Sha.ft-C!auadian Ingersoll Rand, 300-horsepower  72 by 58-inch

doubledrum  hoist.
Cominco  Ltd., Bluebell Operation (mining operations ceased)-

No. 1 Shaft-Camdian  Ingersoll Rand, 200-horsepower  60 by 48-&h
double-drum hoist.

No. 2 Winm-Canadian  Ingersoll Rand, 7.5-horsepower 36 by 24-iich
doubledrum  hoist.

Cm&co  Ltd., Bemon Lake Operation (shaft  hoisting ceased)-
No. 2 Winze-Cauadiau  Ingersoll Rand, 225-horsepower  72 by 48-&h

double-drum hoist.
Grandw  Operating Company (shaft  hoisting ceased)-

No. 1 Shaft--cOem  D’Alcnes,  two 200-horsepower  62-inch  diameter
tandem double-drum hoists.

Brymor  Mines Limited, Boss Mountain Division (mining operations SW-
pended)-

No. 1 Shaft-Be-  Non&erg, 250-horsepower  60 by 72-&h  double
chum  hoist.

During October 1971, final adjustments and tests were carried out on the
8O-imch friction hoist of Britamia  mine by representatives of the mamfachmr,  the
Canadian General Electric Company. The maximum speed of the hoist was raised
to the design figure of 2,200 feet per minute with  a hoisting capacity of between
280 and 300 tons per hour. At the time of this inspection,  although more than
l,OOO,OOO  tons had been hoisted since the hoist was tint put into service in Septem-
ber 1970, there was virtually no wear on the plastic rope treads. The hoist is bellg
operated semiautomatically by a skip-tender who watches the dumping action of the
skips by means of a television monitor. The only accident of any consequence oe
curred  during August 1971, when the two tail ropes swung  excessively at tb.e  loop
and knocked out a shaft divider which, in two, caused the two ropes to become
entangled and necessitated their replacement.

During 1971, 69 breaking-test reports were received for samples of rope tested
to destruction in accordance with Role 164 of the Mines Regulation Act and 125
nondestructive test reports were  also received during the same period. It is inter-
esting to note that for the 6rst  time the number of nondestmctive test reports received
exceeded the number of routine breaking-test reports.

During the year, 54 four-month rope-life extensions were granted, enabling
hoisting ropes to remain in service after the expiration of the normal two-year
statutory limit. Most hoisting cquipmcnt  such as drive shafts, brake linkages,  con-
veyance suspension components, etc., is now being checked at regular intervals by
nondestructive techniques.

A new cage was installed at Giant Mascot Mines during May 1971, and a
full-load free-fall drop test was carried out to test the effectiveness of the cage safety
catches. The cage, carrying a load of 2,000 pounds, was allowed to reach a speed of
rime. than 1,000 feet per minute in the 5O-degree  inclined shaft before. the safety
catches were released and engaged the guides. After engagement, the cage travelled
a distance of 4.3 feet before being stopped. This  test indicated the cage and its
safety catches were correctly designed  for that installation.
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Trucks and Heavy Mobile Equipment

The quantity and size of heavy, off-highway  equipment being used by the min-
ing industry  continued to increase during the past year. Altogether 546 dump trucks
were operated and, of this total, 161, or almost 30 per cent, carried pay loads in
excess of 60 tons. Front-end loaders also continued to play a larger role in mining
opera&m  and of the 248 machines operated in 1971, 23, or 9.5 per cent, were
fitted with buckets having a capacity greater than 6 cubic yards.

In spite of repeated reassurances from manufacturers as to the reliabiity  of
dynamic braking systems on large, electric-wheel trucks and loaders, there were
several serious accidents during the year directly attributable to an unexpected loss
of dynamic braking. In each case, the reason for the failure of the dynamic brakes
could be traced to a relatively simple component such as a faulty transistor or rheo-
stat in a control circuit. In several instances, however, the consequence of these
simple component failures was extremely serious as shown by the following ex-
amples.

A folly loaded 120-ton  track was descending a lC+er<ent  grade when the
driver lost dynamic braking because of a faulty transistor in a printed-circuit board
forming part of the speed-sensing circuit of the controls. The speed of the vehicle
increased rapidly up to a point where the driver lost all control and the unit then
overhmmi. The service brakes on these trucks have been tested under fall load
conditions on a 1%per-cent  grade and found to be quite capable of producing a safe
stop in less than 200 feet from an initial speed of 20 m.p.h. It appears, therefore,
that the accident  resulted from an excessive delay between the time the driver 6rst
noticed that the dynamic brakes had failed and when he made a foil application of
the service brakes. The speed reached by the vehicle would increase rapidly on
such a grade during this period up to a point where the service brakes would no
longer be effective.

A similar accident at another mine resulted in a seriously injured driver. On
this occasion, the actual cause of the dynamic braking failure was not completely
established, but intermittent trouble had been reported for some time previously.
Eyewimesses  state that the truck was tiavelling  at an excessive  speed down an S-
per-cent grade before it finally left the road and rolled over. The driver said that
he applied the service brakes when he first noticed the dynamic braking had failed,
but released them again when he noticed, through his rearview mirror, that smoke
was coming from the back wheels. He apparently intended to reapply the brakes
later when he reached a more favourable gradient.

Yet another similar accident occurred to a large 15-cubit-yard front-end loader
which was being driven empty down a lo-per-cent grade at a speed of 15 m.p.h.
when dynamic braking failed. The resistance grids in this case failed due to over-
heating. Once again the service brakes failed to stop the loader, presumably because
of the excessive speed reached by the vehicle by the time the operator realized what
had happened. The driver linally  dropped the bucket and this stopped the machine,
but only after it caused extensive damage to the bucket arms and operating linkage.

These accidents show that dynamic brakiig  systems can and will fail from
time to time, and all users  of heavy off-highway equipment have therefore been
directed to carry  out fall-load braking tests on their equipment on the maximmo
grade encountered during normal operations, using only the service brakes. All of
the test results so far received have been satisfactory and show that the service
brakes alone, without any dynamic braking, are quite capable of safely stopping
and holding the vehicle at normal operating speeds.
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As mentioned above, all open-pit mines where heavy, off-hi-highway dump trucks
are in use, special brake tests have been carried out at the request of the Department
of Mines and Petroleum Resources. These tests are conducted by loading the truck
to its maximum rated capacity and measuring the stopping distance on an 8 or lo-
per-cent downgrade from initial speeds of 5, 10, 15, and 20 m.p.h. The service
brakes alone are used with no assistance from dynamic braking or other retarding
devices. Initial tests are required for all new vehicles and repeat tests are sub-
sequently required at periodic intervals. It is only by obtaining such actual test
information that the effectiveness of the service brakes can be accurately assessed
and, by conducting similar teats at intervals throughout the life of the equipment,
that any changes in brake efficiency can be detected. When the measured stopping
distances tie plotted against the speed of the truck, a curve can be drawn and used
to predict stopping distances from other speeds greater than those actually used
during the tests. In all cases these curves will show that the stopping d&tance
increases alarmingly as speeds increase beyond the normal operating limits, and it
is very doubtful that any existing folly loaded lOO-, 12s, or 2OWon truck operat-
ing on an 8 or IO-per-cent grade could be safely stopped by the service brakes from
an initial speed in excess of 35 m.p.h.

As a result of these tests and because of the accidents that have occurred,  it is
realized that heavy trucks and loaders will continue to get out of control from time
to time, hence consideration must be given to lessening the consequences of these
nmaways.  All operators of open pits where vebicl& are in use have been directed
to provide run-off protection at strategic locations on downgrade roads. The most
effective protection, where topography permits, is the steeply inclined run-off lane
or ramp, with an easy well-marked access. These have now been constructed at
some mines and have already proved their worth. At one mine it is reported that a
fully loaded lOO-ton  truck got out of control on an 8-per-cent grade and the driver
entered an emergency run-off lane at an estimated speed of 50 m.p.h.  The track
stopped safely and the driver was uninjured.

Where an emergency run-off lane cannot be provided, it has been recom-
mended that emergency  impact barriers be considered. One suggestion is to have
large wedge-shaped masses of sand or line gravel arranged at suitable locations so
that runaway vehicles can “plougb” into them in an emergency. Plastic containers
holding calculated quantities of sand and arranged in definite patterns have been
successfnlly  used on highways for emergency crash barriers and have safely arrested
automobiles travelling at speeds of over 60 m.p.h. The company that developed
this, “International Barrier System,” is currently trying to design a barrier to stop
a large open-pit truck safely in an emergency. This may be feasible by stacking one
or more rows of the containers vertically to provide a sufEcient  mass of sand to
decelerate the vehicle.

Emergency steering has now been provided for most of the larger trucks and
loaders in accordance with  Rule 266 (b) of the Mines Regulation Act. The most
commonly used method is to install a battery-driven auxiliary hydraulic pomp,
designed to pmvide five to ten minutes of emergency steering, to be started by the
driver in &e.  event of a failure of the vehicle engine. Better methods are slowly
emerging, however, and at least two manufacturers  have either used or are planning
to use wheel-driven auxiliary hydraulic pumps. This means that whenever the
vehicle is in mot%+  there. will be emergency steering. Another device beii used
successfully by some manufacturers  is the hydraulic accumulator. These accumu-
lators alIow  s&Cent  emergency steering for a vehicle to be brought to a safe stop
without requiring activation by the driver or operator of the equipment.
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Mobile Crams

During 1971 there were two fatal and several serious accidents involving boom
faihlrea of mobile constrwtion-type cranes.

The two fatalities occurred under very  similar circumstances. In both cases a
long conveyor  gallery was being lifted into position by two or more cranes during
construction phases of open-pit coal-mining operations. In one of tbe accidents,
a 220-foot  boom collapsed due to buckling and in the other,  a crane  fitted with a
140-foot  boom went into tip, forcing the operator to release the load. From an
investigation  of each of these instances it appears almost certain that one of the
cranes  involved was being operated beyond the manufacturer’s  rated safe load for
the boom radius in use. Several other crane  accidents involving either the collapse
of a boom or the complete overturning of the crane were  caused by careless handling
or inexperience on the part of the operator. For example, a telescopic hydraulic
crane was being used to raise two iron-workers in a cage when the operator
extended the boom without simultaneously letting out the rope. The result was a
broken rope and two injured iron-workers. Another crane operator apparently
failed to take into account the weight of a 15-foot  jib when determining the maximum
safe load for a given radius of operation. This resulted in the crane overtoming
and a workman beiig  injured by the falling load.

It is essential that all persons connected with  crane  operation realize the many
factors involved in accident prevention. These include

(a) adequate operator training and experience;
(b) competent supervision and planning for heavy lif&;
(c) equipment in first-class operating condition;
(d) equipment properly set up and levelled, with folly extended well-

placed oubriggers;
(e) carefully checked and correctly  rewed rigging;
(f) clearly marked weight  on all articles b&g lifted; and
(g) correctly identified load charta  for the boom and crane in use.

Another aspect of crane  usage discussed during 1971 was the question of
repairs to damaged boom sections. Many of the newer mobile cranes  have long
slender booms constructed of quenched and tempered, high-strength, tubular  strac:
turd  steel,  having a tensile strength of 100,000 psi. These boom members are
extremely vulnerable to damage during tmnsportation and storage. If a chord
member should become bent and go undetected, the boom would be considerably
weakened and could fail under certain extreme operating conditions.

Repairs to damaged boom should normally only be made under the direct
supervision of the crane manufacturer or his authorized agent. If tbis is not pos-
sible, however, the services of a recognized independent engineer, specializing in
this type of repair, should be obtained. Needless to say, great care should always
be exercised in handling boom sections, and no m~utborized  welding or other physi-
cal alteration should b&attempted on a high-strength boom section witbout the ex-
press permission from the manufacturer.

In general, 1971 showed that the construction phase of a large mining opera-
tion is fraught with hazards not normally encountered in the field of minimg, aad the
number of accidents occurring  can only be reduced by better communication and
understanding between all contractors and mining company officials.

The following is a summary of the heavy open-pit and quarry equipment in
use during 1971:
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Dump Trucks (IUostly  O&highway)
sirs  of  “&lick:, ~,,~,t:,;;(Tons) v-p

‘~::. o-20 _ ,196
21-40 .-.- : ~- - 157,
41-60 - ..---____ .-~- 32
61-80 __- -.__ 1 1
81-100 _--- _ _ _ 7 6

--.---_- 5 6
_-.- 1

ZOQ -..--I~__- 1 7
-

Total  ---__.-----.-_- 546

Pii Shovel8
-. . . shwelalb3cYards) “FE-Z

a - 2  :Ll--- 2 3
2v4-4  -.. __-~- __---, 2 3
4%-6 -.---__ 20
6%-S  - _ _ _ _
1 0 - u  -.--__-. ii

,13-14  __ ,, --, 4
~15-16  .-_._--~j.__  ‘. 1 1- -
23 .-__----._- 4
54-64 (dragliqs)  -~-.------_ 2

:in

Y

Total __--...-._~ 9 8
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Dust  and Ventilation

The threshold-limit values (TLV’s) or maximum allowable dust concentrations
are periodically adjusted as more technical and medical evidence becomes available.
The standards in use in British Columbia are as follows:

For silica dust, a maximum allowable. concentration of 300 particles of dust
per cubic centimetre of air, sampled with a Gathercole konimeter, the sample b&g
processed and counted by a standard technique.

For asbestos dust, the following air sampling method was used: An M.S.A.
Monitaire portable pump, designed and calibrated to give a sampling rate of 0.1
cfm (plus or minus 3 per cent) at 12 inches water gauge when connected to a midget
impinger, was used to take IO-minute samples in desired areas. The sample was
collected in a solution of one part isopropyl alcohol to three parts of distilled water.
A standard counting cell with an accurate depth of 1 millimetre and a settling
period of 30 minutes was used to make the count. Two cells of each sample were
counted and averaged. Counting was done with a microscope having a substage
Abbe NA 1.25 condenser with an irii diaphragm, using lOO-diameter  magni&ation.
IIhnnination was by meam of light field with a IO-watt  substage lamp using a day-
light filter. Five fields in each cell were counted and averaged, and the dust concen-
tration calculated accordiagly. With each set of samples a blank was made of the
collecting liquid and the blank count recorded and used in the 61~1  calculation. In
all samples, counts were made of both asbestos-dust fibres.and particles. A fibre  is
a particle having a length of not less than three times its diameter and the diameter
must be less than 5 microns. The percentage of fibres  was reported for each location.

The present standard used to assess the asbestos-dust conditions is a maximum
allowable concentration of 5 million particles per cubic foot. Io recent years new
standards have been recommended by various organizations to assess the airborne
asbestos-dust risk to health.

For coal-dust sampling, British Columbia has adopted the gmvimetric sam-
pling method now in use in Great Britain and the United States. Monitaire-approved
personal respirabledust  samplers are used to evaluate the dust hazard. These sam-
plers are approved for use in an explosive atmosphere of methane gas and consist
of a model “G” pump powered by rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery operated
at a flow rate of 2 litres of air per minute. The sampling head consists of a IO-
millimetre nylon cyclone and filter assembly. The concentration of respirable dust
is reported in milligrams per cubic mctre  of air. To convert the concentration
obtained by the Monitaire personal sampler unit to an equivalent British Mining
Research Establishment (MRB)  criterion, the result is multiplied by a factor of
1.6. The samplers are worn for a full shift by various workmen to determine the
amount of dust exposure to which  they were subjected and, to comply with the
newly adopted standards, must not exceed 3 milligrams of dust per cubic metre of
air.

In 1971, 67 surveys of dust and ventilation conditions were made at 66 oper-
ations. These were completed at all types of mining operations.

Fii per cent of the surveys at underground drilling-sites gave averages of less
than 300 particles of dust per cubic centimetre of air. Horizontal heading ventila-
tion has improved, but the ~ventilation  of raise headings required to be improved.
The lack of ventilation to the face of raises is the major item maintaining the low
percentage of drilliig operations with dust concentrations below 300 particles per
cubic centimetre.  Small-diameter plastic-type ducting could be used to establish
vedilation  at these locations and thus reduce the concentration of dust.
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At “all other underground locations,” 79 per cent of the surveys  made showed
dust concentrations less than 300 particles per cubic centimetxe. Most of the men
employed underground work in areas listed in this category. In some mines com-
puter assistance is now being used to control intricate ventilation circuits.

Underground crushing  plants have shown some improvement inasmuch as 65
per cent of the surveys completed indicated less than 300 particles per cubic centi-
me&c. New plant design could eliminate many of the inadequacies in dust control
existing in the older plants. Bag-type liltcrs  and water air-scrubbers are being used
to keep stack emissions to a minimum at many plants.

In assay grinding-rooms, 75 per cent of the surveys showed under 300 par&
cles of dust per cubic centimetre of air. Several pertinent considerations should
be observed when designing dust control systems for assay grinding-rooms. These
are:

(1) Equipment hoods should be sutliciently large to perform their ftmo-
tion,  but sufEciently  small to avoid unnecessary burden on the cx-
ha&t fan: -

(2) To be effective, the ventilating velocity at the hood face must be be-
tween 250 to 500 feet per minute, depending on the method being
used to clean the equipment; and

(3) All sample preparation operations must be performed under the hood
provided.

At open-pit drilling operations, 85 per cent of the surveys  showed less than
300 particles of dust per cubic centimetre of air. With proper maintenance and
utilization of the dust-control system, 100 per cent below 300 particles per cubic
ccntimetre could be readily achieved. Operator abuse and (or) non use of dust
control are the main reasons for unsatisfactory conditions. At all other operations

‘in open-pit mining, 100 per cent of the surveys completed showed  below 300 par-
ticles per cubic ccntimetre of air.

Crushing plants at open-pit mining operations are subject to handling drier ore
than usual at underground operations, hence open-pit plant design to control dust
assumes greater importance. Most pIants  are equipped with dust collectors of the
bag type to prevent excessive stack emissions. Fifty-three per cent of the crushing
plants had averages less than 300 particles of dust per cubic centime!xe  of air.

At structural-material and industrial-mineral operations the results of sampling
were as follows: At drilling operations, 71 per cent of the  surveys showed an average
particle count per cubic centimetre of air less than 300; at crushing  operations, 46
per cent showed below  300; and at bagging and warehouse locations, 50 per cent
showed below 300.

Portable crushing  plants used at many of the structural-material and industrial-
mineral operations are not usually designed with dust-control facilities incorporated
and each unit must be custom equipped. Management resist such dust-control
devices because of hi install&don  and operating costs.

At asbestos mining and milling operations, 60 per cent of the samples taken
had average counts below 5 million particles per cubic foot of air. A bag-type iiltcr
to control stack emissions was being installed at the drying plant.

At coal mines, 73 per cent of the locations sampled had coal-dust con-
centrations below the new maximum of 3 milligrams of dust per cubic metre. Rock
work in open pits was sampled by standard kc&meter methods and all areas sampled
were below  the maximum of 300 particles of dust per cubic ccntimetre of air.

Certificates of fitness were checked at the mines. In the lodemining  industry,
97 per cent of dust-exposure category employees had the required certificates of fit-
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ness,  in the wal-miuiug industry  84 per cent of like employees had .iertScatcs  of
fituess,  and in the asbestos-mining industry, 100 per cent of employees  io the same
category  had cert&ates  of fitness. king the year, cert5cate.s  of fitness  issued  jn
coal  and metal mines. were  made htcrchaogcable between  industries;

The accompanyiag graphs show the median of all dust-wont ~avcragcs  in
various operations  in the lode mines obtained each year since 1937.

LEGEND

STOPER DRILLING

> 03h401~~0
LEYNER DRILLING

ALL DRILLING UNDERGROUND

ALL OTHERS UNDERGROUND

Figure 8. Average mdergmmd  dust  counts.
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LEGEND

-_---- CRUSHING PLANTS (Surfrxej

- ASSAY GRINDING RM)MS.

British  Colombia has adopted the  noise-control standards set by the  Canada
Department of Laboor  Safety Code.

Noise surveys were  made at 45 mining  operations during the  year. Eigbty-
five per  cent of the workmen were wearing ear protection and 99 per cent of the
drills iu  use underground at metal-mining ~operations  were mu88ed.  At stmctoral
material and industrial mineral operations 33 per cent of the operators  wore ear
protection.

SHIFTBOSS  CERTIFICATES

S&ion  21 of tbe Mines R&&m  Act requires that every person employed
underground or in  open-pit workings most  be under  the daily supervision of an
official who is the  holder of a sbiftboss  cmtikate  issued  under the  Act. In  addition,
section  23 of the  Coal  Mines  Regulation Act requires that  every  person employed
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OPEN Pm  SHIPTBW  CERTIFICATES, 1971

UNDERGROWN  Sm~mxs  CERTIFICATES,  1971
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in open-pit workings at a coal tie shall be under the daily supervision of a sbiftboss
or other official who is the holder of an open-pit sbiftboss certb%ate  issued under the
Act.

An applicant for a shiiboss certificate  must hold a minerescue  certificate  (SW-
face or underground as requisite), a currently valid first aid certb?cate,  and is
required to pass an examination on the regulations and rules as contained in the
respective Acts. Three different  certificates  are issued, one for underground metal-
mining operations; one that is valid in both coal- and metal-mining open-pit oper-
ations; and a third for sand-, gravel-, and clay-removal operations. A fee of $5
is charged for the examination. There were 233 applications for examinations Iiled
during 1971.

The Board of Examiners may grant provisional certificates  under such condi-
tions as it considers advisable. During 1971, 99 rrovisional certbicates  were
issued.issued.

Examinations were held at various places throughout the Province, and, of theExaminations were held at various places throughout the Province, and, of the
206 examinations written, 156 candidates passed. There were 115 shiiboss cer-206 examinations written, 156 candidates passed. There were 115 shiiboss cer-
tificates issued, 55 to underground shiftbosses  and 60 to those employed in open-tificates issued, 55 to underground shiftbosses  and 60 to those employed in open-
pit mining. The recipients are listed in the preceding tables.pit mining. The recipients are listed in the preceding tables.

CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY
Sections 23 aad 24 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act require that managers

and certain other supervisory officials of underground coal minea shall be the hold-
ers of certificates  of competency issued under this Act. A Board of Examiners is
responsible for setting examinations from time to time for these certilicates,  for
considering applications for interchange certificates, and for advising the Minister
in accordance with section 26 (3) of the Act. In 1971 two candidates presented
themselves for examination, one for a lirst-class  certi6cate  who was successful in
passing the examination, and one for a third-class certificate  who was unsuccessful.
Eight other candidates applied for interchange certificates, all oft  whom were granted
certificates by the Minister, on the Board’s recommendation. These included five
applicants for first-class certificates,  two for third-class certilicates,  and one for a
mine surveyor’s certificate. Five of the applicants for interchange certificates held
equivalent qualifications from the United Kingdom, two from Alberta, and one from
Nova Scotia. All candidates were interviewed by the Board, either in Victoria or
at Femie.

The following certificates were issued in 1971:

First-class Certificates of Competency
,-%z% Name Date

A229-----.- -H. S. Haslam ..-..-----.  January 25.
A230..--  D. M. Parkes  -.--.-..-  March 9 .
A231 .I. E. Powell ..-...-..-  ~-~~.---July 13.
A232--.-~...~~~~~~~K.  S. Kbunkb~------July 13.
A233~~~~~----..~~J.  E. Anderson---- ---October  19.
A234 ---...-.......  D. I. R. Henderson.-.----~Novemberber  29.

Third-class Certificates of Competency
C1047-  - Alan Men&- __----August 18.
C1048-.-...---  Kenneth Charlton- October 5.

113-----  - wiiedLynk February 10.
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MINE  RJZSCUE,  SAFETY, AND FIRST  AID
Minerescue stations fully supplied with mine-rescue equipment are main-

tained at Fen&, Kamloops,  Nanaimo,  and Nelson. A fifth station was established
at Prince George and is being equipped to the same standard as the others. Miae-
rescue co-ordinators  are at each station and are fully qualilied  instructors in first
aid and mine-rescue training. With the exception of Fernie,  each station is estab-
lished as a mobile tit to transport cqtipment anywhere in that area and to be
available for either rescue or training purposes. Each station is equipped with
sufficient  self-contained, oxygen-supplying breathing equipment to maintain at least
two mine-rescue teams of six men each should an emergency arise in the nearby
mines. In addition to this equipment some is on loan by the Department to supple-
ment that owned by various mining companies. The co-ordinators  periodically
check all minerescue  equipment to ensure  its serviceability.

First aid classes were held by the co-ordinatom  at various mines and centres
throughout the Province. From the classes, 222 candidates received St. John Am-
bulance c&Sates  and 25 received Industrial Fist Aid certi6cates. In addition,
420 men were aained in mine-rescue work. Of this total, 118 men received under-
ground mine-rescue certificates, 230 received surface mine-rescue certificates,  and
72 received gravel-pit rescue certificates. Lists  of the recipientsfollow:

UNDERGROUND  M INE-RESCUE CERTIFICATES, 1971

%A?( N- I WhemTrd

*9s Wilbut  R .  c o t - -
,899 LSrry  0. s&and..- I $fzz.zf
.mo Ian R. Prird---__-
,901  Arthur  Peters Femie.
em m-d Acadia--.--.--- Remac.
,903 Pem.ud  Labelk Kcmsc.
4,904 Walter  w. BasnaU aritannia  aeach,
,905 William  Macpkrsnn Jlwermcre.
,906 WiuY  Ii. Peers rnvcrmere.
,wl Nmmsll  E.  Bwcm mitatia  Beach.
rlw8 Ronald w. Bvam Rritia  Beach.
,909 Miw*  Hobwka Btitumi.  Beach
,ml ROY  A. Houston atiwa  aeach.
49911  HOWarQJ.  La3L Britannia  Beach.
49912 *imo*r  P. Riordon aritannia  aeach
49913  Erarver.4.  c r a b - - _ _  HerLkixLahe.
,914 Les”e  J.  H&au ~s”wnislon  mw- Hendrix  Lalrc.
,915 David  I. Fair_..- _ Hen&ixJ&e.
4916 Edward  0. McArdlc-~ Ixendrix Lahe.
4917 Ronald c. Benson. K.%drix Lake.
,918 T,Demo,,dWilson----  .-__ Hrndrti  Lake.
4919  asly  cbcmo*~--.-__-- Hrndrix  L*e.
,920 nmo I. IliSHeimOr,eL- Hendrix  Lake.
4921  Mi~Scl  mews Hmdrix  LahS.-______
4922 Theodore P. MandlYL Headrix  Layc.
4923 Donald  L. TmlblaY HEwJdx L*c.
4924 Remeth  I.. se-- Ecndrix  Lake.
,925 Leonard r.  *deraar~--- vancouvQ.
492926 Pa.“1  G. aroam vancml”er.
,927 GanY  w. Davk-- “anco”“er.
4928 Ruse” L. Davis---.- “-Rr.
4929  GwrmDeLisb “Mw”ver.
4930 Mnmico  H. D”pes?alll-~ VUCO3lW.
4931  amdan Godor--..-- “anco”ver.
4932 ROW  A. Eramae- _ “anco”“er.
4935 Charles  w. LanmL-

EEz4934  An&e*,  Miner
4935 sam”e,  w. MoseanLO “anc0”ver.
4936 wssam r‘. OBdel “ancO”“er.
4937 Thomas  B. ostrow~- VaacouVrr.
4938 JOssph  B. Price “ansO”V%
4939 Lade  c. a&e--.----- “mcc)llver.
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UNDE~GK~~~ M~NE-RB~~~E~CERTIFI~A~ES,  1971-Cotuinued

mm* WW-lhiQGd
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SURFACE MINE-RBSCUE  CERTJHCATBS,  1971
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SURFACE MINE-RESCUE CERTIFICATES, 1971-Continued

A 243
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SURPACH MINE-RBSCUB  CBRTIFICATBS,  1971-Continued

M. NO. Name WkIOTISkd
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GRAVEL PIT MINE-RESCUE CERTIFICATES, 1971-Continued

Four mine-safety associations operate in different  areas of the Province. They
are sponsored by the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources and the Work-
men’s Compensation Board and arc sided by mining company officials, safety super-
visors, Inspectors of Mines,  mine-rescue co-ordinators, and, ,in some areas, local
industry. These  org&ations promote mine-rescue and first aid training as well as
safety education in their various districts.

The West Kootenay Mine Safety Association held its 25th annual competition
in Nelson on May 29. The three teams that competed in the mine-rescue event
came from Bluebell, Jersey, and Reeves MacDonald mines. The Cominco  Ltd. team
from Bluebell mine, captained by E. Ingbam,  won the district shield.

The Central British Columbia Mine Safety Association held its 23rd annual
competition at Kamloops on May 29. The five teams participating in the mine-
rescue event were from Boss Mountain, Craigmont, Granduc, Pm&i Lake mines,
and Versatile Mii Services Ltd., Kamloops. The Granduc Operating Company
team Tom Granduc mine, captained by P. R. Jones, won the district shield.

The Vancouver Island Mime Safety Association held its 57th annual compcti-
tion in Nanaimo on June 5. The four teams that competed in the minerescue  event
came from Britannia,  Coast Copper  Texada,  and Western Lynx mines. The winning
team was that of Tcxada Mimes Ltd., captained by J. MacKave.

The East Kootenay Mime Safety Association held its 50th annual competition
on June  5, at Femie, with four teams competing in the mine-rescue event. Two
teams were  from the Sullivan mine of Cominco  Ltd., and one team each from Michel
and Fernie, representing Kaiser Resources Ltd. The Fernie team, captained by
J. Peters, won the district trophy.

At aII  four of the preceding meetings, competitions were  held in tint aid as
well as mine-rescue work. In these competitions, events were  held for men,  women,
and juniors. The entries in these events came not only from  the mining industry but
also from other industries and from the public at large.

The winners  of the four district mine-rescue competitions met in the 16th Pro-
vincial m&-rescue  competition held in Kelowna on June 12. The Kaiser Resources
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Ltd. team, captained by J. Peters, won the Provincial trophy, and the Cominco Ltd.
team from Bluebell mine, captained by E. Ingham,  placed second.

The 5th Canadian Mine Rescue Championship was held in Edmonton, Alta.,
on June 19. Competing teams were from Alberta, British Columbia, Nova Scotia,
Saskatchewan, and the Northwest and Yukon Territories.
that of Coleman Colliers Limited of Coleman, Alta.

The winning team was
The team from the Northwest

Territories placed second.
On October 3, a surface mine-rescue meeting was held at Brenda mint  where

five rescue problems based on hazard potentials in the surface-mining industry were
demonstrated. These involved the rescue of persons in a capsized motor-vehicle,
in the collision of vehicles, in a burning building, buried by an avalanche, and having
broken through ice.

JOHN T. RYAN TROPHY

The John T. Ryan safety trophies were established in 1941 to promote safety
in coal and metal mines. Administration of the awards is by the Canadian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy. The award for metal mines is presented to the mining
company or companies having the least number of compensable accidents per million
man-hours. In 1971 the regional trophy for metal mines was won by Brynnor
Mines Limited, Boss Mountain Division, with an accident frequency of 6.58.

Texada Mines Ltd. had an accident frequency of 4.52 but was not eligible to
compete for the regional trophy because their statistical period for the frequency
calculation included a portion of the period in which it won the regional trophy in
1969. However, this low accident-frequency record enabled Texada  Mines Ltd.
to win the Canadian Trophy because it had the least accident frequency per million
man-hours of any metal mine in Canada.
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The coal-mine award is presented  to the coal-mining company having worked
a minimum of 120,000 man-hours with the least  number of compensable accidents.
The coal  mines of British Columbia arc grouped with those in  Alberta to form a
Western Region. In 1971 the regional trophy for coal mines  was won by Kaiser
Resources Ltd., Michel  Colliery,  with  an accident frequency of 101.4.,

WEST KOOTENAY MINE SAFETY ASSOCIATION TROPHY
In 1951 the West Kootenay  Mine  Safety Association donated a safety trophy

for annual competition in order  to encourage and promote safety  in  small mines.
Entrants  were originally restricted to the West Kootenay area, but in  1956 this re-
striction was~retnoved  and entries are accepted from any qualifying  mine in  the
Province.

The  award is made to the metal mine having the lowest accident rate and bav-
ing worked a total of from 2,500 to 30,000 shifts  per year, at least one-third of which
having been  worked  underground. An accident is considered an incident involving
more  than three days’ time  loss by the workman.

In  1971 the award was won  by the Pinchi  Lake operation of Cominco  Ltd. with
an accident frequency of 0.144 per thousand man-shiis.

SAFETY COMPETITION, OPEN-PIT MINES AND QUARRIES
In 1961 the Department of Mines  and Petrol&n  Resources  organized a safety

competition for the open-pit and quarry industr)  and instituted  awards and donated
a trophy for annual competition for operations having the least number  of compen-
sable accidents during the year. In  1965, in  order to provide  a more equitable
competition basis, it was decided to donate a sccond~  trophy and to divide the en-
trants having a large number of man-hours into two groups-the A group, for those
operations having from 35,000 to 200,000 man-hours per year; and the B group,
for those  having in excess of 200,000 man-hours per  year. A certilicatc  of achieve-
ment is awarded to operations amassing 15,000 man-hours without accidents over
any continuous time interval.

Because of extremely  keen competition among A trophy entrants, it has been
necessary to further retine  the rules by changing the basis of comparison from  “com-
pensable” accidents to “lost-time” accidents.

In 1971 the A trophy was won jointly by seven  operations each having no lost
time. or compensable accidents. The  number of accident-free man-hours worked
is indicated in parentheses after the names  of the following list of companies wbming
this  award: The Cobble IIiU  quarry of Ocean  Cement Limited,  B.C. Cement Divi-
sion (46,636); the Vananda  quarry of Canada Cement Lafarge  Ltd. (56,116); the
Blubber Bay quarry of Domtar  Chemicals Limited  (Lie  Division) (74,971); the
Myra Falls open  pit of Western  Mines  Limited, under  work contract to Grctsinger
and Macdonald  Construction Company (73,920); the Mary Hill Division of Ocean
Cement Limited  (113,321) ; the Coxey  open-pit mine of the Red Mountain Mii
Division of  Consolidated Canadian Faraday Ltd.  (90,561) ;  and the Iavermere
operation of Western Gypsum Limited  (47,169).

We&rob  Mines  Limited at their Tasu  mine won the B trophy with  an accident
freqmcy  of 5.98 per million  man-hours.

RECLAMATION

Section 11 of the Mines Reguhtion  Act was  amended by Iimiting  the time
in which a representation may bc  made in subsection  (5),  by the remunbcriog
of all subsections from (5~)  to (15),  and the addition of subs&ion  (17) as follows:
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“( 17) Notwithstanding the provisions of th& section, where a substance is not
a mineral as defined  in the  Mineral  AC&  the  chief  Inspector has and may exercise
power and aotbority  under this section, and may

(a) approve programmes  for reclamation and conservation of land com-
prising a mine and issue permits required under this section, subject
to such terms and conditions as he may prescribe; or

(b) if he is satisfied that the protection and reclamation  of the land is
adequately secured and controlled  under any  Act, regulation, M mu-
nicipal by-law, by order, exempt that mine from tbe provisions of
this section.”

Under the authority of subsection (15) of section 8 of the  Cwl Mines Regzda-
tion Act, Order in Council 1390 was approved on April 23, 1971, thereby making
coal mines in the  exploration stage subject to section 8 of the Cc&  Mines Regulmion
A c r .

Under the amlmrity of subsection (16) of section 11 of the Mines Regularion
Act, Order in Council 1667 was approved on May 27, 1971, thereby making the
surface  operations of umiergrcamd  metal mines subject to section 11 of the Mines
Re&&m  Act.

During the calendar year 1971,17  temporarypermits  authorizing surface work
(reclamation permits) were issued by the  Minister of Mines  and Petroleum Re
sources under the authority of section 8 of the  Coal  Mines Regulation Act or section
11 of the Mines Regulation Act. Since the reclamation legislation was enacted on
April 2,1969,49 temporary permits have been  issued.

Temporary permits were issued  in 1971 for the following mining operations:

“f%-s=i-Es% CarnPaoy  Nanz
3 4 Pacific Silica Ltd.---.~.-.--~--Oliver.
36 International Marble & Stone

Co. Ltd..--- ..---SirdSX.
3 7 Valley Copper Mines Ltd..-. Highland Valley.
38 F’remier  Sand & Gravel Co.

Ltd. Sechelt.
3 9 Constn~ction  Awegates  Ltd.....Metchosin.
40 olbraltar  Mmes  Ltd.__--.-- McLeese  Lake.
4 3 Columbia Metals Carp  .__--_  Ferguson.

C 45 Utah Construction & Mining
Co. (Utah Mmes  Ltd.)-Carbon Creek.

C 4 6 Nickel Hill Mines Ltd.-- ..-. Pink Mountain.
C  4 7 Brameda  Resources Ltd.---Sukwka  River.
C 48 Teck  Corporation Ltd.----~Sukuaka  River.
C 49 Elk River Explorations Ltd.--Upper  Elk River.

S O Alwin  Mii Co. Ltd..-----Xigbland  Valley.
C  5 1 Alberta Coal Ltd.----.----.Sukunka  River.
C 52 Hogan  Mines Ltd.-...---  _.....  m--W.  A. C. Bennett Dam.
C 53 Rio Tmto  Canadian Explora-

tion Ltd--.- --upper Elk River.
C 54 Crows Nest Industries Ltd.--~ Tornado Mountain.

C-CLZUI  MhS  Re~ll&Iimi Act.
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~&I  addition to the foregoing, 24 permits had been approved and were in process
of being issued as of December 31,1971. Five surface metal mines, five coal-explor-
ation properties, and 14 underground metal mines are included in this group.

As of December 31, 1971, 56 reclamation programmes  and reports had been
received from sand and gravel operations and will be processed in the coming year.

Petit 13 was issued to For&burg  Collieries Ltd. on January 27, 1970, au-
thorizing surface work at the coal mine near Telkwa. This operation terminated in
late March .1970. Reclamation of the surface of the land disturbed by the surface
mining was carried out during 1970 and 1971. The reclamation work was approved
in November 1971, and the  secority  deposit refunded.

AJD TO THE  SECURITIES COMMISSION

A. R. C. James, Senior Inspector of Mines, continued to act as mining engineer
adviser to the British Columbia Securities Commission. His duties are mainly’ to
advise the Commission~in  regard to engineering reports submitted in support of pros-
pectuses by mining companies as required by Regulation 17 under the SecuritieJ
Act. Engineeriug advice is also required from time to time by the Commjssion on
certain other matters, such as in connection with progr-es  financed by rights
offerings to shareholders, on the assessment of reports of work done on mining prop
erties,  0x1 changes  in progmmmes  or property holdings after a prospectus has been
issoed,  on prices paid for mining prop&es,  umditioas  of option agreements, and in
approval of company press releases:

In 1971, a total of 227 engineering reports was examined and the Commission
advised on their contents. The reports were submitted by 168 companies,  mainly
in support of prospectuses. Two full days of each working we& are normally spent
at the Commission 05ces.
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